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ABSTRACT
A general class of two-step alternating-direction semi-implicit
methods is proposed for the approximate solution of the semi-
discrete form of the space-dependent reactor kinetics equations.
An exponential transformation of the semi-discrete equations is
described which has been found to significantly reduce the truncation
error when several alternating-direction semi-implicit methods are
applied to the transformed equations. A subset of this class is shown
to be a consistent approximation to the differential equations and to
be numerically stable. Specific members of this subset are compared
in one- and two-dimensional numerical experiments. An "optimum"
method, termed the NSADE (Non-Symmetric Alternating-Direction
Explicit) method is extended to three-dimensional geometries.
Subsequent three-dimensional numerical experiments confirm the
truncation error, accuracy, and stability properties of this method.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Space-Dependent Reactor Kinetics Problem
In the past few years, much effort has been devoted to developing
methods for solving the time-dependent multigroup neutron diffusion
equations in one or more spatial dimensions. This work has been
motivated by at least three reasons. First, it is a mathematical cer-
tainty that the solution of these equations for any reactor subjected to
a perturbation, which is not homogeneous over the entire reactor, will
exhibit a spatially nonuniform behavior. Second, and more practically,
the present generation of 1000 Mw(e) and larger light water thermal
reactors are so large that they behave in a loosely-coupled manner
when subjected to localized perturbations. Finally, the inherently
more severe safety problems associated with large liquid-metal-
cooled fast breeder reactors must be analyzed as exactingly as possible.
Certainly, methods capable of treating space-time effects should be
available for use in this analysis.
The time constants associated with the various phenomena which
affect the neutron flux distribution in space span many orders of mag-
nitude. Those associated-with the burnout of fissile isotopes, buildup
of most fission products, and the production of fissile isotopes from
fertile isotopes are on the order of weeks and months. Uneven vari-
ations in the xenon concentration in space and time can cause spatial
power oscillations, with time constants on the order of several hours.
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Sodium voiding, loss of coolant in water-cooled reactors, and rapid
control rod motions give ritse to flux changes with associated time
constants on the order of tens of microseconds to a few seconds.
For the most part, those phenomena which occur on a time scale
of hours or longer are adequately treated by quasi-static techniques,
where the time dependence is treated by a series of static calculations.
Of concern for this thesis are methods for treating the more rapid
flux variations, where the transient of interest extends over a few
seconds at most. The time derivatives cannot be ignored for these
transients. These problems are also of the most concern from the
standpoint of accident analysis.
For the purposes of this thesis, it is assumed that the multigroup
form of the time-dependent diffusion equation is adequate to describe
the spatial and energy distribution of the neutron population in a
reactor. This is generally true for assemblies of the size of current
power reactors, particularly if more exacting methods have been
used to obtain the multigroup constants for the various material
compositions in the assembly. A more exact mathematical treatment,
such as using the time-dependent transport equation, is usually neces-
sary only for more exotic problems such as weapons calculations.
In addition, only the linear form of the multigroup equation is
treated in this thesis. Changes in material properties in time are not
coupled to local or assembly-wide flux variations. Perturbations are
intended to simulate external factors such as control rod motion.
Fortunately, for both the reactor desigrier and for those concerned
with methods development, most feedback mechanisms are relatively
11
smooth functions of such factors as temperature and pressure. Since
the method developed in this thesis treats problems with time-varying
coefficients with no difficulty, it is believed that the method should
also treat problems with additional variations in coefficients due to
nonlinear feedback effects.
As shown later in this thesis, the equations are finite-differenced
on a fixed spatial mesh before they are solved. When the fixed mesh
has been specified, an error has been incurred in computing the initial
spatial flux distribution and largest eigenvalue when these are com-
pared to the solution of the differential form of the equations. This
error is due to the finite mesh spacing. It will be carried on into later
time-dependent results obtained from the finite-differenced form of the
equations. However, discussions of truncation error in the numerical
results shown in this thesis do not refer to this error. Of concern
here is the error in the approximate solution when compared to the
exact solution of the differential-difference system of equations.
The remainder of this chapter presents the form of the space-
dependent reactor kinetics equations to be used hereafter. Several
methods previously employed to solve these equations are also
reviewed. In Chapter 2, a very general solution technique is derived
and shown to possess several desirable and mathematically necessary
properties. Four specific variants are considered in more detail for
comparative numerical testing. Finally, one of these methods is pro-
posed as being most suitable to three spatial dimensions. Chapter 3
begins with the results of the numerical comparisons of the four vari-
ants over a range of problems in one and two spatial dimensions.
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Numerical results for four problems in three dimensions, obtained
with the method proposed in Chapter 2, are presented to conclude the
chapter. Chapter 4 summarizes the conclusions which can be reached
concerning this method and includes a discussion of its advantages
and limitations.
1.2 The Space-Dependent Reactor Kinetics Equations
The diffusion approximation to the reactor kinetics equations may
be written as follows: 1
1do G
(r, t) = . D ( t) 9 (r, t) + Z ,(r, t)4 ,(r, t)
g'=1
+ f giCi(r, t) (1 - g 4 G)
i= 1
(1.1)
dC. G
dt (r, t) = -X. C (r, t) + p. ,(r, t)4 ,(r, t) (1 4 i 4 I),
g'= 1
where
g = index number of the energy group
i = index number of the delayed neutron precursor group
24 = scalar neutron flux in energy group g (neutrons/cm2. sec)
th -3C = density of the i th precursor (cm )
v = speed of the neutrons in the gth group (cm/sec)
D = diffusion coefficient for neutrons in group g (cm)
gg, = intergroup macroscopic transfer cross section from group
g' to group g (cm- ), with the following structure:
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Egg X gV g (1-I)Efg Eag YEsg'g'
g'#g
X = the fission spectrum yield in group g -
v = average number of neutrons per fission in group g
g macroscopic fission cross section in group g
Eg = macroscopic absorption cross section in group g
Ssgg = macroscopic scattering cross section from g' to g
= total fractional yield of delayed neutrons per
fission.
g , g V g fg,(1) + z ,, g'# g.gg g fgsgg
f i = XiXgi
pig, = V fg, =
-1
= probability (sec ) that the
yield a neutron in group g,
constant and X the energy
from the i precursor
i thprecursor will
where X. is the decay
spectrum of neutrons
production factor (cm 1) for the ith pre-
cursor having fractional yield , by fissions
in group g'.
Boundary conditions for Eqs. (1.1) will be of the homogeneous
Neumann or Dirichlet type. At internal interfaces, continuity of the
flux and normal component of the neutron current, n . DV4, will be
required. An initial flux distribution in energy and space must be
specified.
Equations (1.1) may be compacted into the form, 1
d(
a~-(r, t) = M (r, t) 0 (r, t) , (1.2)
by defining the matrices
( t)
02(r, t)
0(r, t) = 4G(r, t)
C1&(, t)
C (r, t)
and
M(r, t) =
v1E12
v 2 (V.D 2 V 22)
vG G1
P1 1
pIl
vGEG2
P 1 2
PI2
(1.3a)
v 1 1G
v 2 2G
v G(V.DG V+GG)
This form of the equations will be used later in discussing various
mathematical properties of solution techniques proposed in this thesis.
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G fG1
91G
. .G. vG GI
0
0
PIG
- I
(1.3b)
y 1(V-D 1Vz1)
v2 f21
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1.3 The Spatially Discretized Equations
Equations (1.1) are continuous in both spatial and temporal
variables. In order to discretize the spatial variables, a three-
dimensional spatial mesh is superimposed upon the reactor of
interest. Equations (1.1) are then integrated over the volumes associ-
ated with each of the mesh points, using the box-integration technique. 3
The resulting equations are referred to as the semi-discrete equations.
The semi-discrete forms of the reactor kinetics equations are
derived in detail in Appendix A. The resulting equations for the
th
neutron flux at all mesh points for group g, 0 # , and the i precursor
g
concentration at all mesh points, C., can be written as
G I
=g Di + T,+ F.C. (1 6 g G) (1.4)dt -g g -ggg -gi i
g'=1 i=1
and
dC. G
dt= -A ii + P i , (1 1 i < I). (1.5)
g'=1
Here, D is a seven-stripe matrix representing the net neutron leakage
-g
across the six sides of the mesh volume. All other square matrices
are diagonal. Tg , contains terms representing intergroup transfer
processes, and F gi represents the transfer of delayed neutrons into
group g due to decays in precursor group i. A contains the precursor
decay constants, while ,ig, represents the production of delayed pre-
cursor i due to fissions in group g'.
Equations (1.4) and (1.5) can be combined into the single matrix
equation,
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t= A. (1.6)
The matrix A is square and of order N * (G+I), where N is the number
of spatial mesh points.
11=
Here, r and A have been defined as
(1.7)
and
T1G
-11
-21
_D2 +T 2 2 .
PG +TGG
... 
_D G
*2G
' ' ' IG
-G1
-A
-1i
* F2I
.* *-GI
0
0
For later reference, several matrices are defined here as follows:
D +T 11 -12
-21
TG1
-Gi
-21
-Il
TG2
E12
- 2 2
- 1 2L
(1.8)
_T2G
D 0 . . .
0 D . . .
- -2
0
0
0
0 0. 
_. D
-G
-A
0
0
0 T12
0 0
0
' '' 1GI
T
' 2G
0
L
F 1 7
F2 1
F
-21i
0
F 21
' 
-GI
0
0
o
0
Pl
* * * G
'''-IG
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(1.9a)
0
-A
(1. 9b)
0
TG1
-21
-I1
0
0
-G2
-12
-12
0
0
(1.9c)
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and
T = A - (D+L+U). (1. 9d)
For any period of time, At, during which all terms in A are
constant, Eq. (1.6) has the solution
AAt-(At) = e - 0t (0). (1.10)
All solution techniques for the semi-discrete equations are approxi-
mations to Eq. (1.10).
1.4 A Review of Solution Techniques
Calculational methods used for solving the space-dependent
kinetics equation can be placed into two broad categories. The first
category can be generally classed as modal methods.4 More spe-
cifically, it can be broken into time synthesis and space-time synthe-
sis, both of which could be termed indirect solution techniques.
These methods make some assumption about the shape of the solution
over several subregions or the entire reactor. These assumptions
are forced into the final solution through a variety of techniques. The
second category could be termed direct techniques and consists of
methods whereby Eqs. (1.1) are solved directly. Since these equations
can be solved analytically only for the most trivial of problems, these
direct techniques generally involve finite-differencing them and pro-
ceeding to solve some approximation to Eq. (1.6).
All of the indirect methods approach the problem by expanding the
solution as a linear combination of some set of functions:
19
K
M(r, t) = T k(r, t) Vk(r). (1.11)
k= 1
The time synthesis methods use one or more /k(r), each of which is
defined over the entire solution region. The Tk then become functions
only of time. The V1k(r) may consist of eigenmodes of one of several
static operators. Among those suggested are the Helmholtz eigen-
modes, the w-modes, and the X-modes.4 None of these have been very
successfully applied to any general class of two- or three-dimensional
problems.
Alternatively, the Vk(r) may be the fundamental modes of a set of
operators, each describing the reactor in a different state. Most
naturally, these states are chosen to be static states of the reactor at
different times during the particular transient of interest.5 These
states can be computed by standard static methods. However, for
three-dimensional problems, even the best methods for computing the
Vk(r) are very time-consuming. It should be noted that the well-known
adiabatic method6 and quasi-static method 7 , 8 can be considered as
variants of time synthesis where only one trial function is used at a
time, but new trial functions are used every few time steps. 4
In space-time synthesis methods, the Vk(r) are chosen to represent
flux shapes over subregions of the reactor, where the subregion may be
a subvolume, plane, or subplane. For example, the so-called single-
channel synthesis technique9,10,11 divides a three-dimensional reactor
into a number of axial zones and uses a set of two-dimensional flux
shapes for the Vk(r) within each zone. The sets may vary from zone
to zone, and are chosen to represent static conditions across planes
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perpendicular to the axis in the zones at various times in the transient.
Being only two-dimensional, they are relatively easy to compute.
Multi-channel synthesis techniques 1 2' 1 3 additionally partition the
planes perpendicular to the axis into zones and use sets of V/k(r) which
are allowed to vary independently in these planar zones.
Once the expansion functions have been chosen, equations to be
solved for the expansion coefficients are generated using either a
variational principle encompassing the multigroup diffusion equations
or a weighted residual technique. The great advantage of these methods
is that the number of equations to be solved is generally small com-
pared to the number of points at which V(r, t) will be known when the
expansion in Eq. (1.11) is carried out, even for three-dimensional
calculations. Using a space-time synthesis technique, flux solutions
at 10 5-106 mesh points over the period of interest in a transient can
be obtained in reasonable amounts of computer time.
These synthesis techniques are characterized by a lack of defini-
tive error bounds, however. There is little but intuition to indicate
when a set of trial functions will give good results for a particular
perturbation.
The direct finite difference techniques, in contrast, are character-
ized by fairly definitive error estimates. Because of this property,
they are extremely useful as numerical standards against which the
more approximate methods may be compared. As computational
capabilities increase, direct methods also become practical for routine
production calculations in one and two dimensions. If fine spatial
detail is not required, even three-dimensional direct methods become
21
practical for some types of routine calculations.
In one spatial dimension, the GAKIN 4 and WIGLE 1 5 methods have
been incorporated successfully into codes after which they were named.
GAKIN solves Eq. (1.6) by splitting A and using the diagonal part of it
as an integrating factor to integrate the equation. The behavior of the
dependent variables, b, is approximated over each time step so that
the integrals can be evaluated.
The WIGLE method approximates the solution to Eq. (1.6) over a
series of time steps At by
j+= At 
_Aj+ 1 + At (I-_) A _, (1.12)
where 0 is a diagonal matrix of coefficients, 0.. (0 1 . 1). The
0 Is are chosen to improve the accuracy of the approximation. Setting
11
_ I would yield the Crank-Nicholson approximation with its
favorable O(At 3) truncation error. Thus, relatively large time steps
can be taken, but the inversion of the matrix (I - At 0 A) must be carried
out iteratively. This is equivalent to solving a fixed-source subcritical
reactor calculation at each time step.
In two dimensions, the WIGLE method has been extended into the
code TWIGL.16 This code is limited to two neutron groups, but the
method could treat any number of groups. Practically, a difficulty
arises because even two-group, two-dimensional fixed-source calcu-
lations must be done by time-consuming iterative techniques. As more
groups are added, time requirements increase rapidly for these
iterations.
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The LUMAC 1 7 code extends the GAKIN method to two dimensions
by approximating the leakage in first one dimension and then the other
by a pointwise transverse buckling over two time steps. The matrices
to be inverted at each time step are of the same form as in one
dimension and are easily inverted.
Finally, the MITKIN 12 method uses a particular alternating-
direction, semi-implicit splitting technique referred to as an
alternating-direction explicit method.18 In addition, an exponential
transformation is applied to Eq. (1.6), which greatly improves the
truncation error. This method is computationally very rapid since all
matrices to be inverted are triangular in form. Over a range of
problems, it has been shown to be more rapid than the LUMAC algo-
rithm. Increasing the number of mesh points or the number of energy
groups results in only a linear increase in computational time. It has
also been successfully extended to cylindrical (r-z) and hexagonal
geometries. 1 9
Motivation for extension of one of these or another method to treat
a general class of three-dimensional multigroup problems comes pri-
marily from the need for an accurate numerical standard against which
the more rapid synthesis techniques can be tested. In three dimensions,
the WIGLE method would be straightforward but extremely time-
consuming, due to the great increase in time necessary to perform the
three-dimensional, fixed-source-like calculations. Because of its
demonstrated superiority over the GAKIN method in two dimensions, the
alternating-direction semi-implicit method used in MITKIN is the most
promising technique for three dimensions. It is the purpose of this thesis
to investigate several variations of this method and extend the "optimum"
variation to three dimensions.
Chapter 2
ALTERNATING-DIRECTION SEMI-IMPLICIT TECHNIQUES
It is the purpose of this chapter to examine the theoretical foun-
dations of a class of semi-implicit approximations to the solution of
Eq. (1.6), given exactly by Eq. (1.10). Thus, approximations to the
operator exp(A At) are examined. Restricting consideration to two-
level (first order) approximations of the time derivative, the matrix
equivalents of the well-known Padd rational approximations20 are
the most straightforward. Equation (1.12), with _ set to 0, I, and 1 I
gives, respectively, the Pad6 (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1) approximations.
However, the (0, 1) approximation suffers from severe stability
restrictions,20 while the (1, 0) and (1, 1) approximations require in-
version of a matrix containing A. This becomes prohibitively time-
consuming in problems involving three spatial dimensions and several
neutron energy groups.
The class of semi-implicit techniques examined here circumvents
this difficulty by "splitting" A and inverting only a part of it at a time,
a part generally chosen to be easily inverted. The alternating-
direction implicit method21 and alternating-direction explicit method 1 8
are members of this class. Treating only a part of A implicitly neces-
sarily leads to more severe truncation error difficulties and the
requirement of much smaller time steps than for methods which invert
A in its entirety. Thus, application of several of these methods to the
direct solution of Eq. (1.6) has been found to be unsatisfactory.1, 2 2 , 2 3
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After reviewing properties of the A matrix in section 2.1, an
exponential transformation to Eq. (1.6) is introduced in section 2.2.
This transformation has been found to significantly reduce the trun-
cation error when several of these "splitting" methods are subse-
quently applied to the transformed equations.1,23 Section 2.3 presents
a general two-step alternating-direction splitting method for appli-
cation to the transformed version of Eq. (1;6), and section 2.4 dis-
cusses mathematical properties of this method. Four specific
splittings of A are proposed for further examination in section 2.5.
Finally, one of these four is examined in section 2.6 for application
to three-dimensional geometries.
2.1 The A Matrix
It is instructive to examine the A matrix in some detail. The mag-
nitudes of its elements vary over 6 to 8 orders of magnitude. The
decay constants X are on the order of unity, while velocities of order
105 to 109 multiply absorption and leakage coefficients which may be
as large as 10~ . Its eigenvalues likewise span several orders of mag-
-1 -1 6 -1nitude, from 10 sec to -10 sec , giving rise to a property known
as "stiffness" to the set of differential equations for reactivities less
than prompt critical. Thus, any attempt to represent the derivative
in Eq. (1.6) by a finite difference approximation will require that rela-
tively small time steps be taken in order to follow the more rapidly
varying components of the solution. At the same time, the interesting
part of the transient may span a large number of these time steps.
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Additionally, A is a real, square irreducible matrix with non-
negative off-diagonal elements and negative diagonal elements. In
Chapter 8 of Varga,20 this is termed an "essentially positive" matrix.
Varga's Theorem 8.1 states that exp(At) is positive for all t > 0. His
Theorem 8.2 further states that A has a real, simple eigenvalue, w9,
which is larger than the real part of any other eigenvalues, W., and
to which corresponds a positive eigenvector, e . If any element of A
increases algebraically, w0 increases. Finally, his Theorem 8.3
states that the asymptotic behavior of exp(At) is given by
I1 exp(At) - K - exp(w0 t) (2.1)
as t - oo, where K is some constant, independent of t. This also
assumes that A is constant. The solution vector V'(t) in Eq. (1.10)
will always be non-negative for a non-negative initial condition 0(0).
Thus, the desired solution 0(t) is well-behaved and bounded, as
physically it must be.
The numerical property of consistency is discussed later in this
chapter. The discrete approximation to the V. DV operator contained
in A is consistent and accurate to order ( (Ay)2 and (Az)2 the mesh
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spacings in the three dimensions. Stated in another way, if 0 is a
genuine solution to Eq. (1.2), then
A6= -2 2 2(2 )
A0 =M + O(Ax ) + O(Ay ) +O(zz ). (2.2)
It is also instructive to observe certain properties of D as defined
in Eq. (1.9a), Use of the box integration technique to discretize the
spatial variables assures that (-D) is symmetric and diagonally domi-
nant with positive diagonal entries and nonpositive off-diagonal entries.
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It is also irreducible. A sufficient condition for (-D) to be irreducibly
diagonally dominant is that homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
be specified along at least one of the boundaries. If this is the case,
then D is negative definite. 3
2.2 The Exponential Transformation
It is desired to increase the size of the time step size while still
controlling truncation error when using alternating-direction splitting
methods. A change of variables has been suggested1,23 which achieves
this end. Let
(t) = e- (t), (2.3)
where i is a diagonal matrix of free parameters, henceforth referred
to as frequencies. Since Q is diagonal, the exponential is easily com-
puted.
To obtain an equation for 4, differentiate Eq. (2.3) to obtain
e Qt + egt. (2.4)
Substituting this into Eq. (1.6) yields
=e -Q (A- Q) e- 4 (2.5)dt
to be solved for q.
This change of variables has been motivated by the idea that since
the behavior of i is basically exponential in nature, the function q
should be relatively slowly-varying, providing that the Q are properly
chosen. Hence, the time derivative in Eq. (2.5) should be approxi-
mated by a simple finite difference with less resultant truncation error
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than if the same finite difference were used to approximate the time
derivative in Eq. (1.6). Equation (2.5) has the same form as does
Eq. (1.6), so the same solution techniques are applicable to both.
The choice of Q is a delicate matter.1  That such an Q matrix
exists is seen by choosing Q so that
(t') = A q (t') . (2.6)
Then
d0 (2.7)
dt t=t'
so that in some interval about t', g should be slowly varying. For
many problems, this interval is long compared to the time step sizes
necessary to control truncation error when solving the untransformed
equation.
Best results are obtained 123 when a new Q is chosen for each
time step, At. For the time step from t=NAt to t=(N+1)At, the vector
-N+1 i nN([N+1]At) = is not yet known. Using V1 in Eq. (2.6) to compute
Q for this step has been found to be unstable. Providing Q does not
change very much for t < t' < t+At, it has been found that the Q values
to be used for the neutron groups at point j for this step may be
successfully approximated by
N
N group g 1 I - .
( pointj -At n-i' 1 g (2.8)
gj
All of the groups thus use the same frequency at a mesh point. The
group g to be used in Eq. (2.8) is the thermal group in thermal reactor
problems and a representative fast group in fast reactor problems.
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The procedure outlined here can equally well be viewed as an
extrapolation procedure. Based on past behavior, the desired solution
b is extrapolated from time t to t+At. A relatively small correction
factor to this extrapolated behavior is then computed by some finite
difference technique. As long as the rate of change of i is smooth,
this extrapolation procedure should work well, thus allowing relatively
long time steps to be taken. On the other hand, sudden variations in
the rates of change of elements in A can cause relatively rapid changes
in the behavior of some components of Q. When these rapid variations
occur, the extrapolation works less well. Smaller time steps must then
be taken in order to retain accuracy. This behavior is evidenced in the
numerical results shown in Chapter 3.
2.3 A General Two-Step Alternating-Direction Semi-Implicit Method
To apply the general class of alternating-direction splitting methods
to Eq. (2.5), the time derivative is replaced by two successive forward
differences over a time step, At(=2h). For notational purposes, let the
time step start at t=0 so that b(0) = k(0) = For the two halves of
the time step, each of duration h, split A as follows:
A = A 1 + A2 (2.9a)
and
A = A 3 + A4 . (2.9b)
By evaluating the two exponentials at t=h, the midpoint of the step,
the difference approximations to Eq. (2.5) become
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4(h)-q(0) 
_Q - 2h - -Qh o2h
h e (A - a e-h (h) + e -(A - 7) eh (0)
(2.10)
h 4- a =) e- (2h) + e - (A 3- 7) e 4 (h)
where a + 7 = 1.
The unknowns at t =h can be eliminated to yield
-O2h -14 (2h) = e - [I-h(A 4 - a)]~ [ _+h(A 3-7Q)]
1 Qh
- [ I-h(A 2- ao j) +h(A 1 -7-_)] e -04(0) .
2hQ hSince (2h) =ze- - 4e(2h), this can be written as
(2h)= =B(Q, h) 0 , (2.11)
where B is called the advancement matrix. It is given by
B(,h) = egh [I-h(A4- a )]~ [ I+h(A 3 - _Y)]
[I-h(A-2- a )F] [I+h(A i - -Y )] e Qh (2.12)
Likewise, for any interval At,
B(, h) _ . (2.13)
Equations (2.11) and (2.12) represent an arbitrary alternating-
direction semi-implicit method. Although it is termed a two-step
method because two successive finite differences are taken to advance
the solution over time At, it is essential to think of the two operators
which advance the solution over each half-step h as inseparable from
each other. Either used by itself is quite unstable. However, the
error modes most strongly excited by one operator are the ones most
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strongly damped by the other operator. The solution is thus said to
be advanced over one step during time At, even though the entire
space and energy mesh has been swept twice.
2.4 Properties of the Generalized Method with Transformation
It is imperative to examine the approximation to the solution of
Eq. (1.6) given by Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) with respect to several
important numerical properties. This examination has been carried
out in a complete and concise fashion in Ref. 1. It is repeated in this
thesis for the sake of completeness. The proofs of several theorems
and lemmas quoted here are given in Appendix B. The proofs for
consistency and stability follow particularly closely those of Ref. 1.
Property 1. Steady State Behavior
For the steady state case where AO 0 = 0,
V1 (2h) = B(0, h)VI (0) = 09, (2.14)
which is the exact solution, independent of h. Thus, operation on a
00 which represents a just-critical configuration by a B(0, h) formed
from an A containing the just-critical parameters will result in no
change in 00
This can be shown by writing Eq. (2.12) with 2 = 0:
B(0, h) = (I-hA4 )- (I+hA 3 )(I-hA2 ) (I+hA 1 ) .
Using the splitting relations defined in Eqs. (2.9), this becomes
B(0, h) = (I-hA )~[I-h(A 
-A)](I-hA) [Ih(A 
-A)]---- 4 
-4- 
- -h2)2
Since A VI9 = _
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B(0 , h) $9= ) [h I-h(A -ggI-4h2o - 4 -o 4 -A) '-hA2  h 2 0
=(-h 4)Q1 (I )V =0 V0.
Property 2. Temporal Truncation Error
This property is concerned with how well the advancement matrix
B(Q, h) approximates the exact discrete solution operator e 2hA. For
sufficiently small values of h, the difference between the solution
computed using B(2, h) and that computed using e 2 hA over a time step
At varies approximately as a single power of h. As shown below, for
a perfectly symmetric splitting (a = y = 0.5, A = A , A A, B(2, h)
2hA 2agrees with the expansion of e - through terms of order h . For any
other splitting, the agreement is through terms of order h.
A Taylor series expansion of the exact operator yields
e2hA = I + 2hA + 2h +. . . (2.15)
Expanding B(Q, h) likewise gives
B(2, h) = I + 2hA + h2 [(A 2+ 2(A+A )
+(A 4 + 2 -2ao)(A-Q_)-202] + O(h 3). (2.16)
For the symmetric splitting given above,
B(2, h) = I + 2hA + 2h2 2 + O(h3). (2.17)
For any other splitting, terms of order h2 remain in Eq. (2.16).
For the approximate solution method outlined here to be most use-
ful, the discrete solution V should approach the exact solution 0 (NAt)
more and more closely as the spatial and temporal meshs are success-
ively decreased in size. Mathematically, this can be stated as requiring
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that discrete solutions converge to the solution of the differential
equations, Eq. (1.2). A theorem due to Lax26 enables this converg-
ence to be shown. His theorem states that given a properly posed
initial-value problem and a consistent finite-difference approximation,
stability is the necessary and sufficient condition for convergence.
It has been found most convenient to carry out proofs of
consistency and stability in a Hilbert space L 2 . Thus, vector
functions 0(x, y, z, t) which are square integrable are to be considered.
On this space L 2 , the norm of a linear matrix operator M is given by
M - sup -_______
It is assumed that Eq. (1.2) with its associated boundary conditions
is a properly-posed initial value problem in the space L The con-
sistency and stability of the method proposed are proven here;
convergence is inferred from these.
Property 3. Consistency1
The domain of the linear operator M in Eq. (1.2) is the set of
functions 0(r) which satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions and
for which V . D#O exists in L 2. Any function O(r, t) which is in this
domain for all t in the interval 0s t < T and which satisfies Eq. (1.2)
in the sense that
0(r, t+h) - 0(r, t)
I h -M 0 (r, t) -+0 as h - 0,9 0 < t < T ,9
is called a genuine solution of the problem.
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Informally stated, the consistency condition requires that the
temporal finite differencing used to obtain Eq. (2.13) be an approxi-
mation to the time derivative of the genuine solution or, equivalently,
that
(B(2, h) - I)
2h 0 (r, t)
be an approximation to M 0(r., t). How the discrete operator B operates
on the continuous function 0 must be specified. It is assumed that
B(2, h) picks out points from 0, and an interpolation rule is applied to
the result to make it continuous in space. This interpolation need not
be specified for the proofs contained in this thesis.
A more formal statement of the consistency condition is that if,
for every 0 in the class of genuine solutions whose initial elements
260 (r, 0) are dense in L 2, the condition
- ' (M ](r, t) - 0 as h - 0, 0 t < T
_ 2h -
holds, then the operator B(2, h) is a consistent approximation to the
initial-value problem. With the definition of the derivative,
dO _ lim 0(t+2h) - 0(t)
dt h-0 2h
the consistency condition may be modified to be
0(t+2h) - B(2, h) 0(t)
h -+ 0 as h-+ 0, (2.18)
the form used in the proof of consistency.
The proof begins by factoring B(2, h) as follows:
B(2, h) = C I (Q, h) * C2(Q, h) .
C(2, h) = eah [ I - h(A 4-a)]- [+h(A 3-Y)]
- 2 (2, h) = [ I- h(A 2 -ao)] [I+h(A1 -'yQ)]eh .
Lemma 1, stated here and proved in Appendix B,
sistency of C1 and C 2 '
LEMMA 1. The operators C 1(2, h) and C 2 (2, h) ai
(2.20b)
treats the con-
e consistent.
The only restriction which must be placed on the operator B(2, h) in
order to complete this proof is that as h is decreased, Ax, Ay, and Az
are decreased so that the ratios h/Ax 2, h/Ay 2, and h/Az2 are fixed,
real constants of any finite size. The need for this restriction is made
clear during the discussion concerning the stability of B(Q, h).
Lemma 2, proved in Appendix B,
pletion of the consistency proof.
LEMMA 2.
is also necessary for the com-
If two operators are consistent, then their product is
consistent.
With these two lemmas, the consistency proof can be stated in
Theorem 1. 1
THEOREM 1. The difference operator B(Q, h) given in Eq. (2.12)
is a consistent approximation.
Here
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and
(2.19)
(2.20a)
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Lemma 1 has shown that C 1 (2, h) and C2 (Q, h) are consistent. Since
their product equals B(2, h), Lemma 2 provides the proof to this
theorem.
Property 4. Stability
In Eqs. (1.9), the matrix A has been split into four parts. Of
these four, D contains all of the terms which relate to the diffusion of
neutrons and, in addition, terms relating to precursor decay. In
three-dimensional geometries, the first G submatrices, D g on the
diagonal have seven nonzero stripes containing terms which are in-
versely proportional to the square of the mesh spacings Ax, Ay, and
Az. D is termed the principle part of A as it is the part of A which
determines the property of stability. This arises because of the
requirement that the ratios h/Ax 2, h/Ay 2, and h/Az2 be fixed, real
constants as h goes to zero. Subsequently, terms in the product hD
do not vanish as h goes to zero.
For convenience, the matrix E is defined as
E=E+ E 2 =E3 + E4 = A - D. (2.21)
The matrices E, E 2 ' E 3, and E are those parts of E associated with
-1' -2' A3, and A4, respectively. All terms in E are independent of
the mesh spacings.
Split D according to
D=D + D2 . (2.22)
Let D be that part of D contained in A and A and D2 be that part
which is contained in A2 and A 3 To complete the proof of stability,
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it is necessary to restrict the splitting of D such that
T T1D +D T and D + D are negative definite. (2.23)
-1 -1 -2 -2
As will be seen later, this is not a serious limitation.
From the proof for consistency, it was required that the ratios
2 2 2h/Ax , h/Ay , and h/Az be fixed, real constants. Here, those
constants are defined as
h/Ax2 = a (2.24a)
2h/Ay = U 2  (2.24b)
h/Az2 = 3 . (2.24c)
The proof for stability examines the case where both the spatial and
temporal meshes are taken to zero together. The class of problems
where the spatial mesh is fixed and only the temporal mesh is taken
to zero is unimportant, because almost any method is stable if h is
taken sufficiently small with a given spatial mesh. It is shown that
the difference approximation is stable under the conditions of Eqs. (2.24)
with al, a 2 , and a 3 arbitrary and thus is unconditionally stable.1
A third condition imposed upon the proof for stability is that all
elements in A and Q be held fixed in time. Thus, stability is shown
only for each period of time over which this is true. In the algorithm
finally used in numerical calculations in this thesis, 0 is changed with
each time step At. Additionally, elements of A may also vary each
step, such as during an insertion of reactivity. The much more diffi-
cult question of stability for this nonlinear procedure has not been
analytically examined yet. Experimentally, however, stability problems
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have not arisen over a series of sample problems in two- and three-
dimensional geometries.
With the difference equations written in the form of Eq. (2.13), a
sufficient condition for numerical stability2 6 is that
11 B(2, h)N 11 < K, K some constant,
0 < h < -r, (2.25)0 < 2Nh < T .
This implies that the computed solution will remain bounded as both
spatial and temporal meshes are decreased in size so that more and
more steps are required to reach a fixed total time T.
The proof of stability proceeds in several steps. A theorem due
to Kreiss and Strang26 motivates these steps.
THEOREM 2. If the difference system
ON+1 = _Ct) UN
is stable, and if Q(At) is a bounded family of operators, then the
difference system
U [ C(At)+At _Q(At)] ON
is stable.
It thus must first be shown that the operator B(2, h) can be
written as
B(2, h) = B'(h) + hQ(2, h) . (2.26)
If B'(h) can be shown to be stable and Q(2, h) bounded, then the stability
of B(i2, h) is assured.
With C1 (2, h) and C2( , h) defined as in Eqs. (2.20), B(2, h) is again
factored as
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B(2, h) = _C 1 (, h) C 2( , h) .
The matrix C1 (02, h) can be factored as
[ I_+h+O(h)2)] [ I_- h(I-h 1 ) (E - a o)] 1.-
- [I-hDI]~ [L+h(D2 +E 3-')]
= [I+h+O(h 2)][I+h(I-hD 1 ) (E 4
- [I-hD ]~[I+h(D2 +E 3 - *
- a ) + O(h]2
Finally,
C1 (, h) = [I-hD1 1 [I_+hD 2]+hQ (Q h).
Similarly, C 2 (2, h) can be written as
- 2 (., h) = [I-hD2 -1 [hD+ ] + hQ2 (., h).
Combining Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) gives
B(2, h) = [-hDf 1 [L+hD2 ] [I-hD2 -1 +hD1
so that the matrix B'(h) in Eq. (2.26) is defined as
(2.27)
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)B'(h) = [I-hD ]~[ +hD 2 ][ I-hD2] +hD1 ].
Proving the boundedness in the various matrices in Q(2, h) requires
careful analysis. This is because the number of mesh points and,
hence, the order of these matrices approach infinity as h is taken
toward zero. Theorem 3, the proof of which is given in Appendix B,
resolves this issue.
THEOREM 3. A family of matrices Mn of varying dimension n
having at most I<n nonzero elements in each row or column, e being
-g 1(Q., h) =
]+ hQ(Q, h),
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constant for all n, has a uniform L2 bound if the individual elements
of the matrices Mn are uniformly bounded for all n.
All elements in E and, hence, in E 1, E2' 3, and E4 are independ-
ent of the mesh spacings. Thus they are uniformly bounded. The
number of nonzero elements in each row of E is less than or equal to
the number of prompt and delayed neutron groups. Thus, E , B 2 , E 3 ,
and E 4 have uniform L2 bounds.
The matrix hD has at most seven nonzero elements in each row
(nine for a hexagonal-z mesh configuration). Providing the conditions
given in Eqs. (2.24) are obeyed, the magnitudes of its elements are
fixed as h tends toward zero. Thus the L2 norm of hD is bounded for
all h. This also assures that (I+hD 1 ) and (I+hD 2 ) are bounded.
The boundedness of (I-hD1 ) and (I-hD2 ) is given by Theorem 4,
which is proved in Appendix B.
THEOREM 4. The matrices (I-hR)~ and (I+hR)(I-hR)-1 have L
norms of less than unity provided that (R+R T) is negative definite.
All matrices which form the matrix Q(Q, h), as given in Eq. (2.29),
have been shown to be bounded. Thus Q(Q, h) is bounded as h tends
toward zero. It remains only to show that B'(h) is stable. This can be
done by factoring it in the form:
B'(h) = R 1_2_3
where R 1 = (I-hD 1) 1
R2 =(I+hD2)(I-hD2
R 3 = (I+hD 1 ) .
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By Theorem 4, 11E2 1 < 1 and I 3 1I < 1. Writing [B'(h)]N in terms
of the above factorization,
BN(h) = R 12E3 El2E3 * 123 (N times).
Thus,
D,N (h)0 11 _R E11 - IE21 E 31!11 'I 21 3LU 11 *'' 211-Il 31'
_B,N (h)1 < IR - IIR311
Again, R 1 has a bounded norm by Theorem 4 and R3 has a bounded
norm by Theorem 3, both for 0 < h < T. Thus, I BN(h) I is bounded
for 0 < h < 7- and 0 < 2Nh < T and is stable. Finally, from this fact
and Theorem 2, B(72, h) is seen to be stable. Since no restrictions
have been placed on the size of a1, a 2 , and u-3 in Eqs. (2.24), except
that they be real and finite, this stability is unconditional.
Property 5. Asymptotic Behavior
Because of the form of the exponential transformation, the differ-
ence method proposed here can be forced to yield the correct asymp-
totic behavior. The asymptotic behavior of the exact solution is given
by Theorem 5,24 which is proved in Appendix B.
THEOREM 5. As t approaches infinity, the solution vector
( (At) - ot(t)=e V/ approaches a e e 0 , where 0 is the largest eigenvalue
of A, e0 the corresponding eigenvector, and a = ( , e
Theorem 6 2 gives the largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigen-
vector of B(i2, h) under the assumption that Q = w0 1. It is also proved in
Appendix B.
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THEOREM 6. If 2 = w0 1, the approximate solution operator
2w h
B(2, h) has as its largest eigenvalue e 0 , with corresponding
eigenvalue e 0 , where A e = w 0e0
If, at asymptotic times, the matrix Q were set equal to w0I_, the action
of B(Q2, h) on the asymptotic solution would ultimately yield the exact
2hw
growth of e 0 over the time step 2h.
2.5 Specific Splittings for Two Dimensions
Up to this point, the splitting of A into D and E and these into D
and D 2 and E, E 2 ' E 3 , and B 4 , respectively, has been very general.
Specific splittings must be indicated before proceeding to numerical
calculations. Any splitting proposed must obey Condition (2.23) in
addition to offering relative computational ease.
Four specific splittings are presented for study in this section.
Two of these have been extensively tested previous to this work, the
Non-Symmetric Alternating-Direction Explicit (hereafter referred to
as NSADE) method in Refs. 1 and 2 and the Symmetric Alternating-
Direction Implicit (SADI) method in Refs. 23 and 24. This testing was
carried out in two spatial dimensions. The NSADE method has been
shown to handle a wide variety of test problems successfully, while the
SADI method required unreasonably small time steps to treat a difficult
asymmetric problem. The four splittings proposed here for further two-
dimensional studies are motivated by a desire to understand what has
caused the difference in performance of these two methods and to arrive
at an "optimum" splitting.
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The terminology used above deserves clarification. The
"Symmetric" and "Non-Symmetric" have been prefixed to the names
originally given to these methods to indicate the placement of the
matrices.U and L in the two splittings of A. A method is termed
symmetric if the matrix L is treated implicitly over the first half-
step and U implicitly over the second half-step. If L is treated im-
plicitly over both half-steps, the method is called non-symmetric.
If the two-dimensional spatial mesh is swept solving for the new
fluxes point by point, the method is termed explicit. It is termed
implicit if a whole row or column of points is solved simultaneously
for new fluxes.
SADI Method. For this method, let
a = = 0.5
1A -T+U+D =A (2.31)
-1 2- - -1 -4
1 -
A=-T+L+D =A
-2 2- - -2 -3'
where D is composed of the terms associated with diffusion in one
direction and one-half of each term in the submatrices A. . The
-l
matrix _D2 is composed of the diffusion terms for the other direction
and the remaining half of each term in the A. . As discussed under
-1
Property 2, this splitting agrees with the Taylor series expansion of
2the exact solution operator through terms of order h
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NSADI Method. Here let
a=1.0, y=0,
A = +
-- 1 - -1 D
A =T+L+D2  (2.32)
A 3  U+D 2
A 4 = T+L+D1
- 4 - - -D1'
where D and D2 are as defined above. By defining the truncation
error over one step as
T.E. = e2hA -_ B(Q, h) , (2.33)
the NSADI method has a truncation error of
T.E. = 2(T+L-U-Q)(A-o) + O(h 3
SADE Method. Let
a= =0.5,
A =-LT+U+D =A
-1 2- - -1 -4
1 (2.34)
2 2-:T+L+D 2 A3
where D contains the two stripes of D which lie above the diagonal
plus one-half of each term on the diagonal and D2 contains the two
stripes below the diagonal plus the remainder of each diagonal term.
As with the SADI method, the truncation error for one time step is
3
of order h.
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NSADE Method. Let
a =1.0, =0,
A = T+L+D 2  (2.35)
A =U+D
A= T+L+D 1 1
where D and D2 are as defined for the SADE method. Its truncation
error is the same as that given for the NSADI method.
It can be seen that all four methods just presented satisfy the
conditions for consistency and stability. The box integration technique
used to derive the five-point finite difference relations in two
dimensions guarantees that the diagonal term in each row of D is just
the negative of the sum of the other terms in that.row. Both implicit
and explicit splittings make the diagonal term in each row in both D
and _D2 the negative sum of the other two terms in that row. Thus,
both D and D2 are diagonally dominant. Since
T TD +D =D +D =D
-1 -1 -2 -2 -
for both splittings and D is negative definite, the condition (2,23) is
satisfied.
All four methods offer relative computational ease. The matrices
to be inverted in the SADE and NSADE methods are always upper or
lower triangular or can be made so by rearranging the order of the un-
knowns. The first half-step is carried out by forward substitution,
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sweeping from one corner of the mesh to the diagonally-opposite
corner and from the highest energy group to the lowest. The second
half-step reverses the direction of the spatial sweep and also from
the lowest energy group to the highest in the case of the SADE method.
For the SADI and NSADI methods, the matrices to be inverted are
block lower or upper triangular, but the diagonal submatrices are tri-
diagonal. In sweeping from one corner of the mesh to the diagonally
opposite corner, entire lines of fluxes in one of the two directions
must be solved simultaneously by the rapid forward elimination, back-
ward substitution process. In working back across the mesh during
the second half-step, lines of fluxes in the second direction are solved
simultaneously. For the NSADI method, the groups are solved from
the highest to the lowest energy over both half-steps, while the order
is reversed for the second half-step of the SADI method.
This section is concluded with a discussion of the factors which
could cause these four methods to perform differently on actual
numerical experiments. The first difference apparent is the implicit
versus explicit spatial treatment. From experience gained in static
calculations, it is tempting to state that solving for an entire line of
fluxes simultaneously should result in less total error than solving
for the fluxes one by one. The analogy is not entirely appropriate, how-
ever, since the kinetics problem is an initial-value problem and not a
boundary-value problem. Considering the two sweeps of the mesh
together, new fluxes at each of the five points in two-dimensional
problems are given half of the weighting and old fluxes the other half
for both types of methods.
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There does appear to be a difference in the spatial distribution of
the errors for the two spatial treatments. No analytical examination
of error distribution and propagation has yet been completed. Quali-
tatively, however, experience seems to indicate that the implicit
treatment is somewhat more stable with respect to propagation of
errors.
For illustrative purposes, consider the first time step, At, in a
two group homogeneous problem, where the initial condition V0 is
0
taken to be exact. Let the perturbation be due to uniform step de-
creases in the absorption cross sections of both groups over the entire
system.
Both the implicit and explicit methods are inexact so that some
error is introduced into the new group one flux as it is calculated at
each mesh point over the first half-step. This error is distributed
differently for the two methods, however. In the implicit treatment,
each line of fluxes is computed simultaneously, using the old fluxes
on each side of it to compute the leakage in the direction perpendicular
to that line. Thus, the error in the growth is distributed along the
entire line. The new fluxes in other lines see none of the error intro-
duced in that line. At the end of the mesh sweep for group one, it is
easily shown that the error at each mesh point is proportional to the
initial flux value at that point for this model problem.
The group two fluxes at the end of the first half-step likewise
contain an error component which has the same spatial distribution as
the initial fundamental mode solution. Part of the error at each point
is due to error in the group one flux previously computed, and part is
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due to inexact treatment of the growth of group two given the group
one flux.
At the end of the second half-step, additional errors have been
introduced into both group fluxes at each mesh point. However, the
errors still have a fundamental mode distribution for both groups.
No spatial flux tiltings have been introduced by the implicit spatial
treatment.
This is not the case with the explicit spatial treatment. As group
one fluxes are computed one by one over the first mesh sweep, the
error introduced at a point due to the inexact operator is carried on
across to the computation of all subsequent mesh points. At the end
of the first sweep for group one, the spatial distribution is tilted so
that the last point calculated has grown proportionately more than
any point previously computed.
If this were a one group problem, the tilting would be erased as
the sweep is reversed over the second half-step. In the two group
problem, however, the second group must first be calculated. The
second group now sees a tilted source and is tilted proportionately
worse at the end of the first mesh sweep.
This tilted second group is used in computing the source for the
reverse mesh sweep for group one. It is difficult to predict exactly
how the group one flux will be distributed at the end of the reverse
sweep since that depends on the reactor size and composition and the
magnitude of the initial perturbation. However, it would be strictly
fortuitous if the errors in the group one flux have a fundamental mode
distribution. The first mesh sweeps for the two groups have introduced
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higher error modes which tend to persist in the solution, although the
stability proof in section 2.4 gives assurance that they will not grow
without bound for the case of constant 0 and reactor properties.
The really important question is to what degree does the intro-
duction of these higher error modes affect the solution of real problems.
In actual practice, it has been found that for realistic perturbations
and time step sizes, these higher modes do not severely affect the
solution. In addition, the exponential transformation tends to damp
out these higher modes, as is shown in the numerical results given in
Chapter 3.
There is one situation, however, in which this accumulation of
errors can severely hamper the explicit methods. If the initial con-
dition t/b used to start the transient differs sufficiently from the true
fundamental mode initial condition, the presence of these additional
errors can affect a sufficient accumulation of error to swamp the true
solution.
It should be noted that a fully explicit method cannot properly treat
the fluxes at an outer boundary where a zero current normal to that
boundary has been specified. This problem was noted in the initial
work done in extending the NSADE method to r-z geometry, 9 where
the z-axis is always a so-called symmetry boundary. It is easily
solved, however, by solving for new fluxes at each point on such a
boundary and the interior point closest to it simultaneously for which-
ever of the two half-steps originates from that boundary.
A second difference to be noted in the methods is the symmetric
versus non-symmetric sweeping of the energy groups. Favoring the
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symmetric methods is the fact that terms of order h 2 in the truncation
error expression vanish for these splittings. On the other hand, most
thermal reactor models have group structures which are closely
coupled by down-scattering from each group to the next lowest, but
are only loosely coupled by the upward flow of neutrons. This is
because the higher energy groups have relatively small fission cross
sections, while the fission spectrum is nonzero only in the highest
groups. During a sweep of the energy mesh from the lowest energy
group to the highest group, a perturbation in the thermal group can
cause a change only in the high energy groups with nonzero fission
fractions during the remainder of that sweep. In a two group thermal
reactor problem, this effect should be minimal. With four or more
groups, this effect could become important. This effect should also be
minimized in a fast reactor problem, where the fission cross section
is fairly constant over most of the groups, and the fission spectrum is
nonzero over most of the groups.
The concept of truncation error accumulation is complicated by
the presence of the exponential transformation. It is generally stated
that the total error at time T=2Nh varies as a function of one order less
of h than does the local truncation error. The correct asymptotic
behavior resulting from the exponential transformation should tend to
lessen the severity of error accumulation, however.
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2.6 A Proposed Method for Three Dimensions: NSADE
It is the stated purpose of this thesis to develop an alternating-
direction semi-implicit method for solving the space-dependent
kinetics equations in three-dimensional geometries. The method so
proposed is the NSADE (Non-Symmetric Alternating-Direction Explicit)
method as outlined in section 2.5. The splitting of the A matrix for
three dimensions is identical to that presented in Eq. (2.35) for two
dimensions. However, D 1 now has three nonzero stripes above the
diagonal and D2 has three nonzero stripes below it. Because the L
matrix is treated implicitly over both half-steps, the groups are always
to be solved from the highest energy group to the lowest. The spatial
sweep starts in one corner of the three-dimensional mesh and works
toward the diagonally-opposite corner during the first half-step. It is
then exactly reversed for the second half-step.
This particular method has been chosen for three reasons.
Based on a number of test problems in one and two dimensions, it is
shown in Chapter 3 that the non-symmetric splittings perform far
more satisfactorily in thermal reactor problems. Secondly, the
NSADI and NSADE methods are shown to perform practically identi-
cally over a range of problems. Finally, in addition to being compu-
tationally slightly faster, the NSADE method is directly applicable to
three-dimensional geometries as a two-step method. Only two
dimensions could be treated implicitly if an implicit method as outlined
in section 2.5 were to be applied to three-dimensional geometries as a
two-step method.
Chapter 3
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Four different members of a general class of alternating-
direction semi-implicit methods for solution of the semi-discrete
reactor kinetics equations have been proposed in section 2.5 for
further study in one- and two-dimensional geometries. The results
of several numerical experiments, where these methods have been
used to solve reactor problems, are presented and compared in
section 3.1 of this chapter. In section 3.2, the behavior of the
NSADE method when solving a three-dimensional model problem is
compared to the exact solution of this problem. Finally, section 3.3
presents the results of a number of true space-dependent, three-
dimensional numerical experiments with the NSADE method.
3.1 One- and Two-Dimensional Studies
Two of the four specific methods that are presented in section 2.5
have been extensively tested previous to this thesis. The NSADE
method has been shown to perform satisfactorily over a range of
problems in x-y, r-z, and hexagonal geometries. In contrast, the
SADI method has been shown to perform poorly in a space-dependent,
four group thermal reactor problem.23 The numerical experiments
presented in this section have been performed in an effort to explain
the difference in behavior of these two methods.
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Four different test cases are examined in this section. They have
been chosen in an attempt to compare the methods over a wide range
of problem types. The first three cases are in one-dimensional slab
geometry, while the fourth is the two-dimensional rectangular multi-
region thermal reactor which the SADI method had difficulty in treating.
In order to solve the one-dimensional problems, the computational
subroutines of an existing one-dimensional code, GAKIN, 1 were
replaced with a single subroutine which, depending on several input
parameters, treated problems with one of the four methods. Since
one-dimensional problems have diffusion on one direction only, the
diffusion terms in that direction were halved, with one-half of each
term in the matrix D being treated as diffusion in one dimension and
the other half as diffusion in a second dimension. For the two-
dimensional case, subroutines were added to the code MITKIN so that
it had multi-method capabilities.
Both because it is the primary purpose of this thesis to deal with
multi-dimensional geometries and because the one-dimensional
problems treated for this thesis are relatively simplistic, the three
one-dimensional problems are discussed here in a qualitative fashion
only. The numerical results are not presented in either tabular or
graphical form.
The first one-dimensional problem was a homogeneous thermal
slab reactor with four neutron groups and one precursor group. The
critical configuration was perturbed by a fifty-cent step insertion of
reactivity caused by uniformly decreasing the thermal group capture
cross section. Twenty-one mesh points were used to represent the
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146-cm slab. Because of the homogeneous composition, the initial
flux distribution in each group was cosinusoidal in shape. The exact
solution to the time-dependent problem was obtained using an eigen-
vector expansion technique2 and was available for comparison.
Using a time step, At, of .0005 see, both the SADI and SADE
methods underestimated the solution throughout the transient. At
1.0 seconds into the transient, both solutions were about 15 % too low.
With At = .00025 sec, both methods gave considerably better results,
but were still about 1% low at 1.0 sec. Only when At was reduced to
.0001 sec did the SADI method give the correct result ( < .1% error)
throughout the transient. The SADE method was not used at this
small time step since it was expected that it would again behave simi-
larly to the SADI method.
In contrast, both the NSADE and NSADI methods gave good results
(< .1% error) for time steps as large as At=.001 sec out to about
0.2 sec into the transient. At around 0.2 sec, however, both methods
were overcome by stability problems for time steps of .001 and
.0005 sec. The instabilities seemed to result from the feedback of
accumulated errors through the frequencies. These instabilities first
appeared as a small ripple-like component superimposed on the true
solution, but soon grew to the point that negative fluxes resulted.
The characteristic which separated the four methods into two
distinct classes is the property which has been termed symmetry.
The symmetric methods behaved in one fashion, while the non-
symmetric methods behaved in another and different fashion.
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These results shed light on several of the conjectures made in
section 2.5 about these methods. The group structure for this four
group problem was loosely-coupled by the upward flow of neutrons,
thus causing the symmetric methods to underpredict the growth of the
fluxes at time steps reasonable for this problem. This tendency to
underpredict can also be explained from an analytic point of view. In
the limit of large h, the advancement matrix goes to the identity
matrix for the symmetric methods. For any finite time step, the sym-
metric methods underpredict the growth over each time step. The
feedback effect introduced by the method used to compute the frequen-
cies may offset this to some extent, but the numerical experiment
cited here indicates that it does not offset it completely. Once a suf-
ficiently small time step is used, however, these methods converge
rapidly to the correct solution.
The non-symmetric methods, even though they have a local trun-
cation error of only order h 2, followed the solution closely for much
large time steps. Physically, this smaller error at each step was
the result of sweeping down through the groups at both half steps,
taking advantage of the tightly-coupled downward flow of neutrons.
The instabilities observed prove that these methods can also become
unstable due to the feedback effect of the frequencies. Fortunately,
these instabilities have never been noted in problems in two or three
dimensions or in one-dimensional problems with a large number of
mesh points.
The second one-dimensional problem was a homogenized slab unit
cell, 10 cm in width, from a fast gas-cooled reactor with ten neutron
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groups and four precursor groups. The initial flux distribution was
flat for all groups. The critical configuration was perturbed by a
step reduction in the capture cross sections in all groups.
Only the two implicit methods could be used to treat this problem
because the explicit options were not programmed to handle homo-
geneous Neumann boundary conditions. The SADI method followed the
transient accurately for as long as the solution was carried out,
although relatively small time steps had to be taken. Physically, this
problem was better suited to the symmetric techniques because the
fission cross section was fairly constant over most of the groups, and
the fission spectrum was nonzero over most of the groups. Thus, even
though there was no upscattering in this problem, a perturbation could
propagate in an upward sweep of the groups as well as in a downward
sweep.
The NSADI method followed the early part of the transient as well
as did the SADI method, using the same time step sizes. However, at
about .0005 seconds into the transient, instabilities again appeared
and soon swamped the true solution. A close examination reveals one
reason why these non-symmetric methods should be more susceptible
to these feedback-induced instabilities. Unlike the symmetric methods,
the non-symmetric methods have advancement matrices which do not
reduce to the identity matrix in the limit of large time steps. Depend-
ing on the problem and the flux vector at a particular time, they can
underestimate or overestimate the flux at the end of the next time step.
Add to this the feedback effect of the method used to compute the
frequencies, and it becomes possible for these oscillations to grow
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large. Again it is stressed that these instabilities have been observed
only in one-dimensional problems with a relatively small number of
spatial mesh points.
The last one-dimensional problem used to compare these four
methods was a 240-cm, three-region thermal slab reactor with two
neutron groups and six precursor groups. An inner zone, 160 cm
thick, of relatively low enrichment, was surrounded on either side
with a 40-cm-thick slab of higher enrichment. Ninety-seven equally-
spaced mesh points were used. The critical configuration was per-
turbed by linearly decreasing the thermal capture cross section by
1% over 1.0 second in one of the two outer slabs.
The composition of this test problem was similar to a graphite
slab reactor, so that a relatively large time step, At, of .0025 second
was used. Both the NSADI and NSADE methods followed the transient
out to 1.0 second with little error and with no sign of any instabilities.
As in the first test case, the SADI and SADE methods initially under-
estimated the growth in the solution. However, they both improved
considerably by the end of the transient.
For two-group problems such as this, the two groups are tightly
coupled by both the upward and downward flow of neutrons. This
apparently minimized the difference in performance between the sym-
metric and non-symmetric methods for this problem. Again, the
method used to sweep the spatial mesh made little difference in the
results.
The final numerical experiment discussed in this section is a
highly-asymmetric, two-dimensional problem with four neutron groups
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and one delayed precursor group. This problem has been discussed
- 1 23in two previous works, ' but it is included here because it again
demonstrates the validity of the arguments presented in section 2.5.
The geometry for this problem was identical to that of any plane
perpendicular to the z-axis taken between z mesh planes 8 and 17 of
Configuration 3, found in Appendix C. The material constants for the
four materials were also identical to those shown in Configuration 3,
except that the critical value of v for all groups was 1.450679 for the
two-dimensional problem. The critical configuration was perturbed
by linearly decreasing the group four capture cross section in
material 4 by 0.003 cm over 0.2 second. From that time, all
material properties were held fixed.
Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 list the group one and group four
fluxes at two points in the reactor for various times in the transient.
The results for the SADI method have been taken from Ref. 24, while
the NSADE results represent improved results (more accurate initial
flux distribution) of those quoted in Ref. 1.
The NSADE and NSADI methods gave practically identical results
for the results shown, with At = .001 sec. Results using the NSADE
method and time steps of .0005 sec and .002 sec gave similar results
to those listed here, so it is assumed that the results for the two non-
symmetric methods represent converged solutions. In contrast, the
SADI method gave inconsistent results for time steps as small as
.00025 sec and was still nearly 6% in error at 0.3 sec into the transient
with a At = .000125 sec.
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This problem represented a severe test of these methods because
of the large changes in the spatial shape and energy spectrum induced
by the perturbation. The results shown here again confirm that the
method used to sweep the spatial mesh makes little difference in the
final result. For thermal reactors, the critical factor is that the
groups be swept from high energy to low energy over both half steps.
The non-symmetric methods are thus preferred for any scheme which
is to have general applicability.
Table 3.4. Group 1 Fluxes at Point (3, 9)
Time NSADE NSADI SADI
(sec) At= .001 .001 .000125 .0005 .001
.0 .4463 .4463 .4463 .4463 .4463
.05 .4561 .4559 .4525 .4463 .4463
.10 .4670 .4669 .4781 .4464 .4463
.15 .4796 .4795 .4985 - .4463
.20 .4943 .4944 .5064 .4624 .4463
.30 .4945 .4946 .5194 .4624 .4465
Table 3.2. Group 1 Fluxes at Point (12, 3)
Time NSADE NSADI SADI
(sec) At= .001 .001 .000125 .0005 .001
.0 .1341 .1341 .1341 .1341 .1341
.05 .1383 .1383 .1375 .1346 .1342
.10 .1431 .1430 .1473 .1371 .1346
.15 .1485 .1485 .1554 - .1359
.20 .1549 .1549 .1604 .1413 .1382
.30 .1549 .1550 .1640 .1489 .1438
Table 3.3. Group 4 Fluxes at Point (3, 9)
Time NSADE NSADI SADI
(sec) At= .001 .001 .000125 .0005 .001
.0 .0359 .0359 .0359 .0359 .0359
.05 .0367 .0367 .0364 .0359 .0359
.10 .0376 .0376 .0385 .0360 .0359
.15 .0386 .0386 .0401 - .0359
.20 .0398 .0398 .0408 .0361 .0359
.30 .0398 .0398 .0418 .0373 .0360
Table 3.4. Group 4 Fluxes at Point (12, 3)
Time NSADE NSADI SADI
(sec) At= .001 .001 .000125 .0005 .001
.0 .9684 .9684 .9684 .9684 .9684
.05 1.0532 1.0528 1.0474 1.0255 1.0223
.10 1.1513 1.1510 1.1855 1.1006 1.0873
.15 1.2669 1.2668 1.3278 - 1.1614
.20 1.4051 1.4051 1.4565 1.2914 1.2498
.30 1.4060 1.4064 1.4920 1.3498 1.2889
3.2 Three-Dimensional Studies: Homogeneous Problem
As stated in section 2.6, the NSADE method has been chosen as
the method to be extended to treat three-dimensional geometries.
Four numerical experiments have been designed to test this method.
The geometries and compositions for these experiments are presented
in Appendix C. The results from the first of these, the only homo-
geneous problem, are presented in this section. All of the numerical
results from three-dimenaional experiments have been obtained from
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a computer code called 3DKIN, which is discussed in Appendices D
and E.
Again, it must be stressed that the truncation error discussed in
this chapter is the difference between the particular solution under
consideration and the exact solution of the semi-discrete equations.
In the case of the homogeneous problem, the exact solution can be
generated using an eigenvector expansion technique.2 The exact
solutions cannot be obtained for the other three-dimensional problems.
Thus it is assumed that if two successive solutions are generated, one
using a time step half of the size of that used to generate the other,
and are in good agreement, then the solution generated with the
smaller time step represents a "converged" solution.
TEST CASE 1
Geometry and Composition: Configuration 1
Perturbation: Step change, Aa (group 2) = -. 369 X 10-4
This case is a bare, homogeneous cube, 200 cm on a side, with
two neutron groups and one precursor group. Ten mesh intervals
were used in each direction, and the boundary conditions were homo-
geneous Dirichlet on all six sides. The perturbation consisted of a
uniform step decrease in the thermal group absorption cross section
and had a reactivity worth of about 50 cents. Since the geometry is
symmetric about the mid-plane in the x-direction, only the right half
of the reactor was actually used in the 3DKIN computer runs. It was
determined that the half-core and full-core results compared through
six significant figures for two different time step sizes.
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The results of 3DKIN runs using four different time step sizes at
various times in the transient are shown in Table 3.5. The values
presented are the thermal group fluxes at the center point of the
reactor.
Table 3.5. Test Case 1 Results, Group Two Fluxes at Centerpoint
Time 3DKIN EXACT
(sec) At= .01 .005 .002 .001
.0 .816 .816 .816 .816 .816
.05 .920 1.043 1.116 1.124 1.127
.10 1.151 1.361 1.403 1.406 1.407
.15 1.454 1.651 1.660 1.660 1.660
.20 1.782 1.904 1.892 1.890 1.890
.30 2.388 2.328 2.294 2.289 2.288
.40 2.840 2.671 2.628 2.622 2.620
Table 3.5 demonstrates the rapid convergence of the NSADE
method with the exponential transformation. With a time step of
.002 sec, the solution was only .3% in error at .4 second, during
which time the thermal flux had more than tripled. That this con-
vergence is approximately of order h2 is displayed in Fig. 3.1, where
the percentage truncation error is plotted as a function of h at 0.4
second into the transient.
The results that are tabulated in Table 3.5 are presented in
graphical form in Fig. 3.2 to illustrate an interesting characteristic of
this exponentially-transformed method. The semi-discrete equations
are a coupled set of first-order differential equations. As such, any
change in i at time t depends only on the values of i and A at that time
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and not on the past history of the system. By adding the exponential
transformation and computing 0 to be used at tN based on the change
in the solution between tN-1 and tN, the behavior of the solution at
tN has been coupled to its rate of change. The system now behaves
in the fashion of a second order system in that it builds up "inertia"
during a transient. Figure 3.2 clearly displays the damped sinusoidal
oscillations superimposed on the true solution which are characteristic
of such a system. The amplitude of the "overshoot" is clearly a
2function of h and decreases as order h
When material properties are constant or changing in a smooth
fashion, this "inertia" enables the time step to be increased without
affecting the accuracy seriously. However, when properties or their
rates of change are abruptly changed, such as at the end of a ramp
insertion of reactivity, time step sizes must be decreased in order to
overcome the "inertia."
3.3 Three-Dimensional Studies: Space-Dependent Problems
The three test cases presented in this section are all spatially-
dependent problems. Test Cases 2 and 3 are three-dimensional
versions of problems already used to test some or all of the methods
discussed in section 2.5. Test Case 4 is a new problem, designed with
the idea of simulating the withdrawal of a cluster of control rods from
two adjacent subassemblies in a medium-sized pressurized-water
power reactor. Taken together, these problems provide a stern test
of the general applicability of the NSADE method.
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TEST CASE 2
Geometry and Composition: Configuration 2
Perturbation: Ramp change, AE a(material 1, group 2) = -. 0045(t/0.2)
for 0 < t < 0.2 sec
AEa (material 1, group 2) = -. 0045
for t > 0.2 sec
The original two-dimensional version of this problem has been
used to test several two-dimensional solution methods. 1, 23, 17, 15
The original plane was 160 cm square, with a central blanket area
surrounded by a highly-enriched seed area. It was in turn surrounded
by another blanket region. In three dimensions, this configuration
was made 112 cm thick in the z-direction, and a blanket of 24 cm
thickness added to the top and bottom. Thus, the overall reactor is
cubical, 160 cm on a side. It has two neutron groups and one delayed
precursor group.
The four regions containing material 1, each 32 X 32 X 124 cm in
size, which were perturbed are located symmetrically with respect to
the central x-plane. Only the right half of the cube was considered,
with a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition imposed at the exposed
mid-plane to preserve symmetry. With 8.0-cm mesh spacings in each
direction, a total of 4841 mesh points were needed to represent the
half-reactor. The initial flux distribution and eigenvalue were com-
puted with the steady state option of 3DKIN.
Test Case 2 was carried out to 0.3 second into the transient for
time step sizes of .001 sec and .002 sec. The results of the 3DKIN runs
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for these two time step sizes are presented in Tables 3.6, 3.7, and
3.8. The values tabulated are the thermal flux values. The z-planes
3 and 19 are 8 cm below and above the core, respectively, while
z-plane 11 is the central z-plane. Point (6, 6, z) is on the central
z-axis of one of the perturbed regions. Values at points (6, 16, z)
are not shown in these tables. However, they agreed with corre-
sponding values at points (6, 6, z) to better than 0.05% for every z
value, thus preserving symmetry.
Table 3.6. Test Case 2 Results, z-Plane 3
Table 3.7 Test Case 2 Results, z-Plane 11
Time Point (1, 11, 3) Point (6, 6, 3)
(sec) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 .347 .347 .245 .245
.05 .392 .398 .280 .284
.10 .484 .483 .350 .349
.15 .610 .619 .446 .454
.20 .853 .867 .633 .643
.25 1.094 .994 .811 .737
.30 .998 .991 .740 .735
Time Point (1, 11, 11) Point (6, 6, 11)
(see) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
0 1.279 1.279 .422 .422
.05 1.442 1.467 .487 .496
.10 1.784 1.780 .617 .616
.15 2.248 2.284 .796 .809
.20 3.149 3.197 1.144 1.162
.25 4.035 3.666 1.465 1.330
.30 3.679 3.655 1.334 1.326
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Table 3.8. Test Case 2 Results, z-Plane 19
Time Point (1, 11, 19) P oint (,6,19)
(sec) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 .347 .347 .245 .245
.05 .388 .395 .278 .283
.10 .480 .479 .348 .348
.15 .605 .615 .444 .452
.20 .847 .860 .630 .640
.25 1.086 .987 .808 .734
.30 .991 .984 .737 .732
The results at a At of .001 indicate that the thermal flux grew by
factors of 2.86 and 3.16 at the reactor center and in the center of the
perturbed regions, respectively. The group one fluxes grew by prac-
tically equal amounts. Thus, spatial and energy spectral changes
were minimal, as would be expected for this symmetric problem.
From Tables 3.6 and 3.8, it is seen that differences of up to 1%
exist in the results at planes 3 and 19, when they should be equal.
After these runs were made, an error was discovered in 3DKIN which
caused several coefficients for points on z-plane 18 to be incorrectly
computed. This was the cause of the slight retardation in growth in
z-plane 19 flux values. With the error corrected, a later run was
carried out to .10 sec and gave results symmetric to 4 significant
figures in the z-direction. The runs shown here were not repeated
because of the cost of the 2-1/2 hours of computer time required to
do so.
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At At=.002 sec, the solution considerably overshot the true
solution during time 0.2 < t < 0.3 sec. To overcome this damped
oscillatory behavior when the run with At =.001 sec was made, the
time step was decreased to .0005 sec for .01 sec just as the ramp was
cut off. This was largely successful as the solution then overshot by
only a very small amount. Closer examination of the solution at
several times in the range 0.2 < t < 0.3 revealed that the peak of the
overshoot occurred at .25 sec and that the solution was growing
smoothly and asymptotically by t= 0.3 sec. It is believed that the
solution shown here for At = .001 sec has converged to less than 1%
error at all times except perhaps at the peak of the overshoot. A run
made out to .10 sec with At = .0005 sec supported this statement for
that part of the transient.
TEST CASE 3
Geometry and Composition: Configuration 3
Perturbation: Ramp change, AEa (material 4, group 4) = -. 0035 (t/0.2)
for 0 < t < 0.2 sec
AEa (material 4, group 4) = - .0035
for t > 0.2 sec
As mentioned in section 3.1, this problem, with four neutron
groups and one precursor group, is a three-dimensional version of a
problem used to compare several methods in two dimensions. Specifi-
cally, the original 160 cm X 80 cm plane was made 120 cm thick in the
z-direction. However, the bottom 56 cm of the region with material 4
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was changed to material 3 (which was identical to material 4 before
the perturbation). Thus, only the top 64 cm was perturbed for this
transient.
This problem is asymmetric in all three dimensions so that the
full reactor with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions had to be
considered. With 8.0-cm mesh spacings, a total of 3696 mesh points
were used.
Material 1 is a highly enriched material so that group one fluxes
were initially more than five times higher than group four fluxes in it.
On the other hand, materials 3 and 4 are strong moderators so that
the group four flux peaked in them. Given these spectral variations in
the initial condition, which was computed with 3DKIN, and the asym-
metric perturbation, it was expected that large spatial and energy
spectrum changes would result.
The results of runs made on 3DKIN out to 0.3 second with time
step sizes of .002 and .001 sec are shown in Tables 3.9 through 3.12.
Point (3, 9, z) is near the center of the highly-enriched core, while
point (12, 3, z) is in the center of the perturbed region for z > 56 cm.
z-plane 4 is the mid-plane of the unperturbed lower portion, while
z-plane 12 is near the center of the upper 64 cm region.
As expected, this transient resulted in rather severe spectral
changes. At point (3, 9, 4), the group one and group four fluxes grew
by only 6%. Meanwhile, the group one and group four fluxes at point
(12, 3, 12) grew by 11% and 45%, respectively. The solution overshot
slightly at the end of the ramp for At = .002 sec, but practically all
traces of overshoot were wiped out during the run with At = .001 sec.
Table 3.9.
Table 3.10.
Table 3.11.
Test Case 3 Results,
Test Case 3 Results,
Test Case 3 Results
z-Plane 4, Group 1
z-Plane 4, Group
z-PlaneI2, Group
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Time Point (3, 9, 4) Point (12, 3, 4)
(sec) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 1.402 1.402 .384 .384
.05 1.416 1.419 .389 .390
.10 1.439 1.438 .396 .396
.15 1.457 1.459 .402 .403
.20 1.487 1.484 .411 .410
.25 1.487 1.484 .411 .411
.30 1.484 1.486 .410 .410
Time Point 3, 9, 4) Point (12, 3, 4)
(sec) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 .112 .112 2.742 2.742
.05 .114 .114 2.775 2.781
.10 .115 .115 2.825 2.824
.15 .117 .117 2.867 2.872
.20 .119 .119 2.931 2.928
.25 .119 .119 2.935 2.930
.30 .119 .119 2.928 2.934
4
1
Time Point (3, 9, 12) Point(12, 3, 12)
(sec) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 1.772 1.772 .486 .486
.05 1.791 1.795 .496 .497
.10 1.821 1.820 .510 .509
.15 1.845 1.848 .522 .523
.20 1.883 1.881 .539 .538
.25 1.885 1.881 .539 .538
.30 1.881 1.883 .538 .539
Table 3.12. Test Case 3 Results, z-Plane 12, Group 4
The results at the two time step sizes are in good agreement and are
thought to represent a good approximation to the exact solution.
TEST CASE 4
Geometry and Compositions: Configuration 4
Perturbation: Ramp changes, AZa (material 5,. group 2) = -. 004 (t/.08)
for 0 < t < 0.08 sec
AZa (material 5, group 2) = -. 004
for t > 0.08 sec
AZa (material 6, group 2) = 0
for 0 < t < 0.08 sec
AX (material 6, group 2)= -. 004 t-08
for 0.08 < t < 0.16 sec
AXa (material 6, group 2) = -. 004
for t > 0.16 sec
(continued)
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Time Point (3, 9, 12) Point (12, 3, 12)
(see) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 .142 .142 3.467 3.467
.05 .144 .144 3.755 3.764
.10 .146 .146 4.114 4.112
.15 .148 .148 4.510 4.521
.20 .151 .151 5.010 5.008
.25 .151 .151 5.026 5.012
.30 .151 .151 5.012 5.019
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AZa (material 7, group 2) = 0
for 0 , t , 0.16 sec
Aa (material 7, group 2)= -.004 t-. 1a (.08i
for 0.16 < t < 0.24 sec
AZa (material 7, group 2) = -. 004
for t > 0.24 sec
This problem represents an attempt to simulate the withdrawal of
control rods from two adjacent subassemblies in a medium-sized
pressurized-water power reactor with two neutron groups and one
precursor group. The central core zone consists of 16 square sub-
235
assemblies, each 30 cm on a side, containing 2.8% enriched U
Four subassemblies of the same size, but containing 3.3% enriched
U 235, are located along each side of the inner zone. The four 30-cm-
square corners plus a 20-cm-thick band around the entire reactor
consist of a water and steel reflector. The active core height is
240 cm, with a reflector of 30-cm thickness located above and below it.
The two subassemblies which were perturbed were adjacent to each
other with the x mid-plane passing between them. Thus, only the right
half of the reactor was considered for the computer calculations. A
spatial mesh with 13 X 25 X 20 mesh points was used. A homogeneous
Neumann boundary condition was imposed on the exposed mid-plane of
the reactor.
The rod withdrawal was simulated by linearly decreasing the
thermal absorption cross section over three successive time zones of
0.08 sec length. During the first zone, only the bottom third of the
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subassembly was perturbed. The middle and upper thirds followed
successively in the next two zones. With the full perturbation inserted,
the reactor had about fifty cents of excess reactivity.
The thermal group fluxes at three heights in the core, both in the
center of the perturbed subassembly and in the center of the sub-
assembly located symmetrically across the y mid-plane from it, are
tabulated in Tables 3.13 through 3.15. Runs were made on 3DKIN with
time steps of .002 and .001 sec. The results for At=.001 sec are also
plotted on Figs. 3.3 and 3.4.
Table 3.13. Test Case 4 Results, z-Plane 5
Time Point (1, 5, 5) Point (1, 21, 5)
(sec) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 .291 .291 .291 .291
.04 .296 .299 .364 .369
.08 .313 .313 .492 .493
.12 .330 .337 .556 .567
.16 .376 .381 .684 .694
.20 .439 .415 .803 .768
.24 .439 .442 .819 .828
.28 .466 .456 .879 .857
.32 .463 .457 .870 .859
.35 .453 .458 .850 .861
Table 3.14. Test Case 4 Results, z-plane 10
Time Point (1, 5, 10) Point (1, 21, 10)
(sec) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 .547 .547 .547 .547
.04 .552 .559 .570 .577
.08 .581 .579 .625 .624
.12 .615 .625 .821 .838
.16 .696 .706 1.212 1.236
.20 .816 .773 1.473 1.401
.24 .824 .828 1.544 1.557
.28 .874 .855 1.660 1.616
.32 .868 .857 1.642 1.619
.35 .850 .859 1.604 1.623
Table 3.15. Test Case 4 Results, z-Plane 16
Time Point (1,5,16) Point (1, 21, 16)
(sec) At= .002 .001 .002 .001
.0 .291 .291 .291 .291
.04 .292 .297 .294 .298
.08 .306 .305 .309 .308
.12 .324 .328 .345 .349
.16 .365 .369 .416 .422
.20 .431 .407 .606 .581
.24 .438 .441 .806 .820
.28 .466 .456 .877 .858
.32 .462 .457 .868 .858
.35 .453 .458 .851 .860
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Point (1, 5, 10)
Point (1, 5, 5)
Point (1,5, 16)
- -
0.3
Time (sec)
Fig. 3.3. Test Case 4 Results, Point (1, 5, z)
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0.8
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Flux
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
/.00/00
/
/00 Point (1, 21, 10)
Point (1, 21, 5)
Point (1, 21, 16)
0.1 0.2
Time (sec)
0.3
Fig. 3.4. Test Case 4 Results, Point (1, 21, z)
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As expected, this perturbation caused severe flux tilting in the
reactor. The flux at point (1, 21, 10) grew by a factor of 2.97 during
.35 sec, while the flux at point (1, 5, 10) grew by only a factor of 1.57.
Likewise, the flux in the upper portion of the core lagged that in the
lower third considerably early in the transient, but caught up nicely
within.. 10 sec after the perturbation had become symmetric in the
z-direction.
As in earlier cases, the solution at At = .002 behaved in a damped
oscillatory fashion at the end of the ramp, due to the frequency calcu-
lation. Again, these oscillations disappeared when At was halved to
.001 sec and halved again for .02 sec just after the end of the ramp.
Based on the smoothness of the solution with At = .001 sec and the
relatively good agreement of the two solutions except at the end of the
ramp, it is again believed that the solution obtained with At = .001 sec
is a good approximation to the exact solution.
Chapter 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
To be a truly useful numerical technique, a proposed method
must treat difficult, practical problems successfully with reasonable
computational costs, as well as possess desirable analytical proper-
ties. It has been concluded in section 2.4 that the NSADE method
satisfies certain analytical criteria necessary for success. This
chapter summarizes the practical experience gained from the several
numerical experiments presented in Chapter 3.
4.1 Characteristics of the Numerical Results
Several important characteristics are easily observed in the
numerical experiments. The property of truncation error behavior
for the NSADE method has been shown to be approximately of order
h 2, as predicted by the theoretical analysis, for the one problem
where it could be accurately measured.
Closely related to truncation error is accuracy. Over several
test cases, the NSADE method has been seen to give acceptably
accurate solutions at reasonable time step sizes. It is unfortunate
that solutions with even smaller At's are not available for Test Cases
2, 3, and 4 to further verify the accuracy of the solutions shown. Given
the relatively slow computer available for numerical experiments for
this thesis, this was just too costly.
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It is granted that the time steps required by the NSADE method
are probably an order of magnitude smaller than those which would
be required for similar accuracy by a direct solution technique where
the A matrix is not split before inversion. However, it is difficult to
imagine any such method, which would necessarily require an itera-
tive technique to carry out the inversion process, requiring less than
an order of magnitude more, computational effort per time step.
The time step size used by the NSADE method is limited by two
factors. These generally come into play during different parts of a
transient. During that part of the transient where reactivity is being
inserted, usually by an externally-controlled factor such as control
rod motion, the time steps are initially limited by the rate of reac-
tivity insertion. This is necessary so that truncation error is con-
trolled while the frequencies used in the exponential transformation
are "1 seeking" the rates of flux change in the various regions of the
reactor. Once this has happened, the time steps can be gradually
increased in size with little effect on accuracy, so long as the rate of
reactivity change remains fairly constant.
During any part of the transient when the rate of reactivity change
is suddenly altered, the time steps must be decreased in size. This
is necessary if accuracy is to be retained while the frequencies again
"seek" the new rates of flux change. This must be done to control the
damped oscillations that arise if a time step too large is used through
this part of the transient.
A rule of thumb which was first offered for the NSADE method in
two dimensions 1 and which has been found to hold approximately for
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three dimensions relates the truncation error to the rate of solution
change over one time step. A 1% change in the solution over each
time step generally produces about 1% error in about 100 steps. For
a given problem, this implies that about 100 steps are required to
predict a doubling in the flux to 1% accuracy.
The numerical stability of the NSADE method has never been
found to be a limiting factor in two- and three-dimensional calcu-
lations. The oscillations which plague the solution during periods of
abrupt change in the rate of reactivity change affect the accuracy of
the solution temporarily. They quickly damp out, however, so that
the solution returns to the correct rate of change. This correct asymp-
totic behavior is a result of the exponential transformation. The time
step sizes to be used for a particular problem are thus primarily
limited by the accuracy desired in the solution.
One great advantage of the NSADE method is its computational
ease. All matrix inversions required by it are simple back-
substitutions. Because of this, computational times per time step for
a range of problems vary approximately linearly with the number of
mesh points and neutron groups. It has thus been found possible to
derive an expression of the form
Time/Step = aN(G+3I),
which relates the time necessary to advance the solution over one time
step, At, to the number of unknowns in the problem. Here, N is the
number of mesh points in the problem, and G and I are the number of
neutron and precursor groups, respectively.
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Listed in Table 4.1 below are running times per step required by
3DKIN for four different problems. The computer used for these runs
was an IBM 360/65 running under OS/360-MVT. All unknowns were
stored in fast memory.
Table 4.1. Computational Times
Mesh Points Groups Precursors Seconds/Step
1331 2 1 3.09
3696 4 1 16.0
4851 2 1 13.3
6500 2 1 18.3
Since only problems with one precursor are available, a value of
/= 0.3 will be used as determined in previous two-dimensional work.
From Table 4.1, two values of a are obtained:
a=1.2 X 10-3 for G = 2
a=1.0 X 10-3 for G = 4.
As G increases, the work per group decreases in 3DKIN since only one
frequency is computed for all neutron groups at each mesh point.
4.2 Applicability of the NSADE Method
The numerical experiments presented in Chapter 3 offer strong
evidence that the NSADE method is capable of treating a general class
of transients in three spatial dimensions with reasonable time step
sizes. These include difficult sub-prompt critical transients which
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result in significant spatial flux tilting and energy spectrum changes.
It is obvious that it would not be feasible to solve problems of a
really practical size with the computer which was used for the numeri-
cal experiments for this thesis. Table 4.2 compares the floating-point
add time (for 64-bit words) of the IBM 360/65 to those of several of
the fastest computer systems currently in use or being installed. An
extrapolation from the relation developed in the last section for the
IBM 360/65 should be approximately correct if it is based on the infor-
mation in the table.
Table 4.2. Comparison of Computing Speeds
Computer Model Floating Point Add Time
(microseconds)
IBM 360/65 1.8
CDC 6600 0.4
IBM 370/195 0.11
CDC 7600 0.1
CDC STAR 0.02
It seems reasonable to expect that increases in computing speeds
over the IBM 360/65 by factors of at least 16, 18, and 50, respectively,
can be expected from the last three machines listed in Table 4.2. These
last three machines can be obtained with 5 X 105 words or more of either
fast core storage or slower extended core storage which, through clever
programming, slows down computing speed only slightly. Thus, a pro-
gram like 3DKIN could treat a problem with three neutron groups, one
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precursor group, and 5 X 104 or more spatial mesh points with all
unknowns stored in fast or extended core storage, provided an
excessive amount of geometrical detail were not specified for the
problem.
Consider, then, the time which would be required on a machine
which is 20 times faster than the IBM 360/65. Table 4.2 gives
assurance that such machines are being built. A reasonable estimate
for a problem with three neutron groups, one precursor group, and
5 X 104 mesh points on this machine would be
time/step = (1.1 X 10-3 )(.05)(5 X 10 4)(3+.3) sec
= 9.1 sec.
Two hours of computing time would traverse about 800 time steps,
enough to describe many interesting transients.
One goal set for the direct solution technique developed in this
thesis has been that it provide benchmark solutions for difficult,
practical problems. Solutions from the more rapid but more approxi-
mate synthesis techniques can then be compared against these. At
the same time, the cost of obtaining these benchmark solutions must
not be unduly great. The NSADE method appears to satisfy both of
these criteria.
More importantly, the NSADE method is a practical method for
the routine solution of several classes of problems, given that a very
fast computer is available. One such class includes survey calcu-
lations where fine spatial detail is not required. Since more effort is
required to prepare a problem for solution by a space-time synthesis
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method than for solution by the NSADE method, the synthesis methods
lose much of their speed advantage when a number of different problems
are to be run during a survey.
Space-time synthesis methods also have difficulty in treating
problems where severe spatial flux tiltings and energy spectrum
changes result. Selection of trial functions for such problems requires
much insight and intuition. In contrast, the NSADE method requires
only an initial flux distribution to start such a problem. Little insight
is required as to how the solution will behave during the transient.
4.3 Limitations of the NSADE Method
The NSADE method is a more costly method than are space-time
synthesis methods for a number of problems of interest to reactor
designers. Once a reactor design has been finalized, there are a
number of operating transients which need to be analyzed with fine
spatial detail. Here, space-time synthesis methods are capable of
providing sufficiently accurate solutions at a significantly lower cost.
Another factor may limit the effectiveness of the NSADE method
on some current computing systems. Because this method tends to
accumulate errors during the first few steps of a transient, a very
accurate initial flux distribution and eigenvalue estimate must be used
to start the calculations. All initial conditions used in this thesis were
accurate to better than one part in 10 in the flux distribution and one
part in 108 in the eigenvalue. Not only is it costly to obtain such an
accurate initial condition, but it also is necessary to be able to carry
10 or more significant digits in all calculations. It would be difficult
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to utilize this method on any computing system which did not have
floating-point capabilities which carry at least 10 significant decimal
digits.
4.4 Recommendations for Further Work
The NSADE method can be easily extended to r-O-z cylindrical
geometry and to hexagonal-z geometry. Such extension would greatly
increase the utility of the method in treating problems associated with
several types of reactors.
It has been mentioned that it is possible to increase the time step
size during certain parts of a transient, while it is necessary to
decrease it during other parts if accuracy is to remain fairly constant
throughout the transient. Algorithms which would automate this time
step size variation should be investigated. It is probable that the rate
of change of the frequencies, 0, would provide an indication of when
the time step size should be changed.
A final recommendation concerns the selection of the frequencies.
There may well be algorithms which would select frequencies which
would allow even larger time steps to be taken. This area of investi-
gation deserves a great deal of attention.
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Appendix A
THE SEMI-DISCRETE FORM OF THE
SPACE-DEPENDENT REACTOR KINETICS EQUATIONS
The differential form of the space-dependent reactor kinetics
equations has been given in Eqs. (1.1). These equations are repeated
here for the sake of clarity.
1do4 (r, t) G
1 dt =V . D 9(r, t) V (r t) + 1 ,(r, t)4 ,(r, t)
g g'r=1
I
+ f giCi(rt) (1g G)
dC.(r, t) G
dt i C (r, t) + p ,(r, t) 4 ,(r, t)
g'=1
All of the symbols used here have been defined in section 1.2.
The discretization is carried out here in rectangular Cartesian
coordinates. The region of interest is a rectangular parallelepiped.
The origin of coordinates is placed in the lower front left corner of
the parallelepiped, as shown in Fig. A.1.
The three-dimensional mesh is created by passing a series of
planes, each of which is perpendicular to one of the three axes,
entirely through the parallelepiped. The points of intersection of
these planes, which lie within or on the boundaries of the parallele-
piped, form the mesh. It is assumed that six of the planes are
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z
Fig. A.1.
x
Coordinate System
coincident with the six faces so that planes of mesh points lie on the
six faces. If a total of L, J, and K planes are passed perpendicular
to the x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively, there are a total of LXJXK
points in the mesh within or on the boundaries of the parallelepiped.
Figures A.2a and A.2b depict, respectively, planes perpendicular
to the z-axis and y-axis which pass through mesh point (1, j, k).
j+1
j
z
j- 1
x
k+1
k
-k-1
Fig. A.2a. Plane Perpendicular
to z-Axis at (1, j, k) Fig. A.2b. Plane Perpendicularto y-Axis at (1, j, k)
y
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The broken lines lie exactly halfway between the solid mesh lines.
The eight octants which touch on point (1, j, k) are numbered as shown
above. Octants 1, 2, 3, and 4 lie below the z-plane passing through
point (1, j, k), while octants 5, 6, 7, and 8 lie above it.
The discrete equations for point (i, j, k) are obtained by integrating
Eqs. (1.1) over the volume contained within x1 - h~/2 < x ' x + h /2,
+ +
y. - h /2 < y y.+ h /2, and z - h /2 k z z + h+/2. It is assumedj y k y  z/~~
that the material within each octant is homogeneous. In the derivation
that follows, superscripts on material constants denote the octants in
which the materials lie.
1 d z+h / 2 y +h +/2 x +h +/2
v dt - dz f _ dy _ dx (x,y,z,t) =
g zk-hz/2 y.-h /2 x -h-/2
zk+h+/2 y.+h+/2 x +h+/2
z dz f y dy f _ dx X
z k-hz/2 yj-h y /2 x 1-h /2
G
9.D (x, y, Z, t) V 4 (x, y, z, t) + X ,(x, y, z, t)4 ,(x, y,z, t)
gg g'lgg g
f giC i(x, y, z, t)}, (1 - g - G). (A.1)
i= 1
With the following definitions,
g, 1, j, k V1,1j, k fff (x, y, z) dx dy dz (A.2a)
Ci, 1, j, k V 1.k C (x, y, z) dx dy dz (A.2b)
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V . = (h ++h~) (h++h) (h++h)1,j, k 8i x x/ y y/ Z Z) (A.2c)
and
1 h+h+h - +hhh 2 +h-h-h E3 +h+h-h-4 +
gg , 1, k =8 xyz Egg +hxh y Zgg x y z gg' x y z gg'
h+h+h+E 5 ,+h-h+h+E 6 ,+h-h h+ 7 ,+h+h h+E8
x y z gg x y z gg x y z gg x y z gg
(A.2d)
where the integrals are taken over the limits shown in Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.1)
becomes
do4g 1, j, k
dt fd D (x, y, z) V 4 (x, y, z) +
gg 1 j , k jg 1, , k
g'=1
I
V1, j, k fgi Ci, 1, j, k
i= 1
In Eq. (A.3), the volume integral for the diffusion terms has been
changed to a surface integral, using Gauss' theorem. The summation
over m indicates that the integral has been broken into integrals over
the six faces of the volume. For illustrative purposes, consider the
face which is perpendicular to the x-axis at x=x +h /2. The surface
integral for this face is given by
z+h+/2 y+h +/2
z dz _y
z-hz/2 y-h /2
dy{D (x,y,z)4 (x,y,z)-n }_
Sx=x+h 2
where n is a unit vector in the positive x-direction.
V1, k
g
+
(A.3)
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In order to carry out this integration, the current normal to the
face is approximated by a simple finite difference:
(A.4)(,y ) .g, 1+1, j, k g, 1, J, k
x
With this approximation, the surface integral representing leakage
across the face at x=x +h+/2 becomes
y+h +/2
dzf y
y-h~/2
y
dy{D (x y, z) V4 (x, y, z) -n
x=x1+h /2
D 1h+h~ D5h+h+ D8h-h+ D4h-h~
g y + g Y + g Y z+ g Y
4 4 4 4
K g, 1+1, , k g, 1, , k
x J_
(A.5)
= Rg 1+!, j, k g, 1+1, j,k~ g,1, j, k) ,
where Rg,+, , k has been defined as
R 1 - +D 1 h+h~+D 5h+h++D 8hh ++D 4 h-h .
g , k.1 4h+ g y z g y z g y z g y z)
x
By defining five more leakage coefficients as
(A.6a)
R 1 .g,1l-y, 3, k
R g,1, j+ , k
-1 (D 2h+h~+D 6h+h++D h-h++D 3hh )
4h- g y z g y z g y z g z y
x
1 lh+h-+D5h+h++6-+D 2h-h
4h+ \Dg x z g x z g x z g x z)'
y
R g lj 1 - (D 4 h+h>+D 8h+h++D h-h++D3hh )
g1 3- k 4h- g x z g x z g x z g x z
y
R gj.k+. 1 ( D 8h+h~+D 7 hh~+D 6h-h++D 5h+h+
g 4h g x y g x y g x y g x y
z
R 9. 1 =,k D 4h+h~+D'h h~+D 2 hh++Dlh+h+ ,
g,, ,2- 4h~ 9 X y 9 X y 9 X y 9 Y)
Z
z+h +/2f z
z-h /2
z
(A.6b)
(A.6c)
(A.6d)
(A.6e)
(A.6f)
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Eq. (A.3) can be written in its final form as
dog, 1, j, k
dt V 1,( ,k9(Ijk
R 1 (0 -4 ) g.1j 1,gjk +
gP 1+ 2, j, k g, 1+ 1, j, k g ,j
Rg, 1-, j, k g, 1-, j, 1, j, k g, 1, j,)R,, + ,1,j+1,k
Og, 1, j., k) + Rg,2 1, j- -1, kO g., 1., j -1., k- g, 1I, j, k) +
1, j, k+1~ g, 1, j, k) +Rg, 1, j, k- g, 1, j, k-1
Og,1, j, k) + 1 , j, kog',1, j, k]_ +
g =1
I
z
i= 1
gi 1, 1,j, k (1 < g < G) .
Furthermore, by defining the (LJK) X (LJK) square matrices
-gg diag{v Egg, 1, j, k/V1, j, k}.
F = diag{v f },
and D such that
g
-g g =vco 11,k
R g, 1- , j, k g, 1-1, j, k~ g, 1, j, k) + R g,
(A.8a)
(A.8b)
j, k) +
1, j+1, k
0g, 1, j, k) + R g, 1, j--, k(Og, 1, j-1, k~ g, 1, j, k) +
R g, 1, j, k+(g, 1, j, k+1~ g, 1, j, k) +
R g(4
g, 1,j, k 1, j, k-i g, 1, j, k)1} (A.8c)
the equations for all mesh points can be combined into the single
G
(A.7)
Rg, 1, j., k+ !(g,
R g, 1+-!, j, k Og, 1+1, j, k~ g, 1,
1, j+', k g,
matrix equation
d 
g
dt -g g 9
G I
T $ + F .. ,T9 9 gii
-gg g'Q - i
g'=1 is1
(1 g G).
Here, the vectors V1' and C are formed by ordering the group g fluxes
and delayed precursor group i concentrations, respectively, in a con-
sistent manner.
The discrete equation for the ith delayed precursor concentration
at point (1, j, k) is derived in an analogous fashion. It is given by
dC 1,jk
dt i,l1, j, k
G
+
V1 , j, k g ?=
(1< i 1< I) ,
P , . k P ih+h+hv', 4 ,ig , 1, j, k 8 x y z g fg ++h h h vv 3 3 +x y z g fg x y z g fg
h +h h v 4 , +h+ h+ h+ v 5 E5 , +h-h+h+ v 6 6 , +
x y z g fg x y z g fg x y z g fg
h h + 7 7 + - + 8 8 , hh fg x y hh v rfg
By defining the (LJK) by' (LJK) matrices
A. i I
and
-ig, = diag { Pig', 1, j, k/V1, j, k},
(A.10)
(A.11a)
(A.11b)
Eq. (A.9) for all mesh points can be written in matrix form as
dC.
dt -Ai +
G
'ig=
g'F=l
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(1.4)
where
(A.9)
(1.5)
Pig' , 1, j, k Og', 1, j, k '
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Appendix B
THEOREMS
Several theorems and lemmas were offered without proof in
Chapter 2. They are restated and proved here.
LEMMA 1.1 The operators C1 (0, h) and C 2 (2, h) are consistent.
Proof. The consistency condition requires that
0(t+h)
- C 1(, h) 0(t)
h
- 0 as h -+ 0.
An identical condition must hold for C 2(Q, h).
treated here.
(B.1)
Only _Cg,(2, h) will be
The proof for C2( i2, h) is identical.
The numerator in Eq. (B.1) can be written in the form
(t+h) - C 1 0(t) =
E n hExpanding e-
0(t+h)
e2h [ _- h(D 1+ E4- -a )]1
X ([-h(D 1 +E 4 - a)] e-gh 0(t+h)
- [I+h(D2 +E 3 - 0 )]}(t).
and 0(t+h) in a Taylor's series gives
- C 0 (t) = e- [;-h(D +E 4 -a)]
X{h d (t) 2- hAO (t) + O(h)}
It has been stated in section 2.1 that
2 2 2Me (t) =A0 (t) + O(LAx ) + O(Ay ) + O(Az )
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Therefore,
0 (t+h) - C 1 0(t)
h
Oh - 1
-Oh(_ +OE4-ay )+
X { O(h) + O(A x2 ) + O(Ay2) + O(A z 2
(B.2)
&(t+h) - C 1 (t)
h e h[ I- h(D 1 +E 4 - a1 1
X 1O(h) + O(Ax 2 ) + O(Ay2) + O(A 2
Theorem 3, proved later in this Appendix gives assurance that
1eh [ _- h(D 1+E4 -aQ)l is bounded for the L 2 norm provided the
ratios h/Ax 2, h/Ay 2, and h/Az2 are fixed, real constants of any
Calling this bound K allows Eq. (B.2) to be written as
O(t+h) - C 1 (Q, h)
h
for the L2 norm.
LEMMA 2. 1
0 (t)
4 ||O(h)|
Thus, C1 (2, h) satisfies the consistency condition.
If two operators are consistent, then their product
is consistent.
Proof. Let C 1 and C2 be two consistent operators, i.e.,
0 (t+h) 
- C20(t)
h
&(t+2h) - C 1 0(t+h)
h
0 as h -+ 0
o0 as h -0.
Since C is consistent, it has a bounded norm so that
finite size.
+
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0(t+h) -_C 2e(t)
1C 11 h +' 0 as h -+ 0.
The definition of a norm provides that ||C xii 1.0c II xII . Therefore,
_Ci(t+h) - CC( -+ 0 as h-+ 0.
Using the triangle inequality, ix + y < |xi + y , this becomes
0 (t+2h) - C 1 0(t+h)
h + 0 as h -- 0
C 1 0(t+h) - C 1_C 20(t)
h
O(t+2h) 
- C C 26(t)
h -+ 0 ash -+ 0,
which is the consistency requirement for the product.
THEOREM 3. 1
(B.3)
A family of matrices Mn of varying dimension n
having at most P <n nonzero elements in each row or column., I being
constant for all n, has a uniform L2 bound if the individual elements
of the matrices Mn are uniformly bounded for all n.
Proof. Let c > 0 be a bound on the absolute value of the individual
elements, m ,j, k'
n
max I
k j=1
of the matrices
ImEk n C.
Mn. Then
n
max I mki
i k=1
However, by definition,
or
f or all n.
= sup
IIl I 2=1
n n 2
Y n
m j,k kj=1 k=1
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives
- n -
m , k n
~k=1 ~ kI
-[n
k=1
j,k k
1< sup
IIxIi 2=1
4 sup
liix 2=1
< (ca) 2
n n
c m ,kj=1 k= 1
n
c YI xk 12
k=1 f
n
j=1
n
sup
II~xil2= 1
xk 
2
k=1
IMn 112 < (c1)2
or
IM II - c ,
and the theorem is proved.
THEOREM 4.1 The matrices (I - hR) -1 and (I+hR)(I - hR) - have
L2 norms of less than unity provided that (R+R
Proof. By definition,
i(I -hR) 1112 = max2 v
T ) is negative definite.
vT(I- hRT)-1(I-R) 1
T -
v v
IMn 112
-n2
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IILn 112Ml2 sup
||1|12=1
n1
3=1
I Ijk}
(B.4)
.9
Let u=(I-hR) v.
(I -hRY-1 122
-T 
-
U U
max 
-T T
u u (I_-hR )(I -_)u
= max
u
-T 
-U u
u [ T 2Tu [I-h(R +R)+h R Rj;
If (R +R) is negative definite, the denominator of Eq. (B.5)
and larger than the numerator.
is positive
Therefore,
(I - hR) 2 < 1.
Likewise, for the product (I+hR)(I_-hR)- , the L 2 norm
(I+ hR)(I_- 1 2hR)~ =
2
max
v
is defined
T Tl T
v (I-hR T)(I+hR )(I+hR)(I-hR)~ v
v v
With u defined as before, this becomes
- hR)~ max
2 u
-T T-
u (I+hR )(I+hR)U-
- ~ T
u (I-hR )(I-hR)iu
u ( T+_ 2 Tu [j+ h(R +R+h R Rju
= max 
-T rT
u u [I-h(R
Again, if (R
2 T -
+R)+h R R ]u
+R) is negative definite, the denominator of Eq. (B.6) is
larger than the numerator so that
(I+ hR)(I - hR) < 1.
Then
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(B.5)
as
(I + hR) (I
T
(B.6)
THEOREM 5.24 As t approaches infinity, the solution vector
t~
At- o
e(t)=e- V1' approaches ae e0 , where w0 is the largest eigenvalue
of A, e0 the corresponding eigenvector, and a = ( , e).
Proof. Write ' as a linear combination of e and v., where (v, e )=0,
that is, f'9= ae + Ov. Now,
a (e 9e ) + f(e , v) = (, 0V)
or
a = e V} V/),
if (e, 9e ) is normalized to unity.
Write i(t) as
At(t) = e- (ae +0v)
W t
ot0 At-
= ae e 0+ le- v
= ae 0 Le+(/a)(e- v, eBBt
where
B = A - I.
- - 0-
Note that the largest eigenvalue of B is 0, and all the others are given
by Xi= wi -w 0 and have real parts less than zero.
Now, put B in Jordan form:
J = S 1 BS
0
J2
0r
(B.8)
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(B. 7)
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where each of the blocks on the diagonal is of the form
J.
x. 1
x. 1
0
x.
1
1
0
(B.9)
J is a pi by pi matrix, pi being less than or equal to the multiplicity
of the ith eigenvalue, and the X.'s are arranged in order of non-
increasing real part. 11 is a 1X1 matrix since the largest eigenvalue
of B is simple.
Now
t S~1 S t -
e v =+e- -tv
=(I_+ S (Jt) S + (1 / 21! ) S~ J) v
= S e t _ -1 i t=S eL Syv=S 1 e- a,
where a = S v.
eJt
But
1
0
eJ 3t
0
(B.10)
(B.11)
Since A and B share the same eigenvectors, e 0 is the eigenvector
of B corresponding to eigenvalue 0, and the transformation S also puts
A into Jordan form. That is,
A JSe =Ae =w o e 0wS oI o o'SJ 'S = S A.9
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where
Seo
U)
0 0
J'
-2
0
71-1
0
0
-T -- ,
e v
0
x
x
and SI=
F0x
x
(B.12)
- T
e0
x
x
J
The first element of Sv is zero since e 0is orthogonal to V.
Thus
so that
J'=
105
Now
it -
e Sv=
Hence, |ISlet Sv
1
0
eJ2t
el 3t
0
0
el2t
el3t
a 2
a
3
0
a
2
a
3
1
- 1 eit - , which approaches
i=2
n Pi-1 t-Re(X )
S - 11 11 t i-i=2 i (p.-1)
1=2 1
as t approaches infinity, using Lemma 8.1 from Ref. 20. Since Re(X )
is less than zero, all i > 1, this norm goes to zero for large t. Hence,
1(/a) eBt vi approaches zero ab t approaches infinity, and the vector
Bt -
e+ (0/a) e- v approaches e , completing the proof.
2THEOREM 6. If 0 = W I, the approximate solution operator
2o h
B(2, h) has as its largest eigenvalue e 0 with corresponding eigen-
value e0 , where Ae =w e
(B.13)
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Proof. Letting i = w I,
B(w I, h)e9 = E 0 [I -h(A 4-aIo)] ~[I+h(A3 -w 2 )]
X [I-h(A 2-aw0)]-1[I+h(Aw-h )]e 0 e
0
But
[LIh(A3 - w o o = [ -h(A 4 -aw 0 )]e 0
and
[ I+h(A 1 -yo 0 1 ]e 0 = [I- h(A 2 -aw 0)]; .
Therefore,
B( 0I.,h)e
= h 1
= e r I-h(A4 -aw9 )] [I+h( 3 ~m Io
X [I- h(A 2 -aw 0I)]1
w h
= e 0 [-h(A 4 -aw )
w h
[I-h(A2 -a wI)]e 0 e
[I-h(A4 -aw 0)]e 0
B(w I, h)e
= 0- 0
or
2w h
e 
e 0
e
0
(B.14)
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Appendix C
TEST PROBLEM DATA
The reactor parameters for the four configurations used in
Chapter 3 for three-dimensional experiments are presented in this
appendix. The symbols used in this appendix are defined as follows:
Ax = mesh spacing (cm) in x-direction
Ay = mesh spacing (cm) in y-direction
Az = mesh spacing (cm) in z-direction
-1 thX. = decay constant (sec ) of i precursor
th
= delay fraction of i precursor
Xgi = fraction of decays of ith precursor which yield neutrons
in group g
th
v = velocity of g neutron group (cm/sec)
Xg = prompt fission spectrum component for group g
Etr = macroscopic transport cross section (cm~)
D = 1/( 3 Ztr) = diffusion coefficient (cm)
Za = macroscopic absorption cross section (cm 1 )
E = macroscopic fission cross section (cm )
y = average number of neutrons per fission
EJ-J+1 = macroscopic scattering cross section from group J to
group J+1 (cm ).
Unless otherwise noted, all boundary conditions are homogeneous
Dirichlet.
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Configuration 1
Number of neutron groups = 2
Number of precursor groups = 1
Geometry: Homogeneous cube, 200 cm on a side
Ax = Ay = Az = 20 cm
Precursor Constants:
x = .08, i = .0064, X11 = 1.0,
Material Properties:
v
x
Ftr
a
V
Group 1
3.0 X 10 7
1.0
.2468
.001382
2.41
.000242
.0023
Initial Conditions:
Spatial shape:
Critical keff :
cosine
.895285417
Configuration 2
Number of neutron groups = 2
Number of precursor groups = 1
X21 = 0.0
Group 2
2.2 X 105
0.0
.3084
.0054869
2.41
.00408
0.0
109
Geometry:
Ax = Ay = Az = 8.0 cm
height = 160 cm (z-direction)
21
1
14
8
L
4
1
1 4
21
181 1
Ca)
0
Q-1
14
K
II
8
4
1
8 11
x mesh points
Fig. C.la. x-y Plane for
-24 < t% 136 cm
1 4 8 11
x mesh points
Fig. C.1b. x-y Plane for
0 < z < 24, 136 < z < 160 cm
The numbers in the various regions indicate the material number
in that region. Only the right half of this reactor is shown since the
left half is symmetrical to it.
0
Q4)
2 1
3 2 3
2 1
3 3
3 3 3
3 3
81
110
Precursor Constants:
x = .08,
v
x
01 = .0075,
Group 1
1.0 X 10 7
1.0
Xi i= 1.0, X21
= 0.0
Group 2
2.0 X 105
0.0
Material Properties:
Material 1
Group 1
.238095
.01
2.40
.0035
.01
Material 2
(Same as Material 1)
Material 3
Group 1
.25461
.008
2.40
.0015
.01
Initial Condition:
Critical k eff: 1.06432742
Etr
a
Group 2
.833333
.15
2.40
.10
0.0
Etr
a
Group 2
.666667
.05
2.40
.03
0.0
ill
Configuration 3
Number of neutron groups = 4
Number of precursor groups = 1
Geometry:
Ax = Ay = Az = 8.0 cm
height = 120 cm (z-direction)
11
0
5
1
1 10 14 21
Fig. C.2. x-y Plane for 0 < z 4 120 cm
m = 3 for 0 z 56 cm
m = 4 for 56 < z 120 cm
Precursor Constants:
x 1 = .08,1
X41 = 0.0
01 = .0064,
Group 1
v 1(0 X 109
0.245 0.0
1 1 2
2 m 3
Xi y= 0.0, X-21 .O
Group 2
1.0 x 108
X31 0.0
Group 4
2.0 X 105
Group 3
5.0 X 10 6
X 0.755 0.0
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Material Properties:
Material 1
Group 2
.310
.00297
1.60
.00197
.0828
Group 3
.520
.0359
1.60
Group 4
2.050
.655
1.60
.0262
.0850
.540
0.0
Material 2
Group 2
.240
.00140
1.60
.0009
.0828
Material 3
Group 2
.160
.00072
0.0
0.0
.0822
Material 4
Group 3
.400
.0176
1.60
.0131
.0850
Group 3
.310
.00051
0.0
0.0
.0847
Group 4
1.600
.332
1.60
.274
0.0
Group 4
1.270
.012
0.0
0.0
0.0
(Same as Material 3)
Initial Condition:
Critical keff: 1.06601870
Etr
Ea
v~
Group 1
.120
.00266
1.60
.00136
EJ+J+1 .0586
Etr
a
V
Group 1
.100
.00135
1.60
.0007
EJ-J+1 .0586
Group 1
.080
a
v
.00077
0.0
0.0
EJ+J+1 .0570
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Configuration 4
Number of neutron groups = 2
Number of precursor groups = 1
Geometry:
Height = 300 cm (z-direction)
Ax = 10.0 cm, 0 4 x 4 20 cm, 50 < x < 170 cm, 200 6 x 4 220 cm
Ax = 7.5 cm, 20 4 x 6 50 cm, 170 6 x 4 200 cm
Ay = 7.5 cm, 0 < y < 30 cm
Ay = 10.0 cm, 30 < y < 110 cm
Az = 15.0 cm, 0 < z < 30 cm, 270 z 4 300 cm
Az = 16.0 cm, 30 < z - 270 cm
0 30 60
1 5
90 110 C)
C1
CI
C.,
~xI
0
ir~
0
C~1
8 11 13
x mesh points
Fig. C.3a. x-y Plane for
30 < z < 270 cm
25
23
19
U)
0
011
7
3
1
y (cm)
30 600
Fig. C.3b.
90 1: 0
4 4 4
4 4 4 3
4 4 4
I- -I
1 5 8 11 13
x mesh points
x-y Plane for
0 < z < 30 cm, 270 < z < 300 cm
5, for 30 < z < 110 cm
m = 6, for 110 z 190 cm
7, for 190 z 270 cm
25
23
19
K
II
0
m 1 3
2 2 1
1 1 3
K
7
3
1
3
114
Precursor Constants:
01 = .0064, X = 1.0, X2 1 = 0.0
Group 2
4.4 X 105
0.0
Group 1
1.0 x 108
Material Properties:
Material 1
Group 1
.2246
.009434
2.571
.002437
.01872
Material 2
Group 1
.2264
.009223
2.584
.002236
Group 2
.8375
.07345
2.441
.05112
0.0
Group 2
.8445
.06737
2.442
.04557
.01893
x . = .08,
v
x 1.0
Etr
a
V
g +1
Etr
a
E J-J+1 0.0
Material 3
Group 1
.1971
.0001984
0.0
0.0
.03010
Material 4
Group 1
.1487
.0003288
0.0
0.0
.01798
Material 5
(Same as Material 1)
Material 6
(Same as Material 1)
Material 7
(Same as Material 1)
Initial Condition:
Critical keff: 1.28041608
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Itr
a
J
~JJ+1
Itr
a
Group 2
.8685
.007207
0.0
0.0
0.0
Group 2
.5490
.004677
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Appendix D
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 3DKIN
The computer program used to conduct the three-dimensional
numerical experiments for this thesis has been named 3DKIN. It is
written entirely in Fortran IV for IBM System 360 computers. It
can be easily converted to run on any computer with a Fortran IV
compiler, however.
The program 3DKIN is described in the several sections of this
appendix. It is intended that the description given here be adequate
for this appendix to serve as a user's manual for the code. A more
detailed description would be necessary for anyone wishing to make
modifications to the code, however.
Section D.1 discusses the methods used to obtain an initial steady
state solution for a problem. Section D.2 then describes the organi-
zation of that part of the code used in a subsequent time-dependent
calculation. The overlay structure used to reduce core storage re-
quirements and the input/output devices necessary to run 3DKIN are
presented in section D.3. A detailed description of the input infor-
mation for 3DKIN follows in section D.4. Section D.5 lists the card
images of the input data for 3DKIN for a sample problem.
D.1 Description of the Steady State Section
Several comments of a general nature concerning 3DKIN should be
made before proceeding to the algorithms used to obtain the initial
critical flux distribution and k ff The first concerns the overall
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organization of the code. It has been written in a modular fashion,
where each subroutine or set of subroutines performs one task or
several closely-related tasks. This facilitates the division of the code
into segments for subsequent use of the overlay feature of OS/360. It
also allows additional code options such as new geometries to be added
to the code without severely altering existing subroutines.
The second comment concerns the use of directly-addressable
core storage for the storage of program variables. The variable
dimensioning feature of Fortran IV is used throughout the code. In
the MAIN routine, a vector named A is placed in the labeled common
area ARAY and given a length which corresponds to the total core area
which the user desires to allot to program variable storage. Based on
input parameters which describe the size of the problem to be considered,
a subroutine called MEMORY computes a series of pointer variables.
Each pointer variable indicates a location in A where the first member
of a program array will be located. The remaining members of that
array are then stored in successive locations in A.
The obvious advantage of this technique is that each program array
is dimensioned to exactly the size necessary for each particular
problem. Core storage is thus used very efficiently. In addition, the
total amount of core storage allotted to program variable storage can
be changed merely by recompiling the short MAIN routine after changing
two statements.
For both the steady state and time-dependent parts of the code, the
total core storage necessary to store program variables for each
problem is computed. If this amount exceeds the amount allocated to
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the vector A in MAIN, another attempt is automatically made to allot
storage for program variables. This time, however, the flux and
fission source vectors are stored on input/output devices for the steady
state section, as are the fluxes and precursor concentrations for the
time-dependent section. This greatly reduces the amount of core
storage required and allows very large problems to be run.
The remainder of this section describes the program flow in the
steady state section. The program entry point is in the MAIN routine.
The MAIN routine zeroes out the entire A array and reads in the title
card and second card for a particular problem. The second card con-
tains the parameters which completely define the amount of storage
required for that problem. Subroutine MEMORY is called to allocate
storage for program variables and to determine whether or not
input/output devices are required to store several large arrays. If
these input/output devices are required, MAIN opens the datasets on
these devices. Program control is then passed to subroutine CALLER,
which calls the subroutines which control the various first overlay
level segments.
Subroutine INPUT is called first to read in the remaining input
data for the problem. Subroutine IOEDIT prints out an edited version
of the problem description. The flux vector needed to start the itera-
tive solution process is read in either from cards or from a dataset
on an input/output device or is generated as a cosine in each dimension.
Subroutine FLUXIN performs whichever of these options is requested.
The iterative solution process is controlled by subroutine SSTATE.
To detail the form of this iterative process, several equations need to
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be restated. The time-dependent equation for the group g flux at all
points has been given in Eq. (1.4) as
do G I
dt -g + T C, + (1.4)dt -g g9 -g g -99gi i
g'=1 i=1
To obtain the initial condition, the time derivative is set to zero.
Further, given the definitions of X and X gi in section 1.2, a weighted
prompt fission spectrum, X', can be defined as
g
I
X? (1-9) X + OiXg (D. 1)
i=1
If X' replaces X in Eq. (1.4), the precursor concentration term in it
g g
can also be ignored for the steady state calculation.
Several additional matrices need to be defined. Let
T ,= v V~ (X' F ,+R ,), g' * g (D.2a)
-gg -g- g-g -gg
T =v V -(X' F -Z) (D.2b)
-gg -g- g-g -g
D = v V~1 D'. (D.2c)
-g -g- -g
Here, v = v I and V is the diagonal matrix of volumes associated
-g g-
with each mesh point. F , is a diagonal matrix containing the v , I ,fgr
term for each mesh volume. The matrix R gg, is also diagonal and
describes the scattering from group g' to g in each mesh volume.
Finally, ZI contains the absorption and out-scattering terms for
-g
group g at each mesh volume.
The form of Eq. (1.4) to be solved for the initial condition becomes
G I' G
v V- 9 -9 R ,9- ,+ o k Y
g' g g g eff g' =1
-g g/=
(1 < g < G) .
In 3DKIN, only downscattering is allowed so that R gg, = 0 for g' > g.
Equation (D.3) can be reduced to
(-D?+E )+Z =
-g -g g
- 1
X I
_ ,o ,+ k
g'=1 g'F=1
(D.4)F 9 ,.
In 3DKIN, Eq. (D.4) is solved by a two-level iterative process.
This is the standard inner iteration-outer iteration method. 2 7 Let the
inner iteration index be m and the outer iteration index be R. The
inner iterations involve sioling the equation
(-Dg 
-g
-g -g g
g-1
= bR ,+1, +-X
-gg' g
g'=1 0
for each group, starting with g=1. Here, , the fission source vector,
and u have been obtained from
0* =
G
Sg
Sg=1
F
1
-g g
1
g g
(D.6)
(D.7)+ 2
U
Here, y is an input fission source overrelaxation parameter bounded
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(D.3)
(D.5)
G1
G
g=1 9
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by 1 y 4 2. The outer iteration consists of the computation of ua and
an S , used to start a new set of inner iterations.
The inner iterations in 3DKIN are carried out by a one-line
successive overrelaxation method. Lines of fluxes in the x-direction
are overrelaxed successively across each z-plane of mesh points,
starting with the bottom z-plane. An optimum overrelaxation parame-
ter is computed for each group, using a method prescribed in Ref. 27.
The iterative process continues on a particular group until convergence
is obtained for that group, where convergence is defined as
0m m-1
max g,1,j,k - g,,j,k
1,j,k m E . (D. 8)
g,1,j,k
The parameter e is input by the user, as is a parameter mmax. If the
condition (D.8) is not satisfied for m < m max, the iterative process is
stopped for that group automatically for that outer iteration.
As can be seen from Eq. (D.6), the L norm is used as an indi-
cation of the total solution change during an outer iteration. In an
attempt to speed convergence of the outer iterations, the fission
source vector, S , is overrelaxed in a rather crude fashion. The
entire iterative process is completed after the Ith outer iteration if
condition (D.8) has been satisfied for all groups during that outer iter-
ation and if
11.0 - a E . (D.9)
At this point, k is computed from
k =ff=T n (D.10)
n=1
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Before starting the iterative process just described, subroutine
SSTATE calls subroutine SETUP1 to compute the necessary coef-
ficients. SETUP1 uses subroutine COEF1 to do this.
SSTATE also calls subroutine ORPEST to compute the groupwise
optimum overrelaxation parameters. SSTATE computes the fission
and scattering source for each group during an outer iteration. Sub-
routine INNERO or INNER1 is called to carry out the actual inner iter-
ations for the groups. INNERO is used if all program variables are
stored in core, while INNER1 is used if the flux and fission source
vectors are stored on input/output devices. SSTATE completes the
outer iteration by computing a new estimate of a- and overrelaxing the
fission source vector. It also tests for convergence of the outer iter-
ations. Subroutine SSTOUT prints out a one-line summary of each
outer iteration and saves the converged fluxes if requested.
Two additional features of the steady state section of 3DKIN are
worthy of note, although they are invisible to the user of 3DKIN. The
first is an additional technique used to accelerate convergence of the
inner iterations. Before the inner iterations are started for group g
during outer iteration Y + 1, the quantities
g-1
a1  -gg g~~e+ ii
g'=1 a 1
and
a=(-D' +2: )o2 -g -gg
are computed. The vector is multiplied by the ratio (a /a2),and
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the result is used as an initial guess for the inner iterations for group g.
This has the effect of scaling the initial guess so that the neutron
balance is satisfied in an integral sense when the inner iterations are
started. This so-called group rebalancing is carried out by subroutines
GRBALO and GRBAL1, which are called by INNERO and INNER1,
respectively.
The second feature is the manner in which the coefficients for
Eqs. (D.4) are stored in 3DKIN for the x-y-z geometry option. The
manner in which planes are passed through the parallelepiped of
interest to create the three-dimensional fine mesh has been presented
in Appendix A. The only restriction placed on these planes at that
time was that every boundary of a homogeneous material region must
lie on a fine-mesh plane.
In 3DKIN, an additional restriction is introduced. Each of the
fine-mesh planes which has a homogeneous material region boundary
coincident on any part of it becomes a coarse-mesh plane. Between
two successive coarse-mesh planes in a particular direction, all fine-
mesh planes parallel to these coarse-mesh planes must be equidistant.
The reactor of interest is thus divided into a three-dimensional
array of rectangular parallelepipeds by the coarse-mesh planes.
These rectangular parallelepipeds are hereafter referred to as
material regions. Within a given material region, only one material is
present. Additionally, fine-mesh spacings are constant across that
material region for each of the three directions.
Each material region has a total of 26 faces, edges, and-corners
associated with it. Thus, regardless of how many fine-mesh points lie
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within or on its boundaries, only 27 sets of coefficients need to be com-
puted and stored. The extra set is for all of the fine-mesh points which
lie within the boundaries of the material region.
Because of the manner in which faces, edges, and corners are
shared by more than one material region, however, an average of only
8 sets need to be associated with each material region. This assumes
that the right, upper, and back outer boundaries of the parallelepiped
as shown in Fig. A.1 have homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
In 3DKIN, a so-called problem region number is assigned to each
set of coefficients. A three-dimensional array, called a problem
region map, is created, with one entry per fine-mesh point. In this
problem region map, all fine-mesh points which have the same set of
coefficients are assigned the same unique problem region number.
Coefficients are computed and stored by problem region number, and
the problem region map is used to obtain the proper set of coefficients
to be used at a particular fine-mesh point.
The advantages of this method are two-fold. No coefficients ever
have to be recomputed during the entire steady state calculation, and
each fine-mesh point has a set of coefficients correct for it. At the
same time, the amount of storage necessary to contain the coefficients
is reduced drastically over that required if a set of coefficients were
computed and stored for each fine-mesh point.
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D.2 Description of Time-Dependent Section
The program flow for the time-dependent section of 3DKIN is
much less complicated than that for the steady state section. This is
primarily due to the simplicity of the NSADE algorithm. When the
initial condition has been computed, SSTATE returns program control
to CALLER. CALLER calls subroutine FLUXTR, which writes the
converged fluxes out on an input/output device. CALLER then calls
subroutine TIMDEP, which controls the remainder of the time-
dependent section.
Subroutine TIMDEP first redefines several coefficients in each
problem region. It then calls subroutine DELAYS, which reads the
fluxes back in from the input/output device and computes the corre-
sponding pointwise initial precursor concentrations. After zeroing
out the frequency array and dividing the various vEf values by the
critical value of keff, the main time-dependent loop in TIMDEP is
entered.
Within this main loop, time is divided into a series of time zones.
Within each time zone, a number of materials are allowed to have
properties which undergo a step change at the beginning of the time
zone and/or a ramp change throughout the time zone. Subroutine
TIMINP reads in the data describing each of these time zones.
Within each time zone, subroutine CHANGE is called whenever
necessary to recompute coefficients which vary with time. The coef-
ficients are recomputed consistent with the problem region concept.
Coefficients are recomputed only for those problem regions which have
time-varying properties.
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For the case where all problem variables are stored in core, the
initial eQh transformation and forward sweep of the spatial mesh for
all groups is performed in subroutine STEPAO for each time step.
Subroutine STEPBO performs the reverse sweep and the second eQh
transformation for each time step. Subroutine FREQO computes the
frequencies for the next time step according to Eq. (2.8). For the case
where the fluxes and precursor concentrations are stored on
input/output devices, subroutines STEPA1, STEPB1, and FREQ1
perform the same functions as their similarly-named counterparts.
At regular intervals, the fluxes at a number of specified test
points are printed out. At the end of each time zone, the entire flux
and precursor vector can be printed out if requested. These printouts
are obtained from the subroutine TIMOUT.
D.3 Overlay Structure and Input/Output Devices for 3DKIN
Two levels of overlay are used in 3DKIN. There are a total of 11
segments. The overlay structure is shown in Fig. D.1.
MAIN
MEMORY
CALLER
ETIME
Overlay level 1
INPUT SSTATE FLUXTR TIMDEP
IOEDIT ORPEST TIMINP
FLUXIN SSTOUT TIMOUT
DSIMQ
TALTER
CHANGE
Overlay level 2 ___
SETUP1 INNERO INNER1 DELAYS STEPAO STEPA1
COEF1 GRBALO GRBAL1 STEPBO STEPB1
FREQO FREQ1
Fig. D.1. Overlay Structure for 3DKIN
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Card input to 3DKIN is read in on symbolic device 5, while output
to the printer is on device 6. If the option where the fluxes are
punched onto cards is requested, the card punch is specified as device 7.
Up to seven sequential datasets on different symbolic devices may
be required by 3DKIN. These datasets may each be placed on a separate
magnetic tape drive, or they may be placed on one or more disk drives.
The disk drives are preferable because their use generally results in
faster execution times.
If the option is requested where steady state fluxes are to be
stored on an input/output device between runs, this dataset is placed
on symbolic device 8. Additionally, symbolic devices 11 and 12 are
required for every run in which a time-dependent calculation is to be
made. These datasets are used for scratch purposes only.
If the problem is large enough to require that several program
vectors be stored on input/output devices, symbolic devices 11 and 12
are required during the steady state calculation as well. The fluxes
for each group are spooled back and forth from one to the other during
the inner iterations for that group.
In addition, four more symbolic devices are required for scratch
purposes for these large problems. During the steady state calculation,
old and new fission source vectors alternate on devices 1 and 2. During
the time-dependent calculation, the flux for the group used in the
frequency calculation is saved from one time step to the next, alternately,
on these two devices. Devices 3 and 4 alternate in storing the complete
flux vector (and precursors as well during the time-dependent calcu-
lation) for both sections of the code. All of these seven datasets are
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written with unformatted write statements. Table D.1 summarizes the
usage of these datasets.
Table D.1. Input/Output Symbolic Devices
Logical Record Length Number of Records
Device Steady Time- Steady Time- When
Number State Dependent State Dependent Used
1 L* J L* J K K IOPT=1
2 L* J L *J K K IOPT=1
3 L*J L*J*(G+I) K *G K IOPT=1
4 L* J L* J *(G+I) K G K IOPT =1
When
8 L *J L *J K *G K *G fluxes
saved
11 L *J L *J K K *G Always
12 L *J L *J K K *G Always
The variables L, J, and K are the number of fine-mesh x-planes,
y-planes, and z-planes, respectively. In order to minimize execution
time, symbolic devices 1, 3, and 11 should be placed on different disk
drives from symbolic devices 2, 4, and 12, respectively.
D.4 Description of Input for 3DKIN
The only geometry currently available in 3DKIN is x-y-z rectangu-
lar geometry, as shown in Fig. A.1. For both steady state and time-
dependent sections, the right, back, and top faces of the rectangular
parallelepiped must have homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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In the steady state section, the left, front, and bottom faces may each
have homogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions specified,
independent of what condition is specified for the other two faces. In
the time-dependent section, however, the bottom face must always
have the homogeneous Dirichlet condition. If only one face is to have
a homogeneous Neumann condition, it must be the left face. If quarter-
core symmetry is desired, both left and front faces are specified to
have a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition.
At the time that the input description of a problem is formulated,
an estimate of the amount of core required for program variable
storage can be made. Equation (D.11) gives the total number of double
precision (64-bit) words required on an IBM System 360 computer in
the vector A for each problem. The variables in the equation are
defined in the input description.
Min. length of A = NNG ' [3+(4+NDNSCT)*NMAT+NDG]+ 2 * NDG
+ IM + JM + KM + 3 * (IRM+JRM+KRM+l) /2
+ 8 * IRM * JRM * KRM * [6*NNG+(NNG- 1)
* NDNSCT+1 ]+ (IRM*JRM*KRM+3) /4
+ (IM*JM*KM+3)/4 + Vcore (D. 11)
For the steady state section,
V =3*IM+5*NNG+IM*JM*KM+
core
(1 -IOPT) * [IM*JM*KM*(NNG+2)+5] +
IOPT * (5*IM*JM+5) .
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For the time-dependent section,
Vcore = IM * JM* KM+(1-IOP T) * [IM*JM*KM*(NNG+NDG+1)+5]+
OPLT * [IM*JM*( 3*NNG+3*NDG+2)+2].
Setting IOPT = 0 gives the minimum length of A required if all vari-
ables are to be stored in core. Likewise, setting IOPT = 1 gives the
core storage requirement for the option where several vectors are
stored on input/output devices.
Using the Fortran H compiler with optimization level 2 and the
level 18.6 version of OS-MVT for the IBM 360/65, a total of 77,500
bytes are required to store 3DKIN in core, exclusive of the number
of bytes allocated to the vector A. In addition, when the code is
actually executed, some additional core is needed for input/output
device buffers. With 46,000 8-byte words allocated to A and with
about 12,000 bytes allocated to buffers, 3DKIN requires 458,000 bytes
of core. A load module of this size was necessary to run Test Case 4
in Chapter 3.
What follows is a card-by-card description of the input for 3DKIN.
Card Type 1 FORMAT (20A4)
Columns 1-80: (ITITLE(I), I=1, 20). This is the alphanumeric
problem title.
Card Type 2 FORMAT (2014)
Columns 1-4: NNG. This is the number of prompt neutron groups.
Columns 5-8: NDG. This is the number of precursor groups.
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Columns 9-12: NTG. This is the number of the group to be used
in the frequency calculation for the time-dependent section.
Columns 13-16: NDNSCT. This is the maximum number of down-
scatter groups for any of the neutron groups. No upscattering is
allowed in 3DKIN.
Columns 17-20: NMAT. The code expects to read in a total of
NMAT macroscopic cross-section sets. These sets are numbered
consecutively, from 1 to NMAT.
Columns 21-24, 25-28, 29-32: IM, JM, KM. These variables give,
respectively, the number of fine-mesh x-planes, y-planes, and z-
planes. The outer boundary planes are included.
Columns 33-36, 37-40, 41-44: IRM,JRM,KRM. These variables
indicate the number of coarse-mesh zones in the x-, y-, and z-
direction, respectively.
Columns 45-48, 49-52, 53-56: NXTP,NYTP,NZTP. These are
the number of x, y, and z points, respectively, that are to be used in
printing out fluxes during the time-dependent calculation. Every
IPRSTP steps, a total of NXTP*NYTP*NZTP points will have their
flux values printed out.
Columns 57-60: NSTEAD. If NSTEAD = 0, only a time-dependent
calculation will be performed. The input fluxes will be taken as the
initial condition. If NSTEAD = 1, a steady state calculation will first
be performed. If the solution converges within NOIT outer iterations,
a time-dependent calculation will follow. If NSTEAD = 2, only a steady
state calculation will be performed.
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Columns 61-64: IFLIN. If IFLIN = 0, the initial flux will be gener-
ated by 3DKIN as a cosine in each direction for each group. If
IFLIN = 1, the initial fluxes are to be input on cards. If IFLIN = 2,
the initial fluxes are to be read in as a sequential dataset from device 8.
Columns 65-68: IFLOUT. This variable applies only to the output
of fluxes at the end of a steady state calculation. If IFLOUT = 0, no
fluxes will be output. If IFLOUT = 1, the fluxes will be printed out. If
IFLOUT = 2, the fluxes will be printed and also punched onto cards in
a 5D16.10 format. If IFLOUT = 3, the fluxes will be printed and also
written on device 8 as a sequential dataset. If IFLOUT = 4, the fluxes
are only written on device 8.
Columns 69-72: IGEOM. This is the geometry indicator. At
present, IGEOM = 1 gives x-y-z geometry, the only option available.
Columns 73-76: IETIME. If IETIME > 0, the outer iteration com-
pleted after accumulated computing time exceeds IETIME will be the
last. The fluxes at that point are output as indicated by IFLOUT, and
the program stops. If IETIME = 0, it is ignored.
Card Type 3 FORMAT (E16.1O, 4X, 3E10.4, 314)
Columns 1-16: EFFK. This is the initial estimate of k . If it is
not in the range . 1 < k 10.0, it is set to 1.0.
Columns 21-30: ORFP. This is the parameter used to overrelax
the fission source vector, as in Eq. (D.7). It should be in the range
1.0,< ORFP 4 2.0.
Columns 31-40: EPS1. This is the eigenvalue convergence parame-
ter, c 1 , from Eq. (D.9).
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Columns 41-50: EPS2. This is the flux convergence parameter,
E2, from Eq. (D.8).
Columns 41-44: NOIT. This is the maximum number of outer
iterations allowed in the steady state section. If convergence has not
been obtained after NOIT outer iterations, the eigenvalue estimate is
printed, the fluxes at that time are output as indicated, and the
program is stopped. Provided the fluxes have been saved on cards or
on device 8, the latest keff can be input to a new run with these fluxes
and the calculation restarted.
Columns 45-48: NIIT. This is the maximum number of inner
iterations per group per outer iteration.
Columns 49-52: NPIT. If the flux and fission source vectors are
stored on input/output devices (IOPT=1), then the fluxes for a group
are recomputed across each plane a total of NPIT times before going
to the next plane during the inner iterations.
Card Type 3' FORMAT(8E10.4)
Use as many cards as are necessary.
Columns 1-10, 11-20, ... : (OMEG(NG),NG=1,NNG). These are
estimates of the overrelaxation parameters for the inner iterations.
If any OMEG(NG) is in the range .95 < OMEG(NG) < 1.05, all of them
will be computed by 3DKIN to be the optimum values. Once the opti-
mum values are known, they can be input and the calculation thus
avoided.
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Card Type 4 FORMAT (15, 5(I5,E10.4)/5(I5, E10.4))
One set of these cards is needed for each of the three directions.
First set -
Columns 1-5: NLBC. This is the boundary condition at x=0.
NLBC = 0 indicates a zero flux (homogeneous Dirichlet) condition,
while NLBC = 1 indicates a zero current (homogeneous Neumann)
condition.
Columns 6-10, 11-20; 21-25, 26-35; ... : (IBP(IR),HX(IR),IR=1 ,IRM).
IBP(IR) is the right x fine-mesh plane number for the IRth x coarse-
mesh region. HX(IR) is the total x-width for that region in centimeters.
Additional cards may be used for these pairs of boundary planes and
widths. If the last card has five pairs on it, a blank card must follow it.
Second set -
Columns 1-5: NFBC. This is the boundary condition at y=O. For
the steady state section, it can be either 0 (zero flux) or 1 (zero current).
It can be 1 only if NLBC = 1-for the time-dependent section.
Columns 6-10,11-20; 21-25, 26-35; . . . : (JBP(JR), HY(JR), JR=1,
JRM). These are the pairs of back fine-mesh y-planes and total y-
widths for the y coarse-mesh zones.
Third set -
Columns 1-5: NBBC. This is the boundary condition at z=0.
Either a 0 or a 1 can be used for a steady state calculation, but only a
zero flux boundary condition is allowed here for the time-dependent
calculation.
Columns 6-10, 11-20; 21-25, 26-35; . . . : (KBP(KR), HZ(KR),
KR=1, KRM). These are the pairs of upper fine-mesh z-planes
and total z-widths for the z coarse-mesh zones.
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Card Type 5 FORMAT (20I4)
Use as many cards as necessary.
Columns 1-4, 5-8, ... : (IXTP(I), I=1, NXTP), (IYTP(I), I=1, NYTP),
(IZTP(I), I=1, IZTP). These are the points at which fluxes will be
printed out every IPRSTP steps during the time-dependent calculation.
Card Type 6 FORMAT (2014)
One set of cards is required for each coarse-mesh z-region. Use
as many cards as necessary for each set, with 20 values on each card.
Columns 1-4, 5-8,... : ((MMAP(IR,JRKR),IR=1,IRM),JR=1,JRM).
These are the material numbers assigned to each material region in
the KRth coarse-mesh z-region.
Card Type 7 FORMAT(6E12.6)
Columns 1-12, 13-24, .. ;.(V(NG), NG=1, NNG). The se are the
group velocities in cm/sec.
Card Type 8 FORMAT (6E12.6)
Columns 1-12, 13-24, ... (XI(NG), NG=-1-, NNG). This is the
prompt fission spectrum.
A set of NNG card type 9's and as many card type 10's as are
necessary is input as a package for each material NM, 1 < NM < NMAT.
The sets start with material 1 and proceed consecutively to material
NMAT.
Card Type 9 FORMAT (4E12.6)
Columns 1-12: XNU(NM,NG). This is v for group NG.
Columns 13-24: SIGF(NM,NG). This is Z for group NG in cm
Columns 25-36: SIGR(NMNG). This is Za for group NG in cm.-1
Columns 37-48: SIGT(NMNG). This is tr for group NG in cm~
In each set, the NNG card type 9's are arranged consecutively
from group 1 to group NNG.
Card Type 10
Columns
FORMAT (6E 12.6)
1-12, 13-24, ... : ((SIGS(NM, NG, NDN), NDN=1, NDNSCT),
NG=1, NGX).
group g=NG.
Card Type 11
This is Z for g' =NG+1 to g' =NG+NDNSCT for each
, rg g
NGX = NNG-1, so no values are read in for group NNG.
FORMAT (6E 12.6)
One or more card type 11 is required for each precursor group.
Begin on a new card for each precursor group.
Columns 1-12: ALAM(ND). This is the X for precursor group ND
in sec- 1 .
Columns 13-24: BETA(ND). This is f for each precursor
group ND.
Columns 25-36, 37-48, .... : (XIP(NG,ND),NG=1,NNG).
Xgi for all groups g, 1 < g< NNG, for precursor group ND.
This is
Card Type 12 FORMAT (5E16.10)
These cards are needed only if IFLIN = 1. There are a total of
NNG* KM sets of card type 12's required then. Each set begins on a
new card and contains the fluxes for one z-plane and one group. The
sets are arranged from plane 1 to plane KM for each group, with
those for group 1 coming first.
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Columns 1-16, 17-32, . . .: ((PSI(NG, I, J,K), I=1,IM),J=1,JM).
These are the fluxes at all points on z-plane KR for group NG.
For a time-dependent calculation, a set of one card type 13,
NNG * ISTPCH card type 14's, and NNG * ILINCH card type 15's are
needed for each time zone.
Card Type 13 FORMAT (615, 3E12.5)
Columns 1-5: LASZON. If >0, this is the time zone number. If
LASZON = 0, this is the last time zone for this problem.
Columns 6-10: ISTPCH. If ISTPCH =0, no step change in any
material properties will occur at the beginning of this time zone. If
ISTPCH > 0, then a total of ISTPCH materials have one or more
properties which undergo step changes at the beginning of this time zone.
Columns 11-15: ILINCH. ILINCH indicates the total number of
materials in which one or more properties will vary as a linear
function of time over this time zone.
Columns 16-20: IPRSTP. During the time-dependent calculation,
the fluxes at NXTP *NYTP *NZTP points are printed out every
IPRSTPth step.
Columns 21-25: ICHHT. This variable is not used at present.
Columns 26-30: IFLOUT. If IFLOUT = 0, fluxes at only the test
points are printed out at the end of this time zone. If IFLOUT = 1, the
entire flux and precursor vector is printed out at the end of this time
zone.
Columns 31-42: HMIN. The value of h (=At/2) to be used through-
out this time zone is given here in sec.
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Columns 43-54: HMAX. This variable is not used at present.
Columns 55-66: TEND. This is the time at the end of this time
zone in sec. It should be an integer multiple of At.
Card Type 14 FORMAT (I5, 5X, 5E12.5)
For each material which has a property undergoing a step change,
the NNG card type 14's are ordered by group, from group 1 to group
NNG. There is a total of NGG* ISTPCH card type 14's in a time zone
set.
Columns 1-5: MNSCH(I). This is the material number for which
this change takes place.
Columns 11-22: DELSFS(MN,NG).
SIGF(MN, NG) for this time zone.
Columns 23-34: DELSRS(MN,NG).
SIGR(MN, NG) for this time zone.
Columns 35-46: DELSTS(MN,NG).
SIGT(MN, NG) for this time zone.
Columns 47-58: DELS1S(MN,NG).
SIGS(MN., NG, 1) for this time zone.
Columns 59-70: DELS2S(MN, NG).
This is the step change in
This is the step change in
This is the step change in
This is the step change in
This is the step change in
SIGS(MN, NG, 2) for this time zone. It is necessary only if NDNSCT > 2.
The MN above corresponds to the value of MNSCH(I) for this card.
At the present time, this option is limited to problems having 4 groups
or less. Also, the maximum number of materials which can be changed
in each time zone is five. However, both of these limitations can be
changed by altering several COMMON statements in the code.
Card Type 15 FORMAT (I5, 5X, 5E12.5)
For each material which has a property undergoing a linear vari-
ation, the NNG card type 15's are ordered by group, from group 1 to
group NNG. There are a total of NNG *ILINCH card type 15's in a
time zone set.
Columns 1-5: MNLCH(I). This is the material number for which
this change takes place.
Columns 11-22: DELSFL(MN,NG). This is the total amount by
which SIGF(MN, NG) is to vary over this time zone.
Columns 23-34: DELSRL(MN, NG). This is the total amount by
which SIGR(MN, NG) is to vary over this time zone.
Columns 35-46: DELSTL(MN, NG). This is the total amount by
which SIGT(MN, NG) is to vary over this time zone.
Columns-47-58: DELS1L(MN,NG). This is the total amount by
which SIGS(MN, NG, 1) is to vary over this time zone.
Columns 59-70: DELS2L(MN, NG). This is the total amount by
which SIGS(MN, NG, 2) is to vary over this time zone. It is required
only if NONSCT > 2.
The MN above corresponds to the value of MNLCH(I) for this card.
The limitations concerning number of groups and number of materials
apply to card type 15 as they do to card type 14.
Card Type 16 FORMAT (I4)
Columns 1-4: If the number 9999 is placed in these 4 columns,
this problem is the last problem in this computer run. If any sequence
of numbers other than 9999 is placed here, another problem may be
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placed immediately after this card. Each problem must have a com-
plete set of input data.
D. 5 Input for Sample Problem
On the pages that follow, the data for running a problem on 3DKIN
are presented in card image format. This sample problem is actually
the data for Test Case 2. For the steady state calculation, the initial
flux guess is generated by 3DKIN. A total of 120 outer iterations are
allowed. The time-dependent calculationtis set to run out to .3 second
with a At of .001 second. This problem requires about two hours of
running time on an IBM 360/65.
FIRST THREE LINES NOT 3DKIN INPUT
RIGHT DIGIT OF EACH NUMBER IS OVER COLUMN
1 10 20 30 4n 50 6( 70 8'
THESIS CASE 3: 3-D VERSION OF TWIGLE PROBLEM WITH HALF CORE SYMMETRY
2 1 2 1 3 11 21 21 3 5 3 3 5 3 1 C 3 1 0
1. n1.400030 )01.0C000-091.00000-08 200 10 1
1.0 1.0
1 42.4000D 01 83.20000 01 112.40000 01
0 42.4000D 01 83.20000 Cl 144.8000D 01 183.2000D C1 212.4000D Cl
0 42.4000D 01 181.12000 02 212.4000D 01
1 6 9 3 6 11 16 19 3 11 19
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
1.000000D 072.000000D 05
1.0 0.0
2.4000000 003.500000D-031.OOOOOOD-022.380952D-01
2.4000000 001.0000000-011.5000000-018.333333D-01
1.0000000-020.0
2.4000000 003.5000000-031.000000D-022.380952D-01
2.4000000 001.000000D-011.5000000-018.333333D-01
1.0000000-020.0
2.400000D 001.5000000-038.OOOOOOD-032.564103D-01
2.4000000 003.0000000-025.0000000-026.666667D-01
1.000000D-020.0
8.000000D-027.500000D-031.000000D 000.0
1 0 1 10 0 15.0C000-045.000000D-042.0000D-01
1 0.000000 00 0.000000 00 0.000000 00 0.00000D 00 0.00000D 00
1 0.000000 00-0.00450D 00 0.000000 00 0.000000 00 000000D 00
2 0 0 10 0 02.5000000-042.5000000-042.100000D-01
0 0 0 10 0 15.0000000-045.OOOOOOD-043.000000D-01
9999
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Appendix E
SOURCE LISTING OF 3DKIN
STATUS IF 3DKIN AS OF JULY 28, 1971 ************
C
C
C
CC
C.
f.
V.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C NAIN PROGRAM FOR 3DKIN
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGFR*2 4MAPNPRMP
COMMON/INT;/IASIZE,NNG,NDGNTOGNMATIMJMKMtIRMJRMKRMNLBC,
1NFRC,N88C,DNSCTNPRGIOPTNTGNXTPNYTPNZTPIXTP(5),IYTP(5)t
?IZTP(5),NSTEAD,IFLIN,IGEOM,ITITLE(23),NIT,IITNPITvIPSIIODUMP,
3IOFN, IFO,IOPN,IOPDITEMP,ITEMP1,ITE MP2,ITEMP3,ITEMP4,ITEMP5,
4NTITIETIME, IFLOUTIMX,JMXKMXIOSCI,IDSC2,NGX
CO#MMON/POINT/LVLXI,LXIMLXMU,LSIGFLSIGRLSIGTLSIGSLALAM, LBETA,
1LXIPLXLY,LZ,LHXLHY,LHZ,LIBP,LJBP,LKBPLD31,LDD2,LDD3,LDDfLDD5,
2LDD6,LDD7,LVO,LMMAPLNPRMPLPSI,LP1,LP2,LP3,LFRO,LFrtN,LF0,LFNLSRC
3,LWALGALSDLNLOMEGLXFISSLXYNSCLXREMLXLEKLTOTLPSOLWLPOLW
0000010
0000020
0000030
0000040
0000050
0000060
00000TO
0000080
0000090
0000100
0000110
0000120
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ALL FEATURES IF 3DKIN AS DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX D HAVE BEEN
TESTED AND AlE WORKING EXCEPT FOR THE F3LLDWING ITEMS:
1. THFRE IS A 3UG SOMEW4ERE IN THE STEADY STATE SECTION FOR
THE OPTIDM WHERE FLJX AND FISSION SnJRCE VECTORS ARE
STORED ON INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES (IOPT=1).
2. THE SUBROUTINES FOR THE TIME-DEPENDENT SECTION WHICH
PERFORM THE FORWARD AND BACKWARD SWEEP AND CALCULATE
NEW FREQUENCIES WHEN IOPT=1 (STEPA1,STEPBlFREQI) HAVE
NOT BEEN THOROUGHLY TESTED AND ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THIS
LISTING.
3. THE QUARTER-CORE SY44ETRY OPTION (NL3C=1,NFBC=1) FOR THE
TIME-DEPENDENT SECTION HAS A BUG IN IT.
VARIABLE DIMENSIONING IS USED THROUGHOUT 3DKIN. SPACE FOR ALL
ARRAYS IS ALLDCATED IN THE VE.TOR A I4 LABELLED CIMMON ARAY. A
NUMBER OF POINTERS ARE COMPUTED IN SUBRIUTINE MEM3RY WHICH INDICATE
THE LOCATIONS IN A WHERE EACH OF THE FIRST ELEMENTS OF THE ARRAYS
ARE STORED. THE POINTERS ARE NAMED SO THAT EACH CONSISTS OF THE
LETTER L PREFIXED TO THE ARRAY NAME.
41
CfMMON/FLOTE/EFFK,3RFP,19EEPS2,TP,TEMP1,TEMP2,TEMP3,TEMP4,
ITEMP5,TE MPS , XF ISST, XFTSSO, ALAMN, ALAMO, T I ME, FLXC3N, 8ETAT
COMMr)/ARAY/A( 46000)
CALL ETIME
YASIZF=46000
99 DlO 100 Il,IASTZE
AfT)=0.D0
100 CONTINUE
TOPSi=8
TODUMP=1 0
T0FN=1
10FZ=2
TOPN=3
11P0=4
T0SC 1= 11
1TSC 2=12
RFAD CARD 1
READ(5,1000) (YTITLEf I),1=1 ,20)
1000 FORMAT(20A4)
WRITE(6,10I0)( ITITLF(T),1=1,20)
1010 FORMAT(1H1,1OX,2044)
C READ CARD 2
READ (5, 1023 ) NNG, N3G, NTG, N4S CTv ,MAT , IM, JMKM, IRM, JRMKlM ,NXTPNYTP
1,NZTPNSTEAD,IFLIN,TFLOUT,TGEOM,TETIME
1020 FORMAT(2014)
WRITE(S,1030 NNG,NDG,NTG,NNSCT NMAT ,IM, JM M,IRMvJRMRMRMNXTP,
1NYTP,MZTPNSTEADIFL IN,IFL 30T,IGEOM, ETIME
1030 FORMAT(IX,2014)
NPRG=R*IRM* JRM*KRM
NTOG=NNG+NDG
IMX= M-1
JMX=JM-1
KMX=KM-1
NGXzNNG-1
TIME=1.00+10
0000121
0000130
0000140
0000150
0000160
0000170
0000180
0000190
0000200
0000210
0000220
0000230
0000240
0000250
0000260
0000270
0000280
0000290
0000300
0000310
0000320
0000330
0000340
0000350
0000360
0000370
0000380
0000390
0000400
0000410
0000420
0000430
0000440
0000450
0000451
0000460
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TFfIETIM.NE.0)TIE=lETME
TMEM=l
CALL MEMORY(IMEM)
IF(TMEM=.FQ.5) GO TO 999
TF(IfPT.EQ.0) GO T3 110
REWIND TOFM
REWIND 10F3
REWIND 1OPM
RFWTNI !OPO
RFWTND 1SCI
REWIND 10 SZ2
110 CALL CALLER
READ(5,1040) IND!II
ITEMP4=9999
1040 FORMAT(14)
IF(INDIC.NE.!TEMP4)G0 TO 99
1Ff INDIC.EQ. ITEMP4)WRITE(6,1050)
1050 FORMAT(lHO,1OX,'LAST CASE COMPLETED')
999 STOP
END
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0000470
0000480
0000490
0000500
0000510
0000520
0000530
0000540
0000550
0000560
0000570
0000580
0000590
0000600
0000610
0000620
0000630
0000640
0000650
0000660
SUBROUITINE MPEMORY(TM'EM) m4EV4000I
!'PLICO!T REAL*8 (A-H9fl-7) MF-MOOO2O
14TEGER*? 4MAPNPRMP M4EM00030
COMMnN/PnIITfL VLX! LX! MLX'41JLS !GF, IS 1"RLS IGrIGSLALAM, LBETAMEMOOO4O
!LXIPLXLYLZLHXILHYLHZLTBP,PLJBPLKBP,1DD01,2L00D*LD4LD5aEM00050
'ILDD6 ,L')7,LV0, IMMAP, LNPRMPLOSI, IPI', P2 LP3, IFROI,PLIN'.FOLFNLSRCMEM00060
3,LWALcGA ,ILN,L0'EG ,LXFISS, LX!NSCLXREMIXIEKLTOT, LPSOLW, IPO, LWMEM0OO7O
41. MF-MO0071
CI~,NTT/AIZ MGNGtT~ N?4AtP4JM,1(M,!RMJRMI(RMNL8CP MEM00080
INFBC,43C'4NSCTNePRGIOPr,'qrGNXTPNYTP,NZrP,1XTP(5 ).!YTP(5), ME'400090
?TZTP(r ),NSTFADIFL!NTGF-0MTTLE(2),NTT,.J!Ir,wPNIrI3PS1910DUMPqMEMOOIOO
'3f1FNEw3Ogrr-PNToP),ITTEPvpTEMP19yrEMP29TEMtlTEMP4,PTEMP5, MEMOOILO
4NrT IIrF IME 9 FL OUTrqIMXpJMX9 KMX q I SCI T OSC2 4GX .MEM00120
CnlMM04/ F LOT F/EFFK RFP? EPSI, PS 2 9EMP iTE MPI ITEMP 2, TEMP3 9TEP 49 ENO0130
ITEMP59 TE MP6,XF TSS~vr-TSStltAL AMN 9ALA MOIT IME 9 FLXCON9 BETAT MEM400140
GI TO(100200)!P'EM 4EM001 50
100 !OPT=0 MEM400160
LV~ 1 MEMOOI 70
LI =LV+NNG MEMOOI8O
LXI M=L X! +N4J( MP-MOO190
LXNtJ=L XTMP4G MEMOO200
IGF=IXNU+NMAT*NN^, PEM00210
LS!GR=IS IGF+NMAT*NNIG M4EM00220
ISTGT'zLI !+NMAT*4I4G MEMP00230
IS! GS=LIGT4NMAT*NIG MEM00240
LALAM= LS TGS+MAT*NN4G*NDNSCT M4EM00250
LRETA=IAI AM+ND)G MEMP00260
LXI P=LBETA.NIDG MEMP00270
IX=LITP+NNG*NDG MEMOO0280
IY=LX+!M MEMP00290
LZ=Y+JMi MEM400300
IHX=LZ+'(M MFMOO310
LIIY=LHX+ !R' MEMP00320
111? LHY+ JRM M4EM00330
L!BP=IHZ+KRM MEM400340
LJBP=L!I P+( I!RM41)f/2 MEM00350
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LKBP=LJBP+(JRM+1)/2
LDD1=LKBP+(KRM+1)/2
LDD2=L001 +NPRG*NNG
LOD3=LD02+MPRG*NNf
LDD4=LD)3+4PRG*NN*
LDDS=LD04+NPRG*NNG
LDD6=LDD5+NPRG*NNS
LDD7=LDD6+1PRG*NNG
LVD=LDDT+NPRG*NGX*NDNSCT
LMMAP=LVO+NPRG
LNPRMP=LMMAP+( IRM*JRM*KRM+3) /4
NOW COMPUTE THOSE POINTERS W41CH MAY VARY WT4 TOPT
110 LPSI=LPRMP+(!M*JM*KM+3)/4
LPl=LPS+(1 -TYPT)*IM*JM*KM*M4NG+IOPT
LP?=LPI+TM*JM*ITOPT+( 1-TOPT)
LP3=LP?+1M*JM*!0PT+(I1-TPT)
LFR O=LP3+TM*JM*I0PT+(1-!DPT)
LF RN=LFR+( 1-T)PT)*IM*JM*KM+IDPT
LFO=LFRN+(1-TOPT)*l M*JM*KM+I OPT
LFN=LF 0+ I M*JM*I OPT+( 1-T1PT)
LSRC=LFN+I'4*JM*IOPT+( 1-I OPT)
LWA=LSRC+IM*JM*KM
LGA=LWA+TM
LSOLN=LGA+IM
LOMEG=LSOLN+ TM
LXFISS=LOMEG+NNG
LXI NSC=L XFI S S+NNG
LXREM=LXINSC+NNG
LXLEK=LXRE4+NNG
LTOT=LXLEK+NNG
IF(YASIZE-LTOT)120,140,140
120 IOPT=IOPT+1
IF(IOPT.GT.1)GO TI 130
GO TO 110
130 T'EM=5
WRITE(6,1000)ASTZE,LTOT
MEM00360
MEM00370
MEM00380
MEM00390
MEM00400
MEM00410
MEM00420
MEM00430
MEM00431
MEM00440
MEM00450
MEM00460
ME M0470
MEM00480
MEM00490
MEM00500
ME M00510
MEM00520
MEM00530
ME M00540
MEM00550
MEM00560
MEM00570
MEM00580
ME M00590
MEM00600
MEM00610
MEM00620
MEM00630
ME M00640
MEM00650
MEM00660
MEM00670
MFM00680
MEM00690
MEM00700
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1003 F3RMAT()H ,10XT6,2X,'W1R3S ALL3TTED,',2X,!6,2X,'WORoS NEIEDCOREMEM00710
1 CAPACITY EXCEEDED') MEM00720
G! TO 300 MEM00730
140 WRITE(6,1010)TASIZELTOT MEMOO740
1010 FIRMAT(1H ,10XqI,7X,'WORDS ALLOTTF0,',2XT6,2X,'WORDS USED') MEM00750
G TO 300 MEM00760
BRANCH TO HERE TO CJMPUTE DOIENSION P31TNTERS THAT CHANGF FOR MFM0O770
K INSTICS CALICULATION MEM00780
701, LP)=LPST+(1-)PT)*IM*JM*KM*NTOG+TOPT MEM00790
LP2=LPI+IM*JM*NTnG*InPT+(1-IOPT) MEM00800
LP3=LP2+TM*JM*NTOl*I DPT+ (1-!DPT) MEM00810
LPSO=LP' +1*JM*NTDG*IOPT+(1- IPT) MEM00820
LW=LPSO+(1-TOPT)*TM*JM*KM+T3PT MEM00830
LPI=LW+l M*JM*KM MEM00840
LWI=LPO+ IM*J M*IOPT+ ( 1-IOPT) E M00850
LTnT=LW1+IM*JM*IDPT+(1-TOPT) ME4 86
IF( IASIZE-LTnT)210,?30,230 MEM00870
210 1IPT=IOPT+1 MEM00880
1F(IPT.GT.1)GO T3 220 MEMO0890
GO TO 230 MEM0O900
'20 TMEM=5 MEM00910
WRITE(6, 1030)IASIZE,LTOT MEM00920
GO TO 300 MEM00930
230 WRITE(6,1010)IASIZELTOT MEM00940
300 RFTUR MEM00950
END MEM00960
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SUBROUTINE CALLER C AL 00010
IMPLICIT REAL*1 (A-Ht,O-Z) CAL00O20
INTEGER*2 b1MAPPlPRMP CALOOD30
r~RMt4POINT/LVLXI ,LXIMtLKXIU9LS GFIS IGRLS 1Gb LSIGSq,.ALAM, LBETAPCALOOO4O
ILXIPLX,LVLZLHXLHYLH,LIBP,rLJBPLKBPLD!)1,LDD2,tDD3LDD4LDD5CAL00050
?100D6,LDD7,LVOvLMMAPqLNPQMP9..PSI ,LPl1 P2,1P3v,LFR,LFRNFLFOLFNLSRCCAL0OO6O
44,LWA,Lr*A,LSOLN,LO4G,LXF-SS,LXNSCLXRE4,LXLEK,LTlT,LPS,LWLP9,LWCAL00070
41 CAL00071
COIMMON/INTG/IASI7E,NNG,ND,iTOGNMAT,IM,JM,Kt4,IRMJRM,(RM,PNLBC, CAL0O080
INF,~vBC'JNSCTNPRG,PIITNTGNXTPNYTPPNZTPIXTP(5),IYTP(5), CAL0O090
?I!TP(5) ,NSTEAD, IFLIN, IG R4M ITITLE(20) ,NO IT, MITTNPITIP SI, IODIJMPCA'4 L00 00
3IPFN,I)3FO,!0Pt4,!OPI, ITEMPITEMPITIlEMP2,ITE4P3,ITEV44,ITEMP5.
4NT I T vTFTIMF-,PIFLOUT pI MX J4X iKMX pI OSC. 9I1OSC2,p 4GX.
cnmMONIFLOT F/EFFK tORF PEPS 1,EPS2vTE'4P, TMP1,ipTEMP2 9TEMP3 9TEMP4v
1TEP 5T EMPS,9XF TSST 9X FIS SOAL At4NALAM0,T I ME F LXC3N9 BETAT
COMMCnNJARAY/A( 1)
CCALL INPUT FOR REMAI4 tDER OF 14PUT DATA
CALL IM'UT(AILV)tA(LXT),A(LXNU),A(LSIGFIPA(LSIGR),FA(LSIGTJ,
I A(L S IGS)1A( LAL AM1,A ( L8FTA) A(L X IP)IA (L X) 9A(L Y) A (L Z) 9A( LHX),9
? AtLHY)9-A ( LH Z )vA (L13P)19A (LJBP),pA (LKBP) IA( LMMAP 1, A(LOM EG),91NNGv NDGip
INDDSCTM MAT 9 IM,9Jf4,KlMMvIRMvJRM vKRM)
C CALL EDIT TO PRINT )JT EDITED VERSIOM- OF PROBLEM )ESCRIPTION
CALL IOEDIT(A(LY),&(LXI),A(LXNU) ,A(LSIGF),A(LSIGR),AtLSIGT),
IA(LSIGS),A(LALAM),A(%LBETA),fl(LXP),A(LX),9AILY),PA(L!) 9AtLHX),f
?A(LHY),A(LHZ),A(LIBP)A(LJBP)A(LKP),AILMMAP)A(L'1EG),NNG,PNDG,
3NDNSCTMMAT, IMJM,$(MIR?4,JRMKRM)
C CALL FLUXIN TO INPUT INITIAL FLUX GUESS
CALL FLUX14(A(LPSI),A(LPI),NINGIMJMKM)
C COALL SSTATE TO COMPUTE cnEFFI,*I'JTS, SET UP PqOBLEM REGI3NS, AND
C COMPUTE STEADY STATF FLUXESIIF REQUESTFD)
CALL SSTATS( A(LV),IPA(LXI IA(LXIM) ,A(LXNU),A(LSIGF),AILSIGR),.
I.A(LSIGT),A(LSIGS),6fLALAP4),A(LBETA)I,AfLXIP),-A(LX),A(LYIOA(LZ),
2A(LHX),A(LHY),A(Lt4ZiA(LIBP),A(LJBP),A(LKBPI,A(LD),A(LDD2),-
3 AfL003) 9A(LDID4
4A(LPSI )I A(LP1)
5,A( LW) A(LGA)
CALOO1lO
CAL00120
CAL 00130
CAL00 140
CAL001 50
C AL00160
CALO00170
CALOOLBO
CAL00190
C AL 002 00
CAL00210
CAL00220
CALOO?30
CAL00240
CAL00250
CAL00260
CAL100270
CALOOZBO
CAL00290
CAL 003 00
CAL00310
CAL00320
)vAfLDD5) #A( LDD6) PA( LDDT I iA( LV IA (LMMAP) ,ALMPRMP)tCAL00330
,A(LP2),A(LPI),A(LFRZJ),A(LFRM),A(LF0),v'A(LFN),A(LSRtC)CAL00340
,A(LSOLN),A(LOV4EG),A(LXFISS),A(LXINSC),'A(LXREM),A(LXCALO035O
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6LEK),NNGNDG,MONSCT,MAT,IM,J,KMtRM,
IF(ITE.MP.NE./)C TO 200
!F(MITEAD.0.?)G- T7 200
WRITE(6,'1000)
IrO0 F2RMAT(H1,///,1OX,'PRCTEEDNG INTO TI
C CALL 9_LUXTR 'rn WITTE FLUXES CUT ON IOSCI.
CALL FLtXTP(A(LPSI),A(LP2),NNG,IM,JM,K
C CALL MEMOPY TO REBUILD STORAGE FOR TIME-
CALL MEM7PY(!M.F)
Ir-(TFEM.E0.5)3D, Tn 200
C CALL T IM
CALL T
7- A ( I- S~ y C
2X) .A(L
3A(LDD
4A (LPT
5N) N SC T
SNqW R FTr
2"0 RETUP N
EV)
IMDE
T), A*
HY).
), A(
, N M A
TO PERFDRM TIME-DEPENDFNT CA
P(A(LV), A(LXI),A(LXI
fLSTGS),A(LALAM) ,A(L
A(LAZ), A (LIBP), A (LJ
LDD'z) ,A( LDD6),A( LDD7
LP2), A(L P3), A(LPSf),
T,914,JM, KM, IRMJRMK
RN TO2 MAIN
M), A (LXN
BETA) ,A(
P),A (LKB
),A( LVO)
A(LW) ,A(
RM, NPRG,
JRM, KPM, NPPS,NeX)
ME-) EPEN' DENT
FOR PAS SAGE
M)
CALCULATION
TD, TIMDEP
DEPENnENT CALCULATION
LCUL ATYDON
U),A(LSIGF),A(LSIGR)
LXIP ),A(LX),A(LY),A(
P),A(LDD1),A( LDD2),A
,AL MMAP ),A(LNPRMP),
LPO) ,A(LWI),NNGNDG,
NGX)
,V
L9
(LDD
A(LP
NTOG
CAL00360
CAL 00370
CALOO3SO
CAL00390
') CAL00400
CAL00410
CAL00420
CAL0043 0
CAL00440
CALOO450
CAL00460
CALOO470
CAL00480
A(LHCAL00490
3), CAL00500
SI) CAL00510
, CAL00520
CAL00530
CAL00540
CAL00550
CAL00560
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SUBROUTINE ETTME
!MPLIAIT REAL*8 (A-H,0)-Z)
INTEGER TN3W,TSTART,TREL,TI3
CALL TIMTNG(TSTART,TIO)
RETURN
FNTQY ETIMEF(TI)
CALL TIMTN;(TNOW,TIrO)
TRFL=TN4W-T START
IF(TREL.LT.0)TREL=TREL+8640000
TI=TREL/6000.
RETURN
END
ETI00010
ETT00020
ET100030
ETI00040
ET 00050
ET100060
ET100070
ET100080
ET100090
FTIOO000
ET100110
FTT00120
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SUBROUJTINE INPUT(VipX IXNUvS1GF, S IGRSTGTS!'SALAMipETvXPv XqY, Z,t 4p0O1
lHX IHY HI 113 PtJBPp,3P,9MMA P -tOMG vNNG GV DVN4 SCV NMAT V9 M V J4V KM VIPOO020
7 IRMV, J R1V 9RMV ) IM~POO030
IMPLTIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) T4Np 00040
1NTEGEP*2 4MAPtNPP?4P INP00050
COMMONf!NTa04IASIZENNGNDN9TGNM4ATP4,JM,'(MRM,JRMT4KRMNLBC,p Impooloo
lNrfSCNB3CNDNSCT,MpPRG,!)JPTNTGNXrPNYTPNZrP,1ErP(5),IYrP(5), ft4P00110
21ZTP(5),NSTFAD,FLIN,IGOMyTTLF(0bN'IT1T4IT,NPII',PS,P0DUMP,!INPOO120
3I!FN,I0F',,IPN,!f3P,tITEMP,!EMP1,1rEMP2,TTEM4P3,ITEMP4,TTFMP5,
4NT IT, IET TMC, !FLLUTT MXJMX, (MX, IDSZ,-1 ,I!nSC?9
COMNFLOTEFFFKP.RFPFPS,EPS?,TEMhPTEMP1,TEMP2,TEMP3,TEmp4,.
lV-P5,TMP5,XFSS,XFSS,LAMN,ALA~4O-rIMEPFLXC)NBETAT
DTMFNSflN VfNNGV1,X!(NNGV),XNU(NMATVNNWI,SGF(MATVt INGV),t
1S1GR,(NM4TVPNNGV),STGT(NMATYNNCV),S!GS(NMATV,-NN!'V,N'NSZ'V),ALAM(
2V),BETAtNDSV),PXIP(NNGVNDGV)X(MV),Y(J4V)Z(KV)HX(IR4V),
3NY(JPMIV) ,HZ (KRMV), IBP( IRMV), JBP( JRM4Y),KFPf(AMV), MPIAP( IR?4VJRMV,
4KRMV)iDMEG( NNGV)
D03 100 T=195
IXTP(! )=0
!YTP( )inO
103 CONTINUIE
REAn TN RE'4AMNER OF TIM4E-INDEPENDENT INFORMATION
C lNLY FFFK IS UISED IF %ISTEAD=0
REFAD CARD 3
RE.AD(5,1000)EFFK9tIRFPvEPSl1,EPS2,NOITiNIIT,NP!T
1000 FORMAT(Dl6.10,4X,' 0l0.4,3!-),
WRIT~F 6,1010 )EFFK,)RFPEPSI , PS2,NOI,N!TTNPIT
1010 FORMAT ( IX016 104X,93010*49 314)
READ(5,1fl01 ) (MEGING),NG=1,NNG)
1001 FORt4ATC8E1094)
WRITF(6, 1002 )(OMFG( NG),NG=INNG)
1002 FORMAT (I IX, S10,49 f(IOX,8E!3,4))
r READ CARDS 4
105 READ(5,1020)NLBC,.(IBP(IR)t4X(IR) ,!R=1,IRM)
1020 FORMAT(15,5f t5,E10.4)15(15,FIO.4)I
IMPOP0130
INP0O140
TNO00150
TNPOO160
I NP0O170
NDGINPO0180
INP00190
I NP00200
INPOO02IO
IN P00220
INP00230
I NP 00240
INP00250
IN P00260
INP00270
INPOD280
TNP00290
INP00300
1NP00310
I NP00320
TNP00330
INP00340
IMPO0350
INP00360
INP00370
14NP00380
I NP00390
INP00400
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WR ITHE6,1030 )NL8C, ( I SP( IR ),-X ( I RV ),R=1, I RM)
1030 FORMAT(11X, 15,5( 15,E10.4)/(10X,5(15,E10.4))1
READ(5,1023 )NFBC, (JBP((JR ),4Y(JR) ,JR=1,JRM)
WRITE(6,1030)NFBC,(JBP(Jg),. Y(JR)JR.)1JRM)
READ(5,1020)N88C,(KBP(KR)v49Z(KR),KR=IKRM)
WRITE(6,1030)NBBC,(KBP(KR),4Z(KR),KR=1, KRM)
C GENERATE 4ES4 SPACINGS AND MESH PLANE DISTANCES
IS=1
ISS=2
D 120 IR=1,IRM
HXI(IR)=HX(IR)(IBP(IR)-yS)
IS=IBP(IR)
0D 110 l=TSSIS
110 X( I) *X ( I-1) +HX ( IR)
120 ISS=IBP( IR)+1
IS=l
ISS=2
DO 140 JR=1,JRM
HY(JR)=HY(JR)/tJ8P(JR)-IS)
IS=JBPtJR)
00 130 JISSIS
130 Y(J)=Y(J-1)+HY(JR)
140 ISS=JBP(JR)+1
IS=1
ISs=2
DO 160 KR=tKRM
HZ(KR).=HZ(R )/(KBP(KR)-TS)
IS=KBP(KR)
DO 150 K=ISS,IS
150 Z(K)=Z(K-1)+HZ(KR)
160 ISS=KBP(KR)+1
READ TEST POINTS FOR KINETICS CALCULATIONS CARD
RFAD(5,1040)(IXTP(I),4I=1,XTP),(IYTP(I ,I=lPN
IP)
WRITE(6,1050 I( IXTP( I ),1=1,'K4TP), ( IYTP(I III1,I
ITP)
TNP00410
INP00420
INP00430
INP00440
INP00450
TNP00460
FROM ORIGIN INP00470
INP00480
INP00490
INP00500
INP00510
INP00520
INP00530
1NP00540
INPOO550
INP00560
TNP00570
INP00580
TNP00590
INP00600
INP00610
INP00620
INP00630
INP00640
IMP00650
TNP00660
INP00670
INP00680
INP00690
IMPOOTOO
INPOOTIO
5 INP00720
FTP), (I ZTP ( Il),=lNZTINP00T30
INP00740
NYTP),('IZTP (I),I=1,NZINP00750
INP00T60
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C READ IN MATERIAL REGION MAP CARDS 6
Dl 170 KR=lKRM
READ(5,1040)((MAP(IR,JR,KR),1R1,RM)JR=1,JRM)
170 CONTINUE
1040 FORMAT(2014)
1051 FORMArf11X,?OI4)
READ VELOCITIES CARD 7
READ(5,I060)(V(NGlPNG=1,NNG)
WRITE(6,10T0)(V(NG) ,NG=1,NNG)
1060 FORMAT(6E12.61
1070 FORMAT(I1X,6E12.6/( IOX,6E12.6))
READ FISSION SPECTRUM CARD 8
REAn(5,1060)(XI(NG),NG=,VMNG)
WRITE(6,1070)(XI(NG),NG=1,NNG)
READ MATERIAL PROPERTIES
D1 190 4M=1,NMAT
C READ CARD 9
DO 180 NG=1,NNG
READ(5,1063)XNU(NMNG), SIGr(NMNG), ST','GR(NM,4G),ISIGT(NMNGI
183 WRITE(5,1070)XNUt4(, NG),SIS" (NMNG)SIGR(NMNG), SIGT(NMt NG)
C READ CARD 10
READ(5,1060)((SIGS(NMNG,N3NSC) 'NDNSC1, NDNSCT)I.NG=t,NNG)
WRITE( 6,1070 ( SIGS (NM, NGMNSC),NDNSC=1,NDN4SCT) ,NG=1,NNG)
190 CONTINUE
C READ PRECURS3R DATA CARD 11
00 200 40=1,NDG
RE-AD(5,10601ALAM(40 ),8ETA(ND),(XIP(NGND),NGm1,NNG).
WRYTE( 6,1070 ALAM(ND) ,ETA(D),( XIP(NGND),4G=1,NNG)
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
INPOOTTO
INPOOT80
INP00790
INPOO800
INPOOIO
INP00820
INP00830
INP00840
INP00850
INP00860
INP00870
INP00880
INP00890
INP00900
INP00910
1NP00920
INP00930
INP00940
INP00950
TNP00960
INP00970
INP00980
INP00990
INPOOO
INP0100
INP01020
IN P01030
IMP01040
INP01050
INP01060
INP010O7
INP01080
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I
SUB ROUTINE !OEOYT(V, XI,XNJ, S !GF, SIGR*S!IGTtSIGSOkLAM# BETAPXIP, XYt7TNPOO0Ol
19 4 X 9 Y, 4 Z 18PJ8BPvK 8 PMM A P ipMFGNNGV , NGV,9ND NSCV 9NMA TV, I1MV, JMV, K MVI NPOOO2O0
2,I PMVJRMVt KRMV) INP00030
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) INP0004O
1ITEGER*2 4MAP,NPRMP INPOOO5O
CMMONIYNTG/IASIUNNGNDGJTGNMATIMJMQ4,IR,JM,KRMNLBC, ITNPOOlOO
1NFBC,9JB3C,4fNSCTPRG1,I)P,NTGNXrPNYrPNZTPIXTP(5 ),IVTP(5 1,t INPOOUO0
2!?TP(5),-NSTEAD,!IFLINIGED'4,!TTTLE(20),N)TT,NIITPNPIT,13PS1,IODUMP,1INP00120
'I r)FN,IFO, IOPN, IOP), ITF'PITEMP 91TEMP,ITEMP39 ITEMP4 I TEMPS t IPOO10t
4NrTTyvTryMEIFLrnUr,ITMXJMXt(MX,yTOSCI,IoSC24GX TNP001 40
CrMM'41NFLOTEFFFK,RFP,ECPS1,EPS2,TEMPTEMP!,TEMP2,TE4P3,TEMP4,I !NPOO150
1 TIEMP5 TEMP IXFISST9 XF*ISSOtALAMN9 ALAM0,T IMEtFLXC3Nt SETAT INP00160
DIMENSI3)N V(NNGV)VXI (NNGV),KNU(NMATVNNGVVFSIGF(.NMATVt,NGV), INP00170
ISIGRV4MATVNN(iV),SIGvT(NMATyNNGV),SIGS(NVATV,NNV,NDNS&V),&LAM(NDGINPOOISO
2V) BFTA(ND""V)vXIPNGVtNDGV),X(MV) Y(JMV)v7(KMV),HX(IRkMV),p !INPOO190
IY(JR4V)H(KRMV),IP(IRMV)JRP(JMVJKBP(KRMV),MMAP(IkV1VJRMV, INPOD200
4KRMV) ,OMEG( NNGV) INP00210
WRTTE(6, 1000)( !TITLE(I),l1,20) INP00220
1000 F13RMATQlH1lOX,'3D1(IN RUN FI-R',2X,20A4) 1NP00230
WILL ADD REST OF EDITING ROUTINE LATER. 1'4 P00240
RE.TUR4 IP05
END INP00260
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SUBROJTINE FLUXIN( PST-P,9Nd3V9TMVJMVK4V) FLU0001 0
!NPL!1 T REAL*8 IIA-HO-Z) FLU000O20
TNTEGFR*2 '4MAPvNP'MP FLUOOO30
COMNTT/YS tNvN~4OiN'4AtI'4JM, Q4,IQJJM,RM,vIL BC, FLUQOOBO
INFBC,4BBCp4DNSCT,PRGPI0Pr,'TGNXTP,NYTP,NZTP,1XTP(5),yTP(5)I FLU00090
2!ZTP(5),NSrEA0,1FLrNIGEnh1,TTrLE(2o),NIT,pJTTir,NPITIPS11T0DU?4PFLUOOIOO
',TFN,!3F0,T!OPN,1n3P,TFMPp,Ir.MPI,yrEMPp2, !TE41P3,ITEP4TE4P5, FLU00110
fNTITIETIMETFLOUT,!MXJMX,KMX,!O)SC1,IDSC2'JGX FLU00120
CO3MtvbNFLF/FFK,RFPEPS,EPS2zTrP9TEMP1,rEMP,TENMP3,PTtq4, FLUOO1'3O
ITFP5ip EMPS ,XFSST XFSS09LAMN9 ALAM09 TIMEiFLXCJN# BETAT FLU00140
DIM1ENS13N PST(r'NGV,!MVJMVKt4V),P1( MVJMV) FLU00150
TTEMP=!FLP4+1 FL U00 160
ITEMPI.=IOPT~l FLU00l 70
PI=3.141 5926535897900 FLU001.80
TWO=2. 000 FLUO0190
GO Tf!l 00,300,400), ITMP FLU00200
BRANCH HERE FOR SINE FLUX GUESS FLU00210
100 003 200 4G*1,NNG FLUOO?20
00 200 K=1,KM FLU00O230
IF(NRRC.EQ,.)GD TO1 110 FLU00240
TFMPlJ=DSIN( (K-l)*P!/(KM-1)), FLU00250
GO TO 120 FLU00260
110 TEMPI=DZODS((K-1)*PT/(TWo*(K4-1))) FLU00270
'2-0 IFfKEQ.KM)TFMP!.=0.0DO FLUJ00280
DO 190 J=1,,JM FLU00290
!F(NFB3C.FQ.1I)GO TO 130 FLU00300
Tr-MP?=DStN( (J-1)*P!/(JM-1)) FLIJOO3I0
GO. TO 140 FLU00320
130 TEtP2=DZO'S((J-1)*P!/(TWO*(J4-1))) FLU00330
140 JF(JoEO.JM)TEPp?=0.000 FLU00340
113 180 IzIIM FLU00350
IF(NIBCEQ.1)GO Tl 150 FLU00160
TEMP3=DS IN( (I-i)*PI ( IM-1)) FLU00370
GO Tn 160 FLU00380
150 TEMP3s-DCOS( ( -I)*P!f(TWO*(T'4-1))) FLU00390
160 IF(T.E0,!M)TFMP3m0.0D0 FLUL00400
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IF(ITEMP1.EQ.2)GO TO 170
PSI(N3,1 ,J,K)=TEMPI*TEMP2*TEMP3
GO TO 180
170 P1 (!,J)=TFMPI*TEMP2*TEMP3
180 CONTTIUE
190 CONTINUE
Icf!TEMPi.EO.1)GO TO 200
WRITE(TOPN) P1
200 CONTINUE
GO TO 999
BRANCH HERE FOP FLUXES INPUT IN CARDS
300 00 340 NG=1,NNG
0D 340 K=1,KM
GO TO(310,320),TTEMPI
310 READ(5,1003)((PST(NG,T,J,K),T=1,!M),J=1,JM)I
IFfK.LT.KM)GO TO 330
DO 315 J=1,JM
00 315 I1,IM
115 PSI(NG,1,J,KM)=0.000
GO TO 330
320 READ(5,tOOo)((Pl(IJ) ,=1,I'4),J=1,JIM)
IF(K.LT.KM)GO TO 325
00 324 J=1,JM
0 324 1=1,IM
324 P1(TJ)*0.lDO
325 WRITE(IDPN)P1
330 CONTINUE
340 CONTINUE
1000 FORMAT(5D15.10)
GO TO 999
BRANCH 4ERE FOR FLUXES INPUT ON TAPE
400 DO 440 4G=1,NNG
DO 440 K=1,KM
GO T0(410,420),!TEMP1
410 READ(TIPSI)((PSI(NGTJK),I=1,IM),J=1,JM)
IF(K.LT.KM)GO TO 630
FLU00410
FLU00420
FLU00430
9LU00440
FLU00450
FLU00460
FLU00470
FLU00480
FLU00490
FLU00500
FLU00510
FLU00520
FLU00530
FLU00540
FLU00550
FLU00560
FLU00570
FLU00580
FLU00590
FLU00600
FLU00610
FLU00620
FLU00630
FLU00640
FLU00650
FLU00660
FLU00670
FLU00680
FLU00690
FLU00700
FLU00710
FLU00720
FLU00730
FLU00740
FLU00750
FLU00760
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DO 415 J=lJM
D 415 T=l,T4M
415 PST(Nr,,I,J,KM)=0.0!OO
GO TO 430
420 READ(T3PS1)P1
IF(K.LT.KM)GO TO 425
WV) 424 J=1,JM
D3 424 T=1,IM
424 PI( ,J)=0.300
425 WRITE(IOPN)PI
430 CONT14UE
440 CDNT4UEP
999 IF(!TEM4P1.E.2)REWIND IDPN
RETURN
END
FLU00770
FLU00780
FLU00790
FLU00800
FLU00810
FLU00820
FLU00830
FLU00840
FLU00850
FLU00860
FLU00870
FLU00880
FLU00890
FLU00900
FLU00910
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SUBROJTINE SSTATF( V t XI q XIM, XNUt S IGFt SIGR 9SIGT9 ST GS 9ALAN9 BETA 9XI P IXSST00010
),,YZ,4XHYHZTRPJBP,,KRPDt)IDt)291)039DD490DSvr)D6,,DD7,VOVMMOPgNPRMSST00020
2P9PST9PL9P2ipP3tFP39FRNgFOIF41SRCgWAgGAiSOLNtt!MEVtXFISSgXIRSCtXREMiSST00030
IXt.FKtNNGV940GVINI)NSCVtNMATVilMVtJMV9K4V9lRMVvJR4V9KRMVtNPRGV#NGXV)SST00040
IMPLY* TT REAL*S (A-Htt)-Z) SST00050
INTFGFR*2 MMAPtNPRMP SST00060
C13MMONITNT"'J/IAS17E9NNGtNDG94Tr)GNMATglMtJMgKMPIRM.PJRMPKRMgNLBC9 SST00110
INFBr,-49RC94DNSCTgNPRr,PIJPT94TGtMXTPPNYTPvNZTPiIXTP(5)91YTP(5)9 SST00120
2TZTP(S)*NSTEAD91FLINTGEf3MpITTTLF(?O).tNOTT9411TiNPITI.IPSI#TODUMPISSTOO130
ll!!FN91OFnrTnPNtTIP391TFMPtITEMPIIITEMP291TEMP39ITFMP49ITr-MP59 SST00140
4NTITtIETIMF91FLOUTIMXJMXtKMXIOSr-l,,InSC2,pNGX SST00150
COMMON/FLOTF/EFFK9 IRFP9 EPS19 E-PS? 9TEMPt TEMPIL# TEMP21, TFMP3jp TEMP49 SSTOOt6O
ITFMP5,pTir-MPStXFYSSTtXFISSniALAMNvAI-AMr-),tTfMEPFLXCIJN*BETAT SST00170
DIMENS11N V(N4GV)vXI(NNGV)gXTM(NN"O'V)IXNU(NMATV94NGV)f SST00180
I.SIGF(MMATVNNGV),Slr7R(NMATVNKIGV)ISYGTINMATt/tNNGV)tSIGS(NMATV94NGVSSTOOI90
294ONS'V) 9 ALAM(NnGV)TRETA(RDftzV)vXTP(NNGVPNDGV)tX(IMV)tY(JMV),tZ(KMV)SSTOO200
IHX(IRMV)14Y(JRMV)IpHZ(KRMV)PIBP(IRMV)!PJBP(JAMVIvKBP(KRMV)tDOI(NPRGSSTOO210
4VtNNGV),rDD?(NPRGVI,4NGV)9093(NPRGV94NGV)tDt)4(NPRGVINNGVIIR-DD5(NPRGVISSTOOZ20
5NNGV)9036(4PRGVINN^JVIDD7(4PRGVtNGXV94DNSCV)-'PMMAP(IqMV-PJRMVgKRMV)tSST0023O
6NPRMP(IMVtJMVtKMV19PSI(NNGV91MVtJMVpKMV19PI(IMV.PJMV)9P2(IMVvJMV)v SST00240
"?P3(YMVvJMV)VFR(I(TMVtJMVtKMV)PFRN(IMVtJMViKMV)tf:3(IMVvJMV)IFN(lMVPJSST00250
RMV)gSRC(TMVtJMV9K*4V)IPWA(TMV)tGA(IMVItSCLN(T4V),F-OMEG(NNGV)IXFISS(NNSSTOO?60
qGV),XTNSC(NNGV)tXQc-M(NNGV)IPXLEK(NNGV)IVU(NPRGV) SST00270
WRTTE(691000)(ITTTLEtl)91=1920) SST00280
1011 F0RMAT(jHjj!0Xv'SSTATE ENTERED FORI#2X92OA41 SST00290
'-"'ALL SETUPI TO COMPUTE PROBLFM REGION NJMBERS, GE41ERATE 4PRt4P( ItJtK)SST00300
C AND COMPUTE .,DEFFICIENTS SST00310
CALL SETUPI(VrXT#XMUtSIGF#STGRtSIGTpSIGSiXiYiZPHXVHYPHZPISPgJBPI SST00320
IKBPvDlltDD29rJD3,DD4,DD59DDS,01379V,39MMAPtNPRMP*NNG#NDGgNDNSCT#NMATtSST00330
2TMlJMvKMtllkMtJRMtKRM*NPRGY4%^7X) SST00140
C SWTTCH FLUX TAPE DESIGNATTaNS SST00350
ITFMP=13PO SST00360
l3PO=lOPN SST00370
l0PNwTTlFMP SST00380
ITFMP=4 SST00390
nNF=1.ODO SST00392
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HALF=0.500
8ETAT=0.000
Dl 80 ND=1I,NDG
80 8ETAT=BETAT+BETA(4D)
DO 85 NG=1,NNG
85 XTM(NG)=XI(NG)*(.3O-BETAT)fEFFK
IF(NSTEAD.E.O0) GO TO 540
DO 90 NG=1,NNG
IF(OMEGfNG).LT..95.OR.nMEG(4G).GT.1.05)GO T3 90
GO TO 95
90 CINT14UE
GD TO 99
95 CALL )RPEST(X,Y,?,-iX,HYHZt,)D1,002,0D3,DD4,005,MMAP,NPRMPPSI,
1PI.,P2,P3,FRDFRN,F0,FNSRZiWA,GA,SOLNOMEGXFISS,XTNSCXREM,
?XtEKNNG,NMAT,!M,JM,KM,IRM,JRM,KRMNPRG)
C COMPUTE P3INT FISSION SOURCE
99 00 143 G=1,NNG
XFTSS(NO) =0.000
VOL8=0NE
VOLF=DNE
VOLL=ONE
TF(N83C.EQ.1)VOLB=4ALF
DO 143. K=1,KM
Ff K.GT. 1)VOLB=ONE
TF(NF8C.EQ.1 )VOLF=tALF
IF( itPT.EQ.0) GO TO 100
READ (10PO)P2
!F(K.EQ.KM) GO TO 140
100 DO 130 J=1,JMX
IF(J.GT.1)VOLFONE
VOLC=VOLF*VOL8
IF(NLSC.EQ.1)VOLL=4ALF
DO 130 I=1,tMX
IF(I .GT.1 )VOLL=ONE
V1.D=VOL L*VOLC
NPR=NPR4Pf!,JK)
SST00393
SST00394
SST00395
SST00396
SST00400
SST00410
SST00420
SST00430
SST00440
SST00450
SST00460
SST00470
SST00480
SST00490
SST00500
SST00510
SST00520
SST00530
SST00531
SST00532
SST00533
SST00534
SST00540
SST00541
SST00542
SST00550
SST00560
SST005T0
SST00580
SST00581
SST00582
SST00583
SST00590
SST00591
SST00592
SST00600
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I
IF(IOPT.EQ.I) GO T3 110
FRO(,J,K)ZFRO(IJ,K)+D06(NPR,NG)*PSI(NG,1,JK)%
XFISS(NG)=XFISS(NG)+DD6(NPRNG)*PSI(NGIJK)*VOLD
GO TO 120
IF FISSIO4 S3URCE ON I/0, ST3RE TEMPORARILY IN SRC(IJK)
110 SRC(I,J,K)2SRC( I,JiK)+DD6(NIR,NG)*P2(I,J)
XFISS(NG)=XFISS(N")+DD6(NPRNG)*P2(IJ)*VOLD
120 CONTINUE
130 CONTINUE
140 CONTINUE
XFISST=0.000
TEMP=0.000
TF(EFFK.LT.O.1.OR.EFFK.ST.10.0)EFFK=1.ODO
AL A MN=ONE
DO 150 NG=l,NNG
150 TEMP=TEMP+XFISS(NG3)
D0 160 'NG=1,NNG
TEMP2=0.0D0
DO 155 ND=1,NDG
155 TEMP2=TEMP2+XIP(NGND)*BETA(ND)/EFFK
XIM(NS)=XT(NG)*( 1.0DO-BETAT) /EFFK
XFISS(NG )(X IM(NG)+TEMP2)*TFMP
160 XFISST=XFISST+XFISS( NG)
IF(IOPT.EQ.0) GO TO 180
D3 170 K=1,KM
170 WRITE (I0F3)((SRC(I,J,K),1=1,1M),J=1,JqM)
REWIND OF1
REWIND OPI
OUTER ITERATION LOOP STARTS HERE
180 NOITT=0
190 CONTINUE
NTIT=0
NG=1.
FLXCON=0.000
200 CONTINUE
ZER3 SnURCE AND ADD IN FISSI3 SOURCE
SST00610
SST00620
SST00630
SST00640
SST00650
SST00660
SST00670
SST00680
SST00690
SST00700
SST00710
SST00720
SST00730
SST00740
SST0070
SST00760
SST00770
SST00772
SST00773
SST00775
SST00780
SST00790
SST00800
SST00810
SST00820
SST00830
SST00840
SST00850
SST00860
SST00870
SST00880
SST00890
SST00900
SST00910
SST00920
SST00930
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TEMP=0.000
DI 2015 4D=1,NDG
205 TEMPTEMP+XP(NG,D)*BETA(ND)/EFFK
D3 240 K=1,KM
IFf 0PT.EQ.0) GO TO 210
READ(TIFO) FO)
1F(K.FO.KM) GO TO 240
210 D1 233 J=1,JMX
03 230 1=1,IMX
SRC(I,J,K)=0.000
IFfl0PT.FQ.0) GO T2 220
SRC(,J,K)=SRC(1,J,K)+(XIM(4G)+TEMP)*FO(I,J)
GO TO 230
220 SRC(I,J,K)=SRP(I ,J,K)+(XIM(NG)+TEMP)*FRO (T,J,K)
lF(NG.FQ.1)FR(I,J,K)=0.000
230 CONTIUF
240 C3NTI4UF
IF(IOPT.EQ.1) REWIND TOFO
ADD IN SCATTERING SOURCES
ITEMP1=NG-NONSCT
IF(ITEMPI.GE.1) GI TO 250
ITEMPT=1
250 ITEMP2*4G-1
IF(ITEMP2LE.NDNSCT)GO TO ?50
TTFMP2uNDNSCT
260 YF(TTEMP1.GE .NG) SO TO 310
SCATTERING S)URCE TO GROUP NG FROM GROUP ITEMP1
270 DO 300 K=1,KM
IF(t IPT.EQ.1) READ( IOPN)P2
IF(K.EQ.KM)GO TO 300
00 290 Ja1,JMX
DO 290 I=l,IMX
NPR=NPRNP(I,J,K)
IF(fTOPT.EQ.1) GO T) 280
SRC( I,J, K )=SRC(IJ,K)+0T(OR,TTEMPl1T EMP2) *PSI( ITE5MP1,I,J,K)
GO TO 290
SST00931
SST00932
SST00933
SST00940
SST00950
SST00960
SST0097O
SST00980
SST00990
SST01000
SST01010
SST01020
SST01030
SST01040
SST01050
SST01060
SST01070
SST01080
SST01090
SST01100
SST01110
SST01120
SST01130
SST01140
SST01150
SST01160
SST01170
SST01180
SST01190
SST01200
SST01210
SST01220
SST01230
SST01240
SST01250
SST01260
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280 SRC(IJK)=SRC(,J,K)+DDT (4PRTTEMP1,ITFMP2)*P2(f ,J)
290 CONTI4UE
30f CONTINUF
310 ITEMP1=ITEMP1+l
ITEMP2=I TEMP2- I
IF(ITEMP1.LT.NG)G0 TO 270
SlURCF N4 CALCULATED T/3 nEVICE TOPI READY TO READ IN FIRST PLANE
FOR GROJP NG IF IOPT=l
TEMP=0 .000
VOL B=3NE
VOLF=3NE
V L = ONE
TF(NBBC.E0.1)VOLR=4ALF
DO 320 K=1,KMX
TF(K.GT.1)VOtB=ONE
IF(NFSC.EQ. 1 )VOLF= 4ALF
DO 373 J=1,JMX
IF(J.GT.1)VOLF=ONE
VOLC=VOLB*VOLF
IF(NL8C.E.1)VOLL=4ALF
D3 320 I=I1IMX
IF( I.GT.l)VOLL=tNE
TEMP=TEMP+SRCfT,J,K) *VOLC*VOLL
320 CONTI1UEl
XINSC(NG)=TEMP-XFISS(NG.
4OW PERFORM INNER ITERATIONS FOR GROUP 4G
ITEMP5=1
IF(NOITT.GT.0.AND.FLCOND.LT.1.0D-5)ITEMP5=5
IF(!OPT.EO.1) GO TO 330
CALL IN4ER0(XY, ZX,HY,HZ,DD1,DD2,DD3,DD4,)D5,MMAPNPRMPPSI,P1,
1 P2,P3,F3, SRCWAGASOLNOMEGXFISSXINSCXREMXLEKNNGNMAT, IM,
2JMKM, IRMJRM,KRM,NPRG,NG)
IF(TEMP3 .GT .FLXCON)FLXC3N=TE4P3
GO TO 400
333 CALL INMERt(X,Y,,Z,,4XHYHZDDl1,DD2,D03,DD4,3D5,qMAPNPRMP,PSIVP1,
1P2, P3,F3,SRC,WA,GA, SOLN,0 MEG, XFISSXINSC,XREMXLEK,NNGNMAT, IM,
SST012TO
SST01280
SST01290
SST01300
SST01310
SST01320
SST01330
SSTO'340
SST01350
SST01351
SST01352
SST01353
SST01354
SST01360
SST01361
SST01362
SST01-3T0
SST01371
SST01372
SST01373
SST01380
SST01381
SST01390
SST01400
SST01410
SST01420
SST01430
SST01435
SST01440
SST01450
SST01460
SST0147O
SST01.480
SST01490
SST 01500
SST01510
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2JM,KM, IRM,JRM,KRM IPRG,NG)
IF( TFMP3 . GT . FL XCON) F LXCON=TE MP3
REWIND YOS,1
00 341 ITEMP4=1,NDSCT
D 340 K=1,KKM
BACKSPACE !DPN
340 CONTINUE
IDP4 HAS 4OW BEEN P3SITIONED TO COMPUTE SCATTERING SOURCE FOR NEXT
GROJP. 3SCt CAN BE USED T3 38TAIN FLUXES F03 C014PUTING FN
D 380 K=1,KM
READ(10SCI)P2
IF(K.EQ.KM)GO TO 310
1FfNG.GT.1)GO TO 360
D0 350 J=1,JMX
0 350 1=1,1MX
NPR=NPR4P(I , JK)
350 SRC(!,JK)*DD6(NPRNG)*P2(1,J)
% GO TO 380
360 READ(TOFN)FN
DO 370 J*,JMX
DO 370 I=1,IMX
NPR=NPR4P(IJK)
370 SRC(1,J,K)zFN(I,J)+006(NPRNG)*P2(IJ)
380 CONTINUE
IF(NG.GT.1)REWIND I0FN
00 390 K=1,KM
WRITE(! OFN) ( (SRC(I, J,K) ,1=1, IM) , JulJM)
390 CONTNUE
REWIND 10SC1
REWIND 10FN
GO TO 420
400 DO 410 K=1,KMX
00 410 Jal,JMX
00 410 I=1, I MX
NPR*NPR4P(I ,J,K)
410 FRN( I,J,K)=FRN(I,J,K)+DD6(4PRNG)*PSI( NG,I,JK
SST01520
SST01530
SSTO0540
SST01550
SST01560
SST01570
SSTO158O
SST01590
SSTO1600
SST01610
SST01620
SST01630
SST01640
SST01650
SST01660
SST01670
SST01680
SST01690
SST01700
SST01T710
SSTO1720
SSTO1730
SST01740
SSTO1T50
SSTOt760
SST01770
SSTOIT80
SSTOIT90
SSTOL800
SST01810
SST01820
SST01830
SST01840
S ST 01850
SST01860
SST01870
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L4
A
C420 NG=NG+1
IF(NG.LE.N4G) GO TO 200
lOW nNE OUTER ITERATION HAS BEEN CONPLETED
4EW FISSIN SOURCE IS STORED IN SRC IF IOPT=l
FLCON3=FLXCON
XFISSI=XFISST
TEMP5=0.000
TEMP6=0.0D0
VOLB=3NE
VOLF=3INE
VOLL=f!Nc
IF(NR9C.EQ.1)VOL8=4ALF
IF(IOPT.FQ.I) GD T1 450
DO 430 K1,KMX
IF(K.GT. l)VOL8=0NE
IF(NF8C.FQ.1 )VOLF=4ALF
03 430 J=1,JMX
IF(J.GT.1 )VOLF=0NS
VOLC=VDLB*VOLF
IF(NLlC.EQ.1)VOLL=-lALF
DO 430 I=1,1MX
IF(T.GT.1)VOLL=ONE
VOL=VOLC*VOLL
TEMP5=TEMPF+FRN(I,J,K)*VOLD
FRN(I,J,K)=FRO(I!,JK)+ORFP*(FRN(t,J,KP-FR(y,J,K))
430 TFMP6=TEMP6+FRN(T,J,K)*VOL')
TFMP=TEMP5/TEMP6
0 440 KzLKMX
DV 440 J1.,JMX
01 440 T=1 ,1MX
440 FRO(T,JK)=TEMP*FR4(1,JK)
GO Tf 490
450 03 460 K=IKMX
IF(K.GT.1 )VDLB=ONE
IF(NF8C. EQ.1)VOLF=-ALF
READITOF01 FO
SST01880
SST18 90
SST01900
SST01910
SST01920
SST01930
SST01940
SST01950
SST01951
SST01952
SST01953
SST01954
SST01960
SST01970
SST01971
SST01972
SST01980
SST01981
SST01982
SST01983
SST01990
SST01991
SST01992
SST02000
SST02010
SST02020
SST02030
SST02040
SST02050
SST02060
SST02070
SST02080
SST02090
SST020Q1
SST02092
SST02100
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---
DO 460 J=1,JMX
IF(J.GT. 1)VOLF=ONE
VOLC=VOLB*VfLF
IF(NL3C.EQ. 1)VOLL=4ALF
n3 460 1=1,IMX
1F(!.GT.1 IVOLL=ONE
VOLD=VOLC*VDLL
TFMP5=TEMP5+SRC(I ,J, K)*VOLD
SQC( YJK)=F( IJl+t0RFP*(SR'4( IJpK)-F3(T 9J))
460 TEMP6=TEMP6+SRC(T,J,K)*VOL!
TEMP=TEMP5fTFMP6
0 480 K=1,KMX
D3 470 J=1.,JMX
00 470 T=1,IMX
470 (TIJ)*SR3(T,J,K)*TFMP
WRITF(10FN)FN
480 CONTINUF1
REWIND TOF3
RFWIND !OFJ
REWIND IOP,
REWINI IOP'J
&90 XFISST=D.000
DO 500 NG=1,NNG
TFMPI=0.000
DO 495 ND=tNDG
405 TEMP1=TEMP1+ETA(M))*XIP(NGND)/EFFK
XrTSS(4G)=( X IM( NG)+TEMPI )*TEMP5
500 XF!SST=XFTSST+XFTSS(NG)
ALAMO=ALAM-4
ALAMN=XFISST/XF!SS!
DO 510 4G=INNG
XF!SS(4G)=XFTSS(NG)/ALAMN
510 XlM(NG)=XIM(NG)/ALAMN
XFISST=XFISST/ALAM
CONVERGENCE TESTS
NG0TD= i.
SST02110
SST02111
SSTO?112
SST02113
SST02120
SST02121
SST02122
SST02130
SST02140
SST02150
SST02160
SST0217O
SST02180
SST02190
SST02200
SST02210
SST02220
SST02230
SST02240
SST02250
SST02260
SST022TO
SST02280
SST0228
SST02282
SST02283
SST02290
SST02300
SST02310
SST02320
SST02330
SST02340
SST02350
SST02360
SST023TO
SST02380
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---- i
NDITT=N3ITT+1
IF(TFTTE.EQ.0)GO TO 520
CALL ET IMEF(TEMP)
IF( TEMP. GT. TIME)N3)T0=2
520 IF(NOITT.GE.NOIT)NaOTO=3
'IF(DABS(l.300O-ALAMN).LE.EPS1.AN4D.FLXC3N.LE.SPS2)NGOITI=4C COMPUTE NEW K-EFFECTIVE
EFFK=0 .000
TEMP=3.000
D- 530 NG=1,NNG
FFFK=EFFK+XIM(MG)
530 TEMP=TEMP+XI (NG)
EFFK=(TEMP/EFFK)*(1. ODO-BETAT)
SWITCH T/3 DEVICES
ITEMP1I a!OPN
10PN=IS PO
1IPI=TTFMP1
YTEMP1 -IFN
IFN=13FO
IDFO=ITEMPI
IF IDPT=l, LATEST FLUXES ON 13PO AND LATEST FISSIN SOURCE ON IOFO
C CALL STEADY STATE ITERATION PRINT MI-ITIR
CALL SSTOUT(PSIP?,NNG,IM,JM,KMNGOTO,NITT)
C IF NGOT3=1, LlOP TO 190 TO BEGIN ANOTHER OUTER ITERATION
IF NGOT3=?, 4AVE EXCEEDED RUP4ING TIME
IF NGOT3=3, AVF REACHED MAX. N3. OF lUTER ITERATIONS
IF NGOT3=4, 4AVE AC4IEVFD CONVERGENCE, CAN GO ON TO TIME-DEP CALC.
ITEMP=NGOT!
GO TO (190,540,540,540),NGOTO
540 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SST02390
SST02400
SST02410
SST02420
SST02430
SST02440
SST02450
SST02460
SST02470
SST02480
SST02490
SST02500
SST02510
SST02520
SST02530
SST02540
SST02550
SST02560
SST02570
SST02580
SST02590
SST02600
SST02610
SST02620
SST02630
SST02640
SST02650
SST02660
SST02670
SST02680
SST02690
SST02700
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SUBRn1JTINE ORPESr(X,Y,7,HXp4YHZ#D1DD2,D93,DD4,0D5,M4APNPRMp,
IMPLTCIT REAL*8 (1k-Hqt'-!)
INTFGFIR*72 NMAPqNPPMP
?I7TP(';)NSTFAD,!FLINTt-F,!MvTTLF(2),NIT,OT,NPTT PSi,IODU4
4NTITTFTIMF pIFLlUT, IMX,JMXgKMXIflSCITSC2,'GX
'TEMP5,T -PS, XFSSr, X !SSD, kAMN, AL cO,TIME,-'LXC)NBETAT
DY~4CNST3N X(tTMV),Y(JMV),Z(KMV),V4X(!RMV),HY(JRMV),tHZ(KR4V),
10flrt(N''V,4GV)D)?(NPR4 V,4),D)fPIrGVNRG9JGV)DD4(NPRGVN'4GV),r
3PST(N4"PVI9VJMVpKMV),PI(p4V,PJMV),P2(!MYJMV),P3(TMVJ1V),
6XINSC(4I'JGV) ,XRFPA(N4 t GV),XLEK(NNGV)
SAWE NITT AND NPIT
ITEr4PI=NT
ITFM4P7=4PIT
!TEMP5=5
TNITALTZr- SRC
03 100 I(=1,KM
ni 100o j1i,JM
0) 100 1 19 IM
100 SRCUrjK)=0*0D0
003 260 'G=lNNG
CST0RE 1'eIT!AL FLUXFS
IF( TnPTr. FOI )GO Trf
DI 110 K=1,KM
MO '10 J=l,JM
110iv Y=i,ym
110 FR1(TJK)=PSY(NG,
GE) TO 140
FOR GROJO NG
12?0
IN FR) IF 13PT=O
I, i TK)
DR P00010
ORPOOO20
IRP00030
nRPOOO40
1stP00050
IP001 00
Oct pool 10
PDRPOOI.20
DR P0030
IR~P00140
9RPOO150
3RPO0l 60
IRPOO 170
3RPOOJ 80
OR POOI-90
3RP00200
ORPOO210
,'RP00220
OR000230
nRP00240
IRP00250
nRPOO260
MR000270
1R P00280
ORPOO290
IRP003 00
IR P00310
OR P00320
IRP00330
IRPO0340
ORPO0350
IRPO0360
!RP00370
IRPOO380
-R P00390
IR P00400
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Liwf -
1??) REWIND IOSIl
On 133 K=IKM
READ( TIP0)P2
WRITF( flSCI. PP
130 CINTNUtE
' 41W TNITTIALT1F SOME PARAMETERS
143 NPTT=t
NT!I T=5
OMFG8J=0 .030
flMECL =0.0)0
Tf7T=0
AL AMFS =0 .00
150 CINTINUE
IF(TOPTEQ.1)G0 T) 170
01 1.61 K~ltKM
01- !60 1=10Mt
160 FRN( ItJ, K)=PST (NGIt JK)
rlkIL INNFRO(XYZ,'4XHYHl9,)D1,DD2,OD3DO4,)D5,'4MAPNPRMPPS1,
'P1,P2,P3qF),SR.CWAGAi,0LNplF*,XI-TSSXTNSCXRFMXLFKNNGNMAT
'21MJMKgTtRM,JRMKRMNPRGN# -)
GO TO lq0
173 CALL TNNERt(XYZHXHYHT,!01D1,D2,Dn3,D)4,')D5,MMAPNPRMPPSI,
tP1,P?,P3,F0I,SRC,W,GA,SLN,OMFG,Xr-!SS,XNSC,XRFM4,XLFKNNGN1AT,
2 I4,J'4,KoT4I,JRM,K?.MNPRGN11-)
~R0 NITIT='.
ICT=T:%T+l
IFUT.TLF~l)G0 TO 150
COMPIJTF I.AMBDA(P4)
TFM4P5=0. ODO
TEMP6=o. 000
IF(TO)PT.EO.1)GO Tn 200
01 190 K=19,IM
01 191 J=1,JM
n!O 190) 1=1,TM
TFMP5=rcP5+PSerI,4 7'lJK)*PSI(N,J()
IR P00410
ORP00420
IRP00410
IRP0040
ORP00450
IRPOO4q60
ORP00470
IRP00480
IRPO0490
lRp00500
ORPOO510
OR P00520
)'RPO0530
IR P00540
IRPO0550
ORPO0560
OR P005 70
II P00580
JRP00590
IRPOO600
ORPOO610
nRIP00620
OR P00630
OR P00640
IRP00650
nRP00660
ORPOO67O
IRP00680
0 P006 90
OR P00700
IjRP00710
IR P00720
IRP00730
IRP00740
1-RPOO750
OR P00760
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'90 CINT14UIF
G! TO 230
201 RPWIN TISC'2
RIEWTND 10S1l
n' 22') K=,K4X
PFrAnt!! SC2) P1
rfl 211 J=IvJM
TEN1P5=TFMP5+P2( 1,J)*P2fT ,J)
1') r FMPs=Tr-MP6+P1(1,J)*P2(TpJ)
?70 CINTTNUF
2 31 A L AM FS = TE M T FMP 5
TPMP4=ARS( I .0DO-1 .0nnfTE404)
TEMPl=7)4S( 1.0D0-1.0DnnfT9MPl)
ALA'4FS=DABS ( 1.000-AL AMES)
lMrGJ=7- 030/(l ODI,~+ SQRT (TEMP&~)
nMGL2.0')(1.0)+DSRT(T4Pl))
9MFGM='.0D')H 1. ODI+D SORT( ALAMES))
TV)AS(OBU-b1EhLEU?.00-04F~)/i0D1)GDTO 240
IF(1Cr.LT.15Y5O TO '..50
' 4OW STORE nmFGM AS OM4EG(NG)
240 r"MEG(NGJ-1Fr.M
C STOE I'JTTAL FLXSBCINT) PSI IF T3PT=0
IF (!IOPT.*FQ.1I)GO TI 260
0' 250 K=1,KM
DOI 250 J=Ijm
ni ? s i T=1 ,JM
PSI (NvT,,JK)=FROf T ,JK)
250 FRO,)JK)=O.00
260 CONTINUEF
TP(lOPT*EQ*!)REWIPJ) I0PO
WRITr-610o)(MF;(NG),NG=1 ,NNG),
1013 FIRMATflH0, IOX,'OPTTMUM r]"EAS NOW Crl'PJT!)'//f(IX,6*15.8)l
N!I T = ITFM ~1
IR P00770
IRP00780
IRP00790
nORpooiOO
0 ~ p0q 10
nRP00820
iR P00830
IRPOOR40
IPOO8 50
IR P 00860
!R POO97o
IROO0880
iRPOO99
IRP00'900
IR P0091 0
OR P00920
I'RP00933
OIIP00940
IRPOO950
IR P00960
IRPO0970
IR P00980
ORP00990
IRPOLOQO
OR POT10
OR P01 020
OR P0t030
IRPOI040
IRP01050
OR P01 060
3R P01 070
-R P01080
iR p01000
ORPO1100
lRPOilO
0 R P01120
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NPIT= TEMP?
RETURN
END
IRPOT130
2RPOI140
RPOi1 150
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SUBRIlJTINE SSTOUT(PSTP?N"'VIMVJMVKMiV,',rIT9,NOITT)
TPPLTV! T RF-AL*8 (A-HO-Z)
INTEGER*2 M4MAPINPRMP
iNFBCNJBRC,%DNSCT4PRGtPTNTGNXTPNYTPNZTPTXTP(5),!YTP(5),
£ANTT T,!IETIME 9 FLOUT I MXIJMX,KMXI0OSCO 191 0SC2iGX
CJMM4/FJILOTF/EFFK, )RFP, PPSI, EPS2 ,TEM4PTFMPI ,TEMP , TENMP3,TE'4P4,p
'q TEMP5,TcMPS, XF!SST,XFTSS'l,kLAMN, ALA4flTIMEFLXKC)NBFTAT
nT'4ENS11N P' I(NNGV,! MVJt4VKMV),P?-(I4VJMV)
TF4P7=Ot8S( I .000-ALAMIALAMd)
C7ALL. =TTME (TEM4P)
IF(NO!TTGT*1)GO TO 100
WRTTF( 6,101 -0)
1010 FORM~AT( tH0v//#53X,' InUTER ITERATTON SUMMARY',/)
WRTT~F 6,1020)
10?:) FJRP4AT(1H IIX.,IOJTER ITos,5X,'NO, OF I4NFR',6Xv'TnTAL %oOMP,7X,
I 'REL. FLUX# 119X9,9LAM9DAvv27X,@IEST IMATF,.
WRITE( 6, 1030)
1031, FIRMAT(IH 9129N4E*px#TRT3SpX'TEM4)tX CONVI
'01 WR IT F( 6 91040 ) 40 1TT 9NT ITvTE 4 qF L X 3NTE MPI,AL AMNr F FFK
1040 FORMAM~H ,13X,14,13X,14,i1KF8.,3,p6X,3017.g, 1XF16.12)
TF(NGO)TJ E'.l)GO T3 2-20
WRITE(6, 1050)
1050 FORMAT( 1H0,10X9 ISTEADY STATE TTFRATI-14S TERMINATEDI)
IFC NG3TTO.E3,2JWRITE( 6,1060)
1060 FOR'4AT(IH 11.5xvIlNlSUFFICIE14T T14E REMAINING FOR ANOTHEI ITEAATI2N
I1)
IF (NGlTl*E0,3)WR ITF (6,10O70)
1070 Fn0RMAT(IH ,15X,'MAXTMU4 NUM3ER OF OUTER ITERAT1l3NS EXCEEDED$')
1F-f G3T3,E2,4) WRITEf 6,1080)
1080 FORMAMfH tI.5X9'CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED')
IF IFLIQUT a 0, RETUR4
IF(IFL3UT.EQ.O)GO Trl 220
SSTOO01O
S';T00020
SST00O30
SST00380
SST00090
,SSToO1oO
5 T 00110
SST00120
SST00130
S ST00l 40
SST00150
SS Tool.60
SST00170
SST00180
SS TO0l' 9
SST00200
SST002I 0
SST0O220
SST00230
S ST 00240
ESST00250
SST00260
SST00270
SST00280
SST00290
SST00300
SST00310
SST00320
ISST00330
SST00340
SST00350
S ST 00360
SST00370
SST00380
ST00390
SST00400
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t IF IFLIJT = 1, 2, OR 3, PRINT FLUXES
TF(TFL3JT.E0.4)Gn TO 180
WRITE(6t,090)( TITLE(T),9=1,20)
1093 F3RMAT(1Hl,///, 0X#,'FINAL FLUXES FOR THE RU 4
JMF=JM
IF( JM.GT.53) JMF=50
YTEMP2=50/JME
JMS=1
0) 170 4G=1,NNG
0' 160 K=1,KM
IF(K.G"7T.I.3R.NG.GT.1)WRITE(6,1100t)
1100 F3RMAT(1I H1,/)
WRITFf 6,1110 )NG,K
I11I F3R4AT( 1HO10X,'FLUXES FOR #ROUP ',12,* , PL
IF(1f9PT.EQ.1 )PFA0fIOPO)P2
JMS=1
JME=JM
IF(JM.GT.50)JME=50
ITFMP2=50/OJME
TTFMP5=ITEMP2
DO 140 I=1.,IM,10
IS=I
IE=T+9
1F(TF.GT.1'4)IE=TM
!F((I-1)/10.LT.!TE4P5)r T3 110
WRITE(6, 1100)
TTFMP5=ITEMP5+50/ITEMP2
110 WRTTE(6,1120)(ITFMP3,ITEMP3=IS,YE)
1120 FDRMAT(1HO,3X,'J / i',2X,I7,9112)
01 130 ITF-MP3=JMS,JME
J=JME+1-YTEMP3
TF(IOPT.FQ.1)GO TO 120
WR!TE(6,1130)J,(PST(NGIIJK),II=S,tIE)
1130 FRMATflH ,2X,12,6X,1.P10012.5)
GO TO 130
120 WRITF(6, 1130)J,(P2(II,J),11=TS,IF)
it20A4)
ANE '12)
SST00410
SST00420
SST00430
SST00440
SST00450
SST00460
SST00470
SST00480
SST00490
SST00500
SST00510
SST00520
SST00530
SST00540
SST00550
SST00560
SST0057O
SST00580
SST00590
SST00591
SST00600
SST00610
SST00620
SST00630
SST00640
SST00650
SST00660
SST00670
SST00680
SST00690
SST00700
SSTOOTIO
SST00720
SST00T30
SST00740
SST00T50
PAGF 1T3
130 CINTI4US
TF(JME.GE.JM)GO TO 140
JMS=JME+1
JME=JMS+49
IrfJME.GT.JM)JMF=JM
WRITE(6,1100)
GO TO 110
140 CONTINUE
IF(IFL0UT.NE.2)G0 TO 160
TF(TOPT.EQ.!)GO TO 150
WRITE 7,114f)((PSI (NG,1,iJK) lp=1, IM) JalJM)
1140 FORMAT(5D16.101
GO TO 1 s
150 WRITE(7,1140)((P2(I,J),i=1,PM),Jl,JM)
160 CONTINUE
170 CONTINUE
IF(!OPT.EQ.1)REWIN0 IOPO
IF(!FLOUT.T.3)G0 TO 220
180 REWIND lOPS!
0M 210 4G=1,NNG
03 200 K=1,KM
IF(IOPT.EQ.1)GO TO 190
WRITEIlPSI ) ((PSI MG,1,J,K) ,I=1, 14) J=1, JM)
GO TO 200
190 READ(IOPO)P2
WRITE(IOPST!)P2
200 CONTYNUE
210 CONTINUE
IF(IOPT.EQ.1)REWIMO TOPl.
REWIND TOPS!
220 RETURN
END
SST00760
SST00770
SST00780
SST00790
SST00800
SST00810
SST008?0
SST00930
SST00840
SST00850
SST00860
SST0087O
SST00880
SST00890
SST00900
SST00910
SST00920
SST00930
SST00940
SST00950
SST00960
SST00970
SST00980
SST00990
SST01000
SST01010
SST01020
SSTO1030
SST01040
SST01050
SST01060
SST01070
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U
SURROIJTINE SErUIP(JpXTvXNUSIGFSSRPSIGTSIGSKYi,14KHv,94ZIBPSET00010
1JBP 9K -4P Dt , DD? , D03 9,4 D5,D)6 DD? V), MMAP NPR4 P N4GV I NDGV, NDNSCVSEToo02o
?,NMATV 1MVrJ MV IKMVYTRIMV 9JRR4VKR MVNPRGV, NGXV I SET00030
IPPLV!T REAL*8 (A-HO)-Z) SET00O40
INTEGER*Z MMAPNPRMP SETOOO50
COM4IT*fISZgN D94OIMT1,JMI(MIRMJRMKRM?4LBC, SFT00100
JNFB9N3C,pNDNSCTIP1RGITOPtNTG,NXTPNYTPVNZTPITP(5),!YTP(5), SFT0OIIO
21 ZT P 5 ) vNST FADp IFL IN 9 (EL~I,1T ITL F(?0)1, NOIT 9N I IT,NP IT 1 p S!!I0DUJMP,S ET001 20
I !OFN, I F 09 lPN IPl I ITEM1PI, IT FMP 191T FMP 2 9 TEMP39 ITE MP4! T T FP5 9 SET00130
4NT IT 9 1ET IMEpIF L DJT -pIMX 9JMX9K MX,I OSC 191 S C214 GX SC-T00140
C.M-n/FL,,ITE/FFK)RFPFPS1EPS2,TEMPTEMP,TEMP2,TEMP3,TEMP4, SET00150
I TEMP5, TEM4PS ,XFTSST XFISSrO, AL AMN,ALA~4r,,TIM.EvFLXC)NBETAT SET00160
r)!PENS13N V(NNGV),X!(NNGV),KXNU(NMATVNNGV), SETO0lTO
'S!GF:(44TV,4NGV),S!GR(NMArt/',.GV)STG(4ATVNNGVSG(N4ATV,FNNGVSET001PO
2,NONSZ.*V),X(TMV),Y(J4V),Z(K~qj),VO(NPRGV), SETOOL90
4HX(!R'4V),HV(JRMV),4Z(KRMV),!BP(IRMy),j8P(JR'4V),tRP(KRMV3,D(NPRGVSET00200
)'NP!RMP( TtVvJMVKMV) SFET00230
r)TMENS13N 4Di6),MN('R) SE T00240
DIl 102 4JM=19NMAT SET00250
ni i107 4G=lNNG SET00260
DO~ 1.01 '40N=lNDNSCT SF1T00270
STR44PG=IRN9G+T7(~N~~N SET00280
II CnNT!WJE SET0020
3.0? CntNT1t4UPE SFT00300
START W!T1 NESTED 01- LOOPS IV=ER MATERIAL RlEGY)NS SFT00320
ITIEM Pt1 S002
D0 560 KR=1,KRM SET00330
TTEMP2=1 SET00340
DO 550 JR=l,JRM SFT00350
ITE'4Plal SET00360
00 543 IR=l,IRM SET00370
W3140tENFOIIS RE(10ON SF100380
NPR=4*IRM*JRM*(*R-)+2*!14*(2*Jq1 )+2*IR SET00390
KF=KBPKR)-lSFT00400
KF=KP (K )-1PAGE 175
I
L-,-Wwim m
KS=KBP((R-t )+1
IF(KR. E. 1) K S=2
JE=JBP( JR)-1
JS=JBP(JR-1 )+1
IF(JR.EQ.1)JS=2
IE=IRP(IR)-1
TS=IBP(IR-1)+l
lF(YR.EQZ.1)TS=2
ITEMP5=1
NPRP=NPR
G3 Tf) 500
111 HI(1)=HZ(KR.)
HD(2)=H4!) I
HD(3)=HY(JI)
HD(4 )=HD(3)
HD(5)*4X(T)
HD(6)=HD(5)
0 120 ITEMP4=1,8
MN(ITEFMP4)=MMAP( IRJRKR)
120 CINT1UE
GO TO 530
LOWER LEFT EDGE
130 NPRP=NPR.-4* I RM*JRM-1
IS=IS-1
IE=IS
KS=KS-1
KEuKS
ITEMP5=2
GO TO 500
140 Hn( 1)=HZ (KR)
HD( 2)=HE (KR-1)
IF (KR.EQ.o1) HD( 2) =H!)f1)
HOf5)=HX(IA)
HD(6)=HX( IR-1)
IF( YR.EQ.1)HD(6)=HD( 5)
MN(1.)=MMAP(IRJRKI-1)
SET00410
SET00420
SET00430
SET00440
SET00450
SET00460
SET00470
SET00480
SET00490
SET00500
SET00510
SET00520
SET00530
SET00540
SET00550
SET00560
SET00570
SET00580
SET00590
SET00600
SET00610
SET00620
SE T00630
SET00640
SET00650
SET00660
SET00665
SET00670
SET00680
SET 00690
SET00700
SET00710
SET00720
SETOOT30
SET00740
SET00750
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TF(KR.EQ.1)MN(1)=MN(5)
MN(4)=MN(1)
MNf6)=M4AP(IR-1,JR,KR)
IF( I R.E0.1)MN(6)=14N( 5)
MN(7)=MN(6)
MN( ?)=M4AP( IR-1,JRKR-1)
IF(KR.F0.1)MN(2)=MN(6)
IFI TR.E. 1) MN( 2)=MN( 1)
MN(3)=M4(2)
GO TO 530
LEFT SIDE
150 NPRP=MPR-1
KE=KRP(KR)-1
KS=KS+l
YTEMP5=3
GD TO 500
160 HD(2)=HD(1)
MN(4)=MN(8)
MN( 1)=*(5)
MN?)=MN(6)
MN(3)zMN(7)
GO TO 530
Z LEFT FRONT EDGE
170 NPRP=NPR-2*IRM-1
JS=JS-t
JE= J S
ITEMP5=4
GO TO 500
180 MN(R)zMMAP(IR,JR-1,KR)
TF(JR.EQ.1)MN(8)AMN(5)
MN(4)=wMN(8)
MN(7)=MMAP( IR-LJR-1,KR)
TF(IR.F.1)MN(7)=M4(8)
IF(JR.EO.1) MN(7)=MN(6)
MN(3)=M4(7)
HD)(4)=HY(JR-1)
SET00760
SET00770
SETOOT80
SET00790
SET00800
SET00810
SET00820
SET00830
SET00840
SET00850
SET00860
SET00870
SET00880
SET00890
SET00900
SET00910
SET00920
SET00930
SET00940
SET00950
SET00960
SET00970
SET00980
SET00990
SET01000
SET01010
SET01020
SET01030
SETOL040
SET01050
SET01060
SET01070
SET01080
SET01090
SET01100
SET01110
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IF( JR.E .1)HN(4)=40( 3)
GO TO 530
L'WER FRINT EDGE
190 KS=KS-1
KE=KS
IS=IS+1
IF=!BP(IR)-1
NPRP=4PR-4*IRM*JRM-2*TRM4
ITEMP5=5
GO TO 5,10
200 HO(2)=HZ(Kk-1)
IF(KP.E0.1)HD(2)=HD( 1)
HD(6)=HD(5)
44f6)=MN(5)
MNf1)=mMAP(IR,JRKR-1)
IF(KR.EQ.)MN(1)cMN(5)
M4(2)=M4E(1
MN(7)=MN(8)
MN(4)=-MMAP(IR,JR-1,KR-1)
IF(KR.E0.1)MN(4)=4( 8)
IF(JR.E0.1)MN(4)xMN(1)
MM(31=44(4)
GI TO 530
LOWER FRONT LEFT CORNER
210 NPRP=MPR-4*!RM*JRM-2*RM-1
ISUIS-1
ITEMP5=6
GO TO 500
220 H0(6)*HX(Il-1)
IF( IR.EQ.1MHD(6)=HD( 5)
1N(6)aMMAPfi R-1,JRKR)
IF(IR.EQ.1)MN(6)aM4(5)
MN(2)=MMAP( TR-1,JR, KR-1)
I (KR.Eo.1)MN(2)MN (6)
IF(KR.EO.1)MNf2)=44(6)
SET01120
SET01130
SET01140
SET01150
SET01160
SET0110T
SET01180
SET01190
SET01200
SET01210
SET01220
SET01231
SET01240
SET01260
SET01270
SET01280
SET01290
SET01300
SET01310
SET01320
SET01330
SET01340
SET01350
SET01360
SET01370
SET01380
SET01390
SET01400
SET01410
SET01420
SFT01430
SETO1440
SET01450
SET01460
SET014T0
SET01480
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MN(T)=M4AP( IR-1,JR-1,9KR)
IF( I R.E2.1)IMN(7)=M4( 8)
TF(JR.E0.1)MN(7)=mN (6)
MN(3)=MM44APf IR-1,JR-1,KR-1)
IF(I R.E*.I) MN(3)=MN(4)
I JR.E. 1) MN(3)=M4( 2)
IF(KR.EQ.1) MN(3)=4'4(7)
GI TO 530
C FRONT SIDE
730 NPRP=NPR-2*IRM
IS=IS+1 +
!E=IBP(IR)-1
KS=KS+1
KE=KBP(<R)-1
ITEMP5=7
GO TO 500
240 H(2)=MD(l)
MD(6)=HO(5)
MN(4)=MN(8)
MN(7)=MN(8)
MN(3)=MN (8)
MN(6)=M4N(5)
mN(1)=m4(5)
MN(2)=MN(5)
G3 TO 530
C BOTTOM SIDE
250 NPRP=NPR-4*RM*JRM
KS=KS-1
KE=KS
JS=JS+1
JE=JBP(JR)-1
!TEMP5=8
GO TO 500
260 HD(2)=HZ(Kt-1)
IF(KR.EQ.1) HD(2)*HD( t)
HD( 4)=HO (3)
SET01490
SET01500
SET01510
SET01520
SET01530
SET01540
SET01550
SET01560
SET01570
SET01580
SET01590
SET01600
SET01610
SET01620
SET01630
SETOL640
SET01650
SET01660
SET01670
SET01680
SE T 01690
SET01700
SETO1710
SET01720
SET01730
SET01740
SET01750
SET01760
SET01770
SET01780
SETO1790
SETOL800
SET01805
SET01810
SET01820
SET 01830
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I
L- w U= - -
i
M(8)=4(51 SET01840
MN(7)=MN(6) SET01850
MN(1.)=MMAP( IR,JR,KR-1) SET01860
TF(KR.EQ.1)MN( 1)=M( 5) SETOI87O
MN(2)=MN(1) SETO1880
MN(3)=M4N(1) SET01890
MN(4)=NN(.1) SET01900
GO TO 530 SET01910
500 0 520 K=KSKE SET01920
00 521 J=JSJE SET01930
D0 510 !=IS,IF SETOL940
NPRMP(I,J,K)=NPRP SET01950
510 CONTINUE SET01960
520 CONTI4UE SET019TO
GO TO (110,140,160,180,200,220,240,260o4TTEMP5 SET01980
530 CALL COEF1(XNUSIGF,SGR,SST,SIGSDD1,D02,DD3,DD4,DD5,OD6,DD7,VDSET01990
1NtWG,NDNSCTNMATNPRG,HD,MN,PNPRP,NGX) SETO2000
GI TO (130,150,1T0,190,210,230,250,540),TTEMP5 SET02010
540 CONTINUE SET02020
550 CONTIUE SET02030
560 CONTI4UE SFT02040
RETUR4 SET02050
END SET02060
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SUBROUTTNE COEFltX4UtSlGFISIGRiSIGTtSIGS90DItDD2ipDD3vDD4ipDD5-P COE00310
1006,DDTiVOiNNGVtND4SCVvNMATV*NPRGVPHDvMNtNPRPINGXV) COEOO020
IMPLISIT RFAL*8 tA-HtO-Z) COE00030
INTEGER*2 4MAPtNPRMP COE00040
COMM04/TNT .'7*/T AS I IF tNNGtNDS9 4TOG9 NMATv I M, JMtXM-r I RMvJRMvKRM94L8Cv COEO0090
I NFBC948BCt4nNSCT94PRGpl3PT94TGtNXTPPNYTPtNZTP91XTP(5)I I YTP15 )I CoFooloo
21ZTPt5) vNSTFADv I FL IN tIGEOMP ITT TLEt23)v4lTT#4IITvNP IT 913PSIP I DBUM PICOF00110
313FNttnFOvILIPNtIOP091TEMPlITEMP191TEMP2,tITEMP391TEW491TEMP5i, COE00120
4NTTT#IETIME*TFLOUT91MXtJMXvKMXtTCSC1910SC2v4GX COEOO130
CnMM04/FLOTE/FFFK90RFP*FPS19EPS29TEMPiTEMPIPTEMP2,PTEMP39TEMP49 COF00140
I TEMP59TEMPSXF I SSTq XFTSSOtALAMNv ALA MCI T I MErFLXC3Nv8ETAT CoFoolso
nIMENSIIN XNUtNMATV#NNGV)ISIGF(NMATV944GV)IFSIGRtNMATVtNNGV)vSIGT(NCOEOOI&O
I.MATV944'%'V'VItSIGStNMkTVvNNGV94DNSCV),PDDI(NPRGVPNNGV)1* CJFOOlTO
21)D2tNPRGV,44GV)tD03tNPRGV944GV)901)4(NPRGV.tN4GV)tDD5tNPRGVvNNGV)t COE00180
1006(NPRGVt4NGV)tDDT(NPRGV945XV#404SCV)gVDtNPRGV) COFOO190
DIMENSIJN 4D(6)vMNtRl C1F00200
LOOP OVER ALL GRnUPS COE00210
TEMP=11200t COE00220
TFMPI=8.ODO COE00230
NPR=NPRP COE00240
VOt4PR)=tt4Dtl)+HDt2) )*(HDt3)+HDtf+) )*tHD(5)+HDtS) ) J/TE14P I C3EO0241
DO 110 4G=tvNNG CaEO0250
ODI(NPRtNGI=(tHn(3)*HDt2itSIGTtMNtl)94G))+tHOt3)*HDtl)/SIGT(MN(5)vCOE00260
14',"v'))+14Dt4)*HDt2)/STGT(MN(41 ING) )+tHB(4)*HD( WS I GT(MNtS It NG) I I/ tHCOE002TO
2Dt5)*TF4P) CIE00280
1)02(N*RNGI*ttHD(5)*HDt2itSIGT(MN(I)tNG))+t4Dt6)*HD(2)/SIGTtMNt2ltCOE00290
ING))+IHDt6l*HDtl)/SIGT(4Nt6) VNG))+(HI)t5)*HDtl)/SIGT(MNt5ltNG)))/(HCOE00300
2Dt3)*TFMP) COE00310
003INPRtNGI*((HD(4)*HDtS)/SIGT(MNtT)tNG)I+t4Dt4)*HD(SlfSTGT(MNt8)#CIE00320
IN'ry))+tHD(3)*HDt5l/STGTt4Nt5)#NG))+tHDtl)*HD(61/SIGTtMN(6)tNG)))/(HCOF00330
20(1)*TEMP) COE00340
OD4(NPRtNG)*DI)I(NPRtNGI+DD2(NPRtNG)*DD3tNPRtNG)+t tHDt3)*HD(2)/SIGTCC)FOO350
1CM4t2)9'NGI)+tHDt4)*HD(2)/Slf-'I'TtMN(3)t NG))*(HD(4)*HD(1)/STGTtqNtT)+#NCI)E00360
2G))+(Hot3)*HDtl)/SIGTtMN(6)VNG)))/(HDt6l*TEMPI+ttHD(61*HD(Z)/SIGT(CDE003TO
3M4(3)94G))+tHD(5)*4Dt2)/Sl"bT(MNt4)9 NG) )+tHDtl5)*4D (It fS I GT(MN(8)vNGCOF00380
4))+tHO(S)*HD(1)/SIGTtMNt7),p4G))IftHD(4)*TEMI))+(tHDt5)*HD(3)fSTGT(MCnEO0390
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15N( I )9%4G) )+(HD(3)*HD(6)/SIGT(144(?)v4G) )+(HD(4)*H!)( 6)/Sl3TV4N(31 9NG)CUE00400
6)+(HD(4)*H3(5)/SIGT(MN(4)ING)))/(HD(2)*TEMP) COE00410
()f)5(NPR,,NG)-DD4(NPRiNG)+(HD(5)*HD(3)*HD(2)*SIGR(MN(l),p4G)+HD(6)*HDCUE-0042O
1(3)*HD(2)*SIGR(MN(2),,NG)+HD(6)*HD(4)*Hf)(2)*SIGR(MN(3)*NG)+HD(5)*HDCOEO0430
2(4)*HD(2)*SIGR(44(4)gNG)+HD(5)*HD(3)*HD(I)*SIGR(MN(5)94G)+HD(61*HDCOEO0440
3(3)*HD(I)*SIGR(M4(6) NG)+H-!)(6)*HD(4)*HD(I)*SIGR(MN(7)t4G)+HD(5)*HDCOE0045O
4(4)*HD(I)*SIGR(MN(S)tNG))/TFMPI. CIE00460
D06fNPRiNG)=(HD(S)*HID(31*HD(21*SIGF(MM(l),PNG)*XNU(MN(I)tNG)+HD(6)*COE-00470
1HD(3)*HD(?)*S I GF(M4( 2)tNG)*XNU(MNt?) 9'4G)+Hr)( 6)*HD(4)*4D( 2)*S I GF(MNCOE00480
2(3)vNoy')*XNU(MN(3)0*4G)+HD(5)*HD(41*HDt2)*STGF(MN(4)94G)*XNU(t4N(41'NCIE00490
3G)+Hn(5)*HD(3)*HD(I)*SIGF(144(5),,NG)*XNU(MN(5)94',%Y)+HD(6)*HD(3)*HD(ICOE00500
4)*STGF(MN(S)94G)*XNU(MN(6)lp4G)+HO(6)*HO(4)*40(1)*STGF(44(7),NG)*XNC(3E00510
5U(MN(7),PNG)+HD(5)*HD(4)*HD(L)*SIGF(MN(SliNG)*XNU.(MN(8)gNG))fTEMP1 COE00520
TF(NGEQ*N4G)GO TI 110 COE00521
DO 100 4DN=19NDNSCT COE00530
n07(Ni)l9NGPNDN)=(4D(51*HD(31*HD(2)*STGS(MN(I)vN'OtNDN)+HD(6)*HD(3)*CIF00540
IHD(2)*SIGS(MN(2)vNGFNDN)+HD(6)*HD(4)*HD(2)*SIGS(MN(3)94GPNDN)+HD(5CUE00550
2)*HD(4)*HD(21*STGS(MN(4)*t"NGiPNDN)+HO(5)*HD(31*HD(I)*SIGS(NN(5)PNG#NCOE0056O
! D4J+HD(S)*HD(3:)*HD( I )*S I GS('44(6) iNGvNDN)+HD(6J *-IV( 41*40(11*SIGS(MNCUE00570
4(7)ioN'.%794DN)+MD(S)*HD(4)*HD(I)*SIGS(4N(8)#'NGgNDN))/TFMPI CIE00580
100 CONT14UE CDEOO590
110 CINT14UF Co 0 F 00 6 0 0
RETURN COS00610
ENn COF00620
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SUBROUTINE INNERO(X,YZHXHYHZ#D1,DD2DD3DDg,DD5MAPNPRqP,
I PST ,P?.P2,P3IF OSRCq WAG A SOLN9 OMEGXFTSSX INSC9 XRE~qXLEKq
2NNGVVMIA TV, IMVrJMV9 KMV I RMV, JRtVKRMVNPRGV, NG)
IMPLIrIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-!)
rNTFGER*2 'IMAPqNPRMP
CIMM0NUTNTI!'/ASIZ'4NGNDG,TOG,NMAT,MJMI(MIRMJRMKRNLBC,
I~-C4394NCvPGTP9TIX~NTPZ~TT(),YP5,
21T()'SFnTLNTE~tILF2)NItl~NT93S90U
3TIFN,IF,IPNID)0 TTMPITMP1ITEMP2,ITEMP-,ITEMP4,ITEMP5,t
4NTTT,I ET IMF IIFLOUT I MXJMXIKMX9 I SClv TOSC29 eGX
C m4'F LOT E EFFK, OFPE PSi EPS2 ,TEhIPTEMPiTEMP2 TE4P3 P TEP4,
1TEPP5,TEMP~XFSSTXFIS,&)9LAMNALAMO,9TIMEPLXC3NBFTAT
DTMENSION X(TMV),Y(JMV),Z(KMV),PHX(IRMVIy),Y(JRMV,gHZ(KRM4y),
1001 (NPRWIVtNGV)9,D? (NPRGV,1'JGV) ,003( NPRGVNNGV) ,0D4( 'PRGVi,NNGV),
2095( NPRGVtINGV) ,MVAP (TRPVJRMVKRMV) ,IPRMP(! MVJMV,PKJV?,
3PSI(N'GYIMV,JMV,KMV)i,Pl1!MvJMV),P2(IMVJy),P3(IMyJMVP,
p#
I NNOOO 
IPN00020
INNO003O
I PN0040
I NNO0050
INNO 1.00
INNO0110
INNO0120
INNO0130
INN00140
INN00150
I'N00160
TNNO0170
INNO0180
PNN0190
I NNO40200
4SR (IMVJMYKMV),tA(IMV),GA(IMV),S)LN(TMV),JMEG(NNGV),XF!SS(NNGV),!INN00210
5XINSC('4NGV)XREM(N'GV),XLEK(NNGV) rNN0O22O
IF( ITFMP5,FQ.5 )GO TO 90 IN1400230
CALL "OR'RAL)(O01,D02,ODY3,DD4,DD5,NPR4PPSIPlP2,P3,XFISSXINSC, INN00240
IXRE-M4,XLF-KNNG, IMJM,KMNPRSbyNG) INN00250
NIT=0 I NN00260
TART WITH BOTTOM PLANE T NN40270
CONT I'UE INN00280
XNL BCNL BC I NNO0290
TE-MPl=0. 0D0 INNO0300
TEMP4=1 *00+50 INNO0310
KulI I NN00320
IF(N~3CEQ.O)GD TO 200 1 NN00330
Jul I NN00340
IF(NFgC.EQ,0)GO TO 1.40 1NN00350
NPR=NPR'4P(l, 1,1) INN00360
WA(1)-!.0DO*DDlP4PRNG)I*XM'LBC/D5(NP,MI IPN00370
GAI=(RoI~K+*0*!D(PtG)PIN999)D3N~N)PrN08
1I(NG9191,2)))*XNLBC)/iDD5PPNG)* !NN00390
00 110 I=2,-IMX INNO0400
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NPR=NPRR4P(1 ,,9I1) I~N00410
NPRX='JPRMP( 1-1,1,1) INN00420
TEPIIO(D(PiG+)l(P~N)o~ 1-1) 1 TNNO0430
WA(! )=-ODl( NPRNG)*TEMP 14400440
113 GA(!hc(SRC(!,JK)+2,0OO*(D2(NPR4G)*PS(NGt,1,21)DD3(Np4G)*PS!1NNO0450
I MNG,!,192)) +DOI (NPPXNG)*GA( 1-1) )*TFMP 14N0460
SOL N( I!M) =0. O00 I NN00470
D'l 123 II=l,!MX IN4048
T=TM-IT TN0490
120 S3LN (I)=GA( I)-WA(I)*SLN(+1) !N14OO500
DO 130 !1,TM INNO0510
TEMP 2=PS I('4G,! ,i.1) INN00520
PSI(N'0,1,i,1)=TFMP2+OMEG(4'')*(SOLN(I)-TEMP2) INNO0530
TFtPSIf4GI,1,1)oGTo*0D0)3*D TO 125 INNO0540
PS! (NG,!,l, 1)=0.ODO I NNO05 50
GO TO 130 I NN00560
125 TEMP3=TEMPZ/PSI(NGII,1, M400570
IFtTF4P1 .Lr.TEMP'3)TEMPl=TE,4P3 INN00580
1Ff TEMP4oGT .TE4P3)TFMP4=TE?4P3 I NN00590
130 COJNTINUE I NNO0600
140 00 180 3z2,JMX INNO0610
NPR=NPRMP(1 ,Jvl, I NN00620
NPRY=4P~RP( 1 j-1,1) INN00630
WA~l )=x2 030*DD1(NPR ,NG) *XN, SC/DD5(IPqt4G) I NN00640
li,PJ+1,1 )*2.p0DO*D93 (NPR, NG) *PSI( NGt 0 2))*XNLRp) /D05(4PRPNG) INNO0660
DO 150 1=2,I1MX I NN00670
NPR=NPRtq PI (1 9i, 1) 1 PN00680
NPRX='4PRMP I -1,j,1I I NN00690
NPRY=NPRMP( I #J-1 91) 1 NN00700
TEI=.0/D5NRN)DINRiG*AI11 TNNO0710
WAI 1)=-0011NPRNG)*TEMP I NNO0720
150 GAT=SCl~p)D2NR9G*S(G1JIl*D(PtG*S(G1N03
1I,J+1,1)+2.0D0*tD3(NP~,4G)*PSI(NGlIJ,2)+DD1INP1RXNg)*GA(II-1)*TEMINNO0740
2P INNOOT5O
S13LNIIM)*0*ODO I NNOOT60
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DO 160 II=,1TMX INNO0T70
I=IM-II INN00780
160 SO1 LN(I )GA( I )-WA(I1*SOLN(I+1) INN00T90
DI 170 T=1,IM INNO0800
TEMP2=PS I(,1,J,1) INN00810
PSI(NGIJ,1)=TEMP2+OMIEG(NG)*(SOLN()-TE MP2) INN00820
IF(PS TI(G,IJ,1).GT.O.00O)"O Tr) 165 INN00830
PSI(NG,!t, J,1 )=0.000 INN00840
GO TO 170 INN00850
165 TEMP3TEMP2/PS(NGq1,J,1) INN00860
IF( TEMP1.LT.TTEMP3)TEMP1=TEMP3 INN00870
!F(TEMP4.GT.TEMP3)TEMP4=TEMP3 INN00880
170 CINTIUE INN00890
180 CONTINUE YMN00900
03 190 1=1,11M INN00910
190 PSI(NG,IJM,1)=0.00O INN00920
NOW COMPUTE FOR THE REST OF THE PLANES 14N00930
200 03 300 K=2,KMX INN00940
IF(NFBC.EO.0) GO TO 240 INN00950
J=1 14N00960
NPR=NPRMP(1 1,,K) INN00970
NPRZ=NPRMP(1,1 ,K-1) TNN00980
WA( 1)=-2 .000*0D1(NPR,NGI*XNLBC/005(NPRNG) INN00990
GA(1)=((SRC(1,1,K)+2.000*DD2(NPR ,4G)*PSI(NG,1,2, K)+003(NPR,NG)*PSY INN01000
1(NG,, l, K+1)+03(MPRZ,NG)*PSI(NG,11 ,K-1))*XNL8C)/O05(NPRNG ) INN01010
00 210 1=2,!4MX INNO1020
NPR=NPRMP(!,1,K) INN01030
NPRX=NPRMP( I-1,1,K) 14N01040
NPRZ=NPPMP(1,1,K-1) INN01050
TEMP=1.0 00/ ( 005(NPR , NG)+D1( NPRX,NG)*W A ( I-1) I 14N01060
WA ( I )=-101( NPR, NG)*TEMP INNO1070
210 GA(I)=(SRC(,1,K)+2.000*02(NPRNG)*PSI(NGI,2,K)+DD3(NPRNG)*PS(INN01080
INGt I 1, K+1)+D3( NPR Z ,NG)*PSI (NGv, 1,K-1) +DDI (NPRX, NG)*GA (1-1) )*T EM NNO1090-
2P INN01100
SOLN(1M)*0.000 TNNO111O
00 220 1=1 IMX INN01120
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L
f =1 ?-!! INNOI130
220 SlLN (I )=GA( I)-WAt I)* SOL N(1I,+) INNO1140
Dr) 233 1=191M INNO1I 50
TFMP2=PST (NG,!, I,K): TNNO1160
PS I (N"%,,)TM2+MGN)(0L()T~ INNO117O
1F(PSH(NG,!,lK)*GT.0.OD0)G3 TO ?25 TNNOLL8O
PSIfNltl v ItK)=0,01)0 INNO1190
G3 TO 230 INNO1200
225 TEMP3zTEMP2 /PSI (NG,!1K !NNO1210
IrF(TE4I.LT.TE?4P3)TFMPI=TEP4P3 !'*N01220
1Ff TF4P4,GTTEMP3)rFMP4=TMP~q3 INN01230
230 CONTIMJE TNN01240
240 nl 280 J=2vJMX !NN01250
NPR=NPR?4P(1 , JK)I TNN4O1260
NPRY=4IPRVP( IJ-1,K) INNO12TO
MPf!='4PRI4P( 1 ,JK-) TMN01280
WA( 1)=-2.030*DDI(NPR ,NG)*XNLBC/D05 (NPRNG) INN01290
GA(1)=(fSRZ1(l,JK)+oD2(P,p4G)*PSYe4G,1,aJ+1,K,+oo2e4PRY,NG)*PSI(NGtNNo1300
1,91 9J-lK)D3(NPRv JG )*PS IP4'91,J ,K+1 )+DD3(N0RZv tIG) *PSI (NGt4,fJK-l)P4N01310
2)*XNLRC) fDD5(NPR1'4G) PN1320
DO 253 i-?, !mx IPN01330
NPR=NPRMP(! ,JK) I NN0L340
NPRX=4P'RMP(I!-1g,,K) INN01350
NPRY=4P1MP( !,J&1,FK) INN01360
NPRZ=zIPRP(I ,JK.-1 ) TNN013T0
TP-MP=1.0D0I(oo5(NPaNG)+DD1(NPRXNG,*WA( I-l)I TNN01380
WAE 1)m-DD1( NPRqNG)*TEP4P INN01390
250 GAl-(R(gt)f0(PP4j*~(Gpg*t)D2NRvG*S(GpIN10
1TJ-1,KI+DD3(NPR,4G)*PS!(f,!,T-JK+1)+DD3(NPRZNt^)*PSI(NG,1,JtKm1I,!NNOI410
20D01 (NPRX,9NG) *GA( 1-1) *TFMP !NNO1420
SOLN(P4M)1*O.9000 INN01430
09 263 1!=1,!mx INN401440
I=TM-II !NN01450
260 SC)LN(I)iGA(I)-WA(1)*SCLN(T+1) PNN01460
On 27 !119M INNO1470
TEV4PZ=PSI (NGtI,JvK) INN01480
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PSI (N;,! ,J, K)=TEMP2+0MEG(N3)*(SOLN( I)-TEMP2)
IF(PSI(4GIJK).GT.o.oo);3 TO 265
PSI(Na,I ,JK)=0.000
GO TO 270
265 TFMP3=TEMP2/PSI(NGI,J,K)
IF(TEMPI.LT.TEMP3)TFMP1=TEMP3
IF( TYEMP4.T .TEMP3)TEMP4='E MP3
270 CONTINUE
280 CONTTIUE
D 290 T=1,IM
290 PSI(NG,1,JMK)=0.OOO
300 CONTINUE
COMPLETE 4ESH NOW SWEPT
NOW COMPUTE LARGEST RESTDUAL
TEMP2=0fkBS( 1.000-TFMP1)
TEMP3=DABS(1 .000-TFMP4)
IF(TE4P2-TEMP3)320,320,310
310 TEMP3=TEMP2
320 NTYT=NTTT+1
NIT=NIT+l
!F(NIT.GE.4TIT)GO TO 330
IF(TEMP3.GT.EPS2)Gl TO 100
330 CONTT4UE
RETURN
END
14N01490
INNO1500
INNO 1510
INN01520
INN01530
INN01540
INN01550
INN0T560
INN01570
INN01580
TNN01590
INN01600
INN01610
INN01620
INN01630
N0401640
1NN01650
TNN01660
INNO1670
INN01680
INN01690
INNO1700
1NN01710
TNN01720
INN01730
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C
C
ASUBROUTINlE GR-RAL0(DltDD2,DD3,flD4,DD5,NPRMPPSI9PlP2,rP3,PXFSS, GRBOOO1O
IX!NSC,XR,XLEKNr-VIMVJ4V,KMVPNPRGVNG) GRB00020
!MPL!CTT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) GRROO030
INTEGER*2 MP4APNPRMP GR500040
COMOVNINTI7IASZENNG,ND,"JNTOG, NMATIMtJM,PKM,!RMJRMI(RMNLBC, GRB00090
1NFBC,9IBCNDNSCTNPRGIOPTNTGNXT0,NYTPNZTP,!XTP(5),1YTP( 5), GRBOOLOO
21T()NTA9FYIGDgTTE2),O~~lTNIt]S90UPGROL
3!O-FP4,!)FOIOPN,!O3PO, TTF'PTEMPII1EMP2,JTEMP3,ITEMP4,!ITEMP5, GROO0120
4NTITtETIMEJFLUT!MXJMqXKMX!OSC1!OSC2'4GX GRRiOO130
COOM4/FLOTE/FFFK,RFPEPS,tEPS2TEMPTEMPtTEMP2TE4P3TEP4 GRB00140
ITEMP5,TF4PS, XrTSSrXF!SSO,4LAMNALAM4DTTMEFLXC)N,8ETAT GR800150
DIMENSION DI(NPRW, VoNNGV)D032(NPRGVNNGV),003(NPRGVNNGV3,004(NPRGGRBOO0160
IV,4GV)05(NPRGV4GV),NPRMP(!MVPJMVKMV),PSI(NJNGV,IMVJMVKM4Vp, GR800170
2P1(IMVjMV),P2(IMVrJMV),P3-(IMVJMV),XFSS(N4JGV),XINSCe4NGV), GR8OO16O
3XRFM(INf4V), XLFK(NNISV) GR 800190
XRFM( 4G) sO.o0 D GR.800200
XLEK (NPG)=0. 000 GRB00210
ONEz 1.000 GR500211
HALF=0.500 GRB00212
VOL BuONE GRf300ZI3
VOLF=&ONE GR8O0214
VOLL-ONE GRROO215
IF ( N83C. EQ. 1)VOLB)4ALF GR 800216
DO 230 Knl,KMX GR800220
IF(K*GT.1 IVOLB=ONE GR800221
IF(K*E~e1.AND*N88BZ.EQ.O) GO TO 230 GR800230
TF(K.o4E*21GD TO 120 ROO0240
100 IFINBBC*EQ.1)Gtl TO-120 GR800250
Z COMPUTE LEAKAGE FOR BOTTOM PLANE GRROO260
IrFINFBC.FQ.1 )VfLF=IIALF GR800261
DO 110 J=1,JMX GR6f00270
IF(JGT.1 3VOLF=ONE GRR0OO271
I F (NL8 CEQ* I )VOLL = 4ALF GRR00272
Dl 110 I=1,IMX GR800280
TF( I .GT.1 )VOLLsONE GR800281
NPR=NPRMP(I ,J,1) GR 800290
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XLEK( NG)=XLEK(NG)+DD3(NPR,I4G)*PST(4G,IJ,2)*VOL*VOL L
110 CONTINUF
C COMPUTE FRONT LEAKAGE
120 IF(NFBC.EO.1) GO TO 140
IF(NL5C.EQ.1)VOLL=4ALF
00 130 I=1,IMX
IF( I .GT.1)VOLL=ONE
NPR=NPR4P(I ,1,K)
130 XLEK(4G)=XLEK(NG)+DD2(NPR,4G)*PSI(NG,I,2,K)*VOLL*VDL8
C COMPUTE LEFT LEAKAGE
140 IF(NLBC.EQ.I) GO T3 160
IF(NFBC.EQ.1)VOLF=HALF
03 1.50 J=1,JMX
IF(J .GT.1 )VOLF=ONE
NPR=NPR4P(1,J,K)
150 XLEK(4G)=XLEK(NG)+001(NPR,M;)*PSI(NG,2,JK)*VOLF*VOL8
C COMPUTE RIGHT LEAKAGE
160 IF(NFBC.EQ. 1)VOLF=4ALF
D3 170 J=1, JMX
IF(J.GT. I )VOLF=ONE
NPR=NPRMP(TMX,J,K)
1T0 XL EK (NG)=XLE K (NG)+001 (NPR, MG) *PS I(NG, IMX ,J, K )*V3LF*VOL 8
C COMPUTE BACK LEAKAGE
IF(NLBC.EQ.1)VOLL=HALF
DO 180 =1, IMX
IF( I.ST. 1)VOLLfONE
NPR=NPR9PfI, JMX,K)
180 XL EK (4G) =XL E K(NG)+002 (NPR, NS) *PS I(NG, I t J MXp )*V3LL*V GLB
IF(NF8C.EQ.1 )VOLF=HALF
00 200 Jig, JMX
IF(J .GT. 1)VOLF=ONE
VDLC=VOLB*VOLF
IF(NL8C.EQ.I )VOLL=HALF
03 190 I=,IMX
IF( I .GT.1 )VOLL=ONE
VDLD=VOLL*VOLC
GROO0300
GR800310
GR800320
GR800330
GR800331
GR800340
GR800341
GR800350
GRB00360
GR800370
GR800380
GR800381
GR800390
GRB00391
GRBOO400
GR800410
GR800420
GR 800421
GR800430
GR800431
GRR00440
GR 800450
GR800460
GRR00461
GR800470
GR800471
GR800480
GR800490
GRR00491
GRB00500
GRB00501
GRA00502
GR800503
GRB00510
GRB00511
GRB00512
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NPR=NPRMPP(I tJ,K)
190 XREM(NG)=XREM(NG)+(DKD5(NPRNG)- D4(NPRG))*PSI( NG,,JK)*VOLD
200 CONT INUE
IF(K.LT.KMX) GO TO 230
CfMPUTE TOP LEAKAGE
IF(NFRC.FQ.1 )VOLF=HALF
D ?20 J=1,JMX
IF(J.GT.1)VOLF=ONE
IF(NLBC.EQY. )VOLL=4ALF
DO 210 lml,TMX
IF( I .GT.1 )VOLL=ONE
NPlt=NPR4Pl ,JKMX)
213 XLEK(4G)=XLEK(NG)+D03(NPR,N4)*PST(NG,1,JKMX)*VOLL*V0LF
220 CONTINUE
230 CONT1IUE
TEMP=(XF!SS(NG)+XINSC(NG))/(XLEK(NG)+XREM(NailI
DO ?50 K=1,KMX
0D 250 J=1,JM
0 240 I=1,TM
240 PSI(NG,I,J,K)=TEMP*PST(NGI1J,K)'
250 CONT1IUE
XRFMt4G):tTEMP*XREM( NG)
XLEK(NG)=TEMP*XLFK(NG)
RETURN
END
GR800520
GR800530
GR800540
GR800550
GR800560
GR00561
GR800570
GR800571
GRB00572
GR800580
GRR00581
GRB00590
GR00600
GRB0610
GR800620
GRBO0630
GRR00640
GR800650
GR900660
GR800670
GROO0680
GR800690
GR800700
GROO0710
GRB00720
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SUBROUTI!NE !NNER1(XYZHXpYKZDDiDD2D3D40D5MqAPNPR4P, INNO0010
I PSI* PIP2,P3,-FDSRCitWAPG AtSOL NtOEGtXF IS SiXTINSC, XREPXLEK,9 INNO0020
2NNGYNM4ATV,!MVJMVKP4VIRMV,JRMVPKRMVtNPRGV,NG) INNO0030
ItPL!' TT REAI*8 (A-HO -Z) I NNO0040
!NTEGER*2 'MMAPqNPRMP T'N00050
COMMOM/4N4TASIZF,bJNG,tNDGteTOG, Nr4ATIM, J,KM4PI~JRMKRMNLBC, INN00lDO
YINBC,413CNDNSCT,NPRGIOPTNTG,NXTPNYTPNLTPIXTP(5),TYTP,5),r TNNOOUO0
21ZTP(5),NSTFAO,!FLINTGEOM,1ITLE(2O),NO)IT,N!ITNPIT91OPS1r1yOUNP,!NNooi.2o
31FN 10Tt4Pv1P9 TMjITMIi IEP9IEP9ITEP#ITM9 INO0130
4NTITJTIMM-,!FLOUTTMXJMX,KMXIOSC1,IOSC2,NGX I'N00140
COlMO4/FLOTE/EFFK,93RFPEPS1,EPS2,PTEMPTE1PlTEMP2,TEMP3,PTEMP4* TNNO0150
ITM5TMSXISXIStLA~AAOTM*LCNB-A INNO0160
DTMENS13N X(IMV),#Y(J4V),Z(KMV),)1X(1Rt4V),HY(JR,4V),HZ(KRkMV), PNN0170
IDINRUV94V9!?NRV4G)V0(PGt4V*f4NRV4Gi YMN00180
?-DD5(NP~(VNNGV)MMAP(RMVJRMVKRMV)NPRMP(IMV,JM,KMVII) 1NN0190
IPTN'%~plVJVK !I(MtM)P?(MtM)P(MVJ'qV),P INNO0200
4SC1VJ~PM~W(M~GfM~S3NIV9MGNG~XISNG)IN01
5X!NSC( NNGV) , XREMINNGV),XLEK( NNGV) !'N00220
IF(!TFP5,EQ5)G0 TO 90 INN00230
CALL GR8ALI(O01,DD2,DD,00 f4,00D59NPRMP PS IPIP2 P3XFSSvXqSCp INN00240
IXRENXLE-KNNG, 1vJP4KMNPRGNG) I NN00250
90 NIT=O TNN00260
XNLBC=NLBC I NN00270
START WITHi B2TTOM PLANE TNN0280
100 CONTINUE I NN00290
REWIND TOS!61 1 4N00300
REWIND !OSC2 IPN00310
TEt4PI=O ODD I NN40320
TEP4P4=1I. D+50 I NN00330
Kul1 I NN00340
READIIOSCI) P1 1 4N00350
READITOSCIP P2 T NN00360
IF(NBBC.EQsO)GO TO 200 1INNO0370
DO 185 NPulvNPIT INtNO03 80
IF(NP.LTaNPIT)GO T3 105 INN00390
TEMPlaD. ODD I NNO0400
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TEMP4=1. 00+ 50
105 Jul
!F(NFBCEQ*0)GO T3 140
NPR=NPRV4P(1 flit1)
WAf 1)=-2.0!O*DDI(NPRNG)*XI4LBC/DD5(NPR,NGI
1 )*XNL13C) /005 (NPR ,NS)
DO 110 !=2,TMX
NPR=NPRMP (I v 911
NPRX=NPRMP( T-1#191)
TEMP=1.00f00D5(NPR,NG)+Ol(NPFRX,NG.*eA(!-1))
WA( I )=-001( NPR,NG)*TEMP
1+DD1 INPRX,!4G)*GA( 1-1 ) )*TE94P
SOIN(I M) =0. 000
D32 120 1I=lTMX
120 Sf)LN( I) =GA(TJ -WA(1)I*SOLN ( 1+1)
00 133 1=1,9 T
TEMP2=PI. ( It I)
P1(1,1)=TEP2+,4E(NG)*(SOLg1)-TE4P2I
!F(P1(1,1).'GToeooo)GO TO 125
Pit! 1 1 )0.000O
G3 TO 130
125 TE9P3=TEMP2/Plt,)
TF(TE'4P1 LT.TFr4P3)TE94P1=TE94P3
TF(TEI4P4,GT TEP4P3)TFMP4=TEM4P3
130 CONTINUE
140 1)0 180 J=2,JNX
NPR=NP RM P(19 JvI)
NPRYzN4PRMP(1I J-19 1)
GAfI)=tfSR'fl,pJ1)D02(NPR~YNG)*Pl(1,j-1)l+0o2(NPR,4G)*P1(1,J+1),
12.000*DO)3INPRNG)*P2f1,J))*XNLBC),0D5(NPRNGI
DO 150 1=2,TYMX
NPR=NPRi4P(! P911)
INN00410
I NN00420
!NN00410
INNO0440
I NN00450
33 1NN00460
I NN00470
I NNO0480
T NNO0490
T4N00500
INNO0510
I NN00520
I NN00530
I NN00540
YMN00550
T NN00560
TNNO0570
YRN00580
1INN00590
TNNO0600
INNO0610
INNO0620
I NN00630
1 NN00640
I NN 00650
TNN00660
I NNO0670
INN 00680
I NN00690
INNO070
INNOOTIO
1INNO0720
14MN00730
I N00740
I NN00750
TNN00760
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NPRX=NPRMP( I-1,J1)
NPRY=qP'RMP( I ,J-1,1)
TEMP=1.3D0/(DD5(NPR,NG)+0)01(NPRX,NGI*WA( I-1)
WA( I )=-D01( NPRNG)*TEMP
153 GA(I)=(SRC(IJ,1)+002(NPRYMG)*Pl1(IgJ-1)+002(NPRNG)*P1(IJ+1.)+
12.000*0D3(NPRNG)*P2(1,J)+DD1(NPRXNG)*GA(I-1))*TEMP
SOLN(I M)=0.0DO
DO 160 T!=1,TMX
I= M-II
160 SOLN(I)*GA(I)-WA(T)*SOLN(I+1)
011 170 1=19 TM
TFMP?=P.(I, J)
P1(1 ,J )=TE'PZ+OMEG(NG)*( SOLN( I )-TEMP2)
IF(P1(TJ).GT.0.000)GO TO 165
s GO TO 170
165 TEMP3=TEMP2/PI(I,J)
IF (TF4P1.LT. TEMP3)TEMPI=TEMP3
1F(TEM4P4.GT.TEMP3)TEMP4=TEMP3
170 CONTIUE
180 CONTP4UE
185 CONTINUE
TEMP5=TFMP1
TE4P6mTEMP4
190 P1(T,JM)u0.OD0
NOW COMPUTE FOR THE REST OF TNE PLANES
200 00 310 K=2,KMX
READ( SC1)P3
DO 295 PmINPYT
IF(tNP.LT.NPIT)GO TO 205
TEMP1=0.000
TEMP4=1.0D+50
205 Jul
IF(NFBC.EQ.0) GO TO 240
NPR=NPR%4P(1, 1,K)
NPR7=NPRMP(1 ,1,K-1)
INN00770
I4N00780
INN00790
INN00800
INN00810
INN00820
INN00830
TNN00840
INN00850
INN00860
INN00870
INN00880
INN00890
INNO0900
INNO0910
INN00920
INN00930
INNO0940
INN00950
INN00960
INNO09T0
INN00980
TNN00990
INNOI00
INN01010
I1N01020
TNN01030
INN01040
INNO1050
TNN01060
INN01070
INNO1080
INNO1090
INNO1100
INNO1110
INN01120
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WA(1)=-2.OD0*DDI(NPRPNG)*XNi.BC/DD5(NP~,NGI
GAC j)=( (SRC%( 1, 1,K)+2*0ODO*DD2 (NPR ,NG)*P2( 192) +003(NPRNG) *P3( IV I I+
1Df3(NPRZNG)*P1(,tP))*XNLR'',)flDD(NPR,NG)
DI 210 !=2,lMX
NPR=NPR4 P (I p,1tK)
NPRZ=4PRMP( I ,1,K-1)
TEMP=1.0D0f(005(NPRNG),DD1(NPRX,tNG)*WA( I-1))
WAI I )=-DOI( NPR,NG)*TEMP
210 GAl! )=(SRC( !,1,K)+2.000*DD2(NPRNG)*P2(1,2)+DD3(NPRNGI*p3(1,tl+
1003(NPR?,NG)*PI11)+OD1(t IXNG)*GAUI-1))*TEMP
SOLN(P4)=0.OD0
DO 220 !I=1,114X
TZ!M-Ty
220 S0LN(T)=GA( )-WA(I*SOLN(1+1)
DO 230 1=191M4
TEMP2=P2 (1, ToI
lF(P2f1vl)GT.0.OO0)GO TO ?2?5
P2(1,1 )-&00
GO TO 230
225 TEMP3=TFMP2/P2(lI)
!F( TE'4P1 LT*TEMP3)TEMPIuTFM4P3
IF (TF4P4 .GT .TFMP3)PTEMP4=TEMP3
230 CONT14UE
240 O) 2RO J=2,JV4X
NPR=NPRt4P(t ,1JqK)
NPRY='4PRMP(I ,J-1,K)
NPRZ='4PV4P(lv JK-1.)
WA(I)v-2.0D0*DDI(NPRNG)*XNLBC/D0)5(NPRNG)
GA(L)=((SRZ(1,PJK)+DD2tNPR,4G)*P(,J+1)+DD2(NPRYNG)*P2(1,J-L.)*
I003(NPRNG)*P3(tJ)+0D3(NPR?,NG)*P1(1,J))*XNLBCIlDD5(NPRNG)
DO 2150 !u2,Ilmx
NPR=NPRM P (T , JyK)
NP RX=4PR MPf T -19 JK)
NPRY='iPRMP( I 9J-1 ,K)
144 N01130
14401140
14NO1150
T4NO116O
INNO1170
14NO1180
INNO1190
TNN01200
I NN 01210
14NO1220
I NN01230
I NN01240
INN01250
I NN01260
I NN012T0
INN01280
I NNOI 290
INNO1300
INNO11O
14N1320
TNNO1330
INNO1340
INNO1350
INN01360
TNNO137O
INNO138O
I NNOI 390
YNO1400
INNO1410
IN401420
P41N01430
I!NN01 440
I NNO 1450
INN01460
TNN101470
I NNOL480
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NPRZ=NPRMP( IJ,K-1)
TEMP=1.D0/(DD5(NPRNG)+DD1(NPRXNG)*WA( I-1))
WA( I )=-1( NPRNG)*TEMP
250 GA(I)=(SRC(I ,J,K)+D2(NPR, NG)*P2(1,J+1)+D2(NPRY,NG)*P2(I,Jmb1)+
10D3( NPR, NG)*P3( IJ)+DD3(NPRZ,NG)*Pti,JI+DD(NPRXX,NG)*GA(-1) )*T
7P p
SDLN(TM)=0. 000
Dl 260 11=1,MX
I=IM-II
260 SLN((I)=GA(I )-WA(II*SOLN(1+1)
0 270 1=1, TM
TEMP2=P2(1,J)
P211,J)=TEMP2+0MEG(NG)*(SDLM(1)-TEMP2)
IF(P2(I,J).GT.0.000)GO TO 265
P2(I,J)*0000
GO TO 270
265 TEMP3=TEMP / P2(tJl
IF( TEIP1.LT .TEMP3)TEMP1uTEMP3
IF( TEMP4.GT .TEMP3) T EMP4=TEMP 3
270 CONTINUE
280 CONTINUE
DO 29) I=1,1M
290 P2( I ,JM) *0. 000
295 CONTI4UE
TEST MIN AND MAX FLUX RATIO FOR THIS PLANE
IF(TE'PI .GT.TE MP5)TEMP5=TEMP1
!F(TEMP4.LT.TEMP6)TEMP6=TEMP4
WRITE (IOSC2) P1
D13 305 J=1, JM
o 305 =1, 1M
Pl(I ,J)P2( I ,J)
305 P2(IJ)*P3(1,J)
310 CONTINUE
C COMPLETE MES1 NOW SWEPT
WRITE( I3SC2 )PI
WRITE(I 35C2 ) P2
1NNO1490
I NNO1500
INN01510
INNO1520
EMINN01530
INN01540
INN01550
INN01560
TNN01570
INN01580
INN01590
INN01600
INNO1610
INNO1620
INN01630
INN01640
INN01650
INN01660
T NN01670
INN01680
INN01690
INN01700
INNOITO
INN01T20
INNOLT30
INN01740
INN01750
INNO1T60
I NN01770
INN01780
INN01790
INN01900
INNO1810
INNO1920
INN01830
INN01840
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SWITCH DATASET DESIGNATIONS
ITEMP4=I OSC2
10SC2=IDSCI1
I0SC1=TTEMP4
NOW COMPUTE LARGEST RESIDUAL
TEMP1=TEMP5
TEMP4=TE MP6
TEMP2=DABS(1 .000-TEMP1)
TEMP3=08S( 1.O00-TEMP4)
IF(TE'4P2-TEMP3)330,330,320
320 TEMP3=TEMP2
330 NTIT=NTIT+.
NIT=NIT+l
IF(NfT.3E.N4IIT)G0 TO 340
IF(TFMP3.GT.EPS2)GO TO 100
INNFR ITERATION CONVERGES, WRITE FLUXES ON !OPN
340 CONTINUE
REWIND IOSCI
IF(ITEMP5.EQ.5)GO TO 360
DM 350 K=1,KM
READ(IOSCl)P2
WRITE( IOPN) P2
350 CONTINUE
360 RETURN
END
INN01850
INNO1860
INNO18TO
INN01880
INN01890
INNO1900
INNO1910
INN01920
INNO1930
I NN01940
INNO1950
INN01960
1NN01970
INNO1980
INN01990
INNO2000
INNO2010
INNO2020
INNO2030
INNO2040
INNO2050
INNO2060
INNO2070
INNO2080
INNO2090
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SUBROUTINE GR8ALI(DD1,0D2,DD3,DD4,ODD5,NPRMPPSIP1,iP2,l3,XFISSI GR8OOOIO
IX14SCXIEM,X1EKNNW4pvM~JMVyKMyNPRGyNG) GR 800020
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-"HO-l) f.VRB8O0O03O0
YNTEGFR*2 'MAP*NPRMP GROO0040
CIM41NG AIZ9N~NG T~ M~ gJp lI~ RgR~N C GRBOOO9O
INFBCNBIJCvDNSCTPG,V3OPTNTGNXTP9 
.NYTPvNZTPqIXTP45IIYTP(t5)v GRROO100
2TZTP(5),'NSTEADIFLINIGEOMITITLE(20),NOIT,I4IITNPITI0PSIIODUMPGRBOOIIO
?TIN1II90,,TP9TM9TM11EPtTM3tTM4PTM5 GRBO012O
4NTITT, ET IME, IFLnUT, IMXJMXKMX, I osci , ISC2,94GX GRBOOL30
CIM4;OEEF9R~ES.ES9E~TM1TM2TM3TM4 GRB00140
ITEMP59 TEMPS 9XFISSTv XFISSOipAL AMN9 ALAM09 TY MEFLXCONtBETAT GR800150
DIM4ENS13N )D1(NPPf'VNNGV),0)2(NPRGVNNGY),D0!3(NPRGVNNGVI,DD4(NPRGGR80O160
lVN4GY),DD5(NPRGV,'NGVJNPRMP(IMV,JMV,KMV),PSI(N-NGVIMVPJMVKMV), GR800170
2P.IVJVtTVJVt3I~vM)XISNG~XNC4G~ GRBOO180
3XRE'4(44GV), XLfK( NN5V GRBOO190
XRFM(%IG)=0*ODO GR8OO200
XLEK(NG)=O*ODO GR90021.0
REWIND TOSwCI GRR00220
REWIND IOSC2 GRB00230
ON F= 1. 00 0 GRB0023L
HALF=fl.500 GR800232
VOLB=ONE GR 800233
VOLFwONE GR 800234
VOLL=ONE GR800235
IF (NBBC.EQ.1I )VOLB=H4ALF GRB00236
MV 230 K=1,KMX GRB00240
RFAD(TOPO)P2 GR 800250
WRITE(1l3SC2)PZ GR800260
I F(K *GT.*I )VOLBztDNE GR800261
IF(K*EQ.1.ANO.*NBBroEO.O) GO TO 230 GR8002TO
IF(KoNE*2)G0 TO 120 GR800280
100 IF(NBBC*EQo1)GO TI 120 GR800290
Z COMPUTE LEAKAGE FOR BOTTOM PLANE GR800300
IF (NFBC, EQ* I )VDLFutIALF GR 800301
00 110 J*1,jmx GR8OO310
IF(J.JT. 1JVOLFmONE GR800311
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IF(NL3C.EQ.1 )VOLL=HALF
03 110 1=1,IMX
IF( I .GT.1 )VOLL=ONE
NPR=NPRMP( ,J,1)
XLEK(G)=XLEK(NG)+4D3(NPR,4S)*P2(IJ)*VOLF*VOLL
110 CONTINUE
C COMPUTE FRONT LEAKAGE
120 IF(NFBC.EQ.1) GD TO 140
IF(NLBC.EO.1 )VOLL=HALF
DO 130 I=1,!MX
IF ( l.GT.1 )VLL 0NE
NPR=NPRP(I,1,K)
130 XLEK(NG)=XLEK(NG)+OD2(NPRN34)*P2(1,21*VOLL*VOLR
C COMPUTE LEFT LEAKAGE
140 TF(NLBC.EQ.1) GO TO 160
IF(NFBC.EQ.1 )VOLF=HALF
DM 150 J1lJMX
TF(J.GT.l)V!)LF=DNE
NPR=NPR4P(1 ,JK)
150 XLEK(G)*XLEK(NG)+DD1(NPR,N3)*P2(2,J)*VOLF*VOL8
C COMPUTE RIGHT LEAKAGE
160 IF(NFBC.E0.1)V0LF=HALF
03 170 Ju1,JMX
IF(J.GT.1)VOLF=ONE
NPR=NPRMP(IMXJ,K)
170 XLEK(4G)*XLEK(NG4+0D1(NPRw;)*PZ(IMX,J)*VOLF*VOLB
C COMPUTE BACK LEAKAGE
IF (NLBC. EQ.1 )VOLL=HALF
D3 180 I=1,IMX
TIF(.GT.1 )VOLL=ONE
NPR=NPR4P( I, JMX,K)
180 XLEK(4G)=XLEK(NG)+DD2(NPR,4)*P2(IJMX)*VOLL*VOLB
IF(NFRC.EQ.1 )VOLF=MALF
D3 200 J*1,JMX
TF(J*GT.1)VOLF=ONE
VOLC=VOLB*VLF
GR800312
GRB00320
GRB00321
GRq00330
GR800340
GR800350
GR800360
GR800370
GR800371
GRB00380
GR800381
GRB00390
GR800400
GR800410
GR800420
GR800421
GR800430
GR800431
GR800440
GR800450
GR800460
GR800461
GR800470
GRB00471
GR800480
GR800490
GR800500
GR800501
GR500510
GR800511
GR800520
GR800530
GR800531
GR800540
GR800541
GROO0542
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IF(NLSC.EQ.1 )VOLL=4ALF
00 190 1=1,TMX
IF( I .GT.1 )VOLL=ONE
VDLD=VOLL*VOLC
NPR=NPR4P(I , J,K)
190 XREM(NG =XREM(NG)+(005tNPRMG)-DD4(NPRNG))*P2(IfJ)*VDLO
200 CONTINUE
IF(K.LT.KMX) GO TO 230
COMPUTE T3P LEAKAGE
IF(NF3C.EQ.1)VOLF=HALF
0i 220 Jal,JmX
YF(J.GT.1)VOLF=ONE
IF(NLBC.EQ.1 )VOLL=4ALF
DI 213 I=1,IMX
IF( I .GT.1 l)VOLL=ONE
NPR=NPRM4P(I ,JKMXI
?10 XLEK(NG)*XLEK(NG)+DD3(NPRNG;)*P2(IJ)*V3LL*VOLF
220 CONTINUE
?30 CONTIIUE
READ(IOPO)P2
WRITEf 3SC2 )P2
REWIND TOSC2
TEMP=(XFISS(NG)+XTNSC(NG))/(XLEK(NG)+XREM(NG))
DO 260 K=1,KM
READ(I OSC2) P2
0D 250 J*1,JM
DX 250 1=1,1M
250 P2(I,J)*TE14P*P2(IJ)
WRITE(I3SC1 IP2
260 CONTINUE
XRFM(NG) TEMP*XRE4(NG)
XLEK(NG)sTEMP*XLEK(NG)
RETURN
END
GRB00543
GRR00550
GR800551
GR800552
GR800560
GRB00570
GR800580
GR800590
GRB00600
GRB00601
GRB00610
GRB00610
GRR00612
GRO0620
GRB00621
GR00630
GRB00640
GRB00650
GRB00660
GR800670
GR800680
GRR00690
GB00700
GA800710
GR800720
GR800730
GR800740
GR800750
GR800760
GRB00770
GRB00780
GRB00790
GR800800
GRB00810
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SUBROUTINE FLUXTR(PSIP2,NNGV,IMVJMVKMV) FLU00010
IMPLIC IT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) FLU00020
INTEGFR*2 MMAPNPRMP FLU00030
COMMON/INT / ASIZE, NNG,NDGNTOG, NMAT ,M, JM,KM,IRM, JRMKRMNL BC, FLU00040
1NFBC,'BBC,4DNSCTMPRG,I!PT,NTG,NXTP,NYTP,NZTPIXTP(5),yYTP(5), FLU00050
21ZTD(5),NSTEAOIFLINIGEMYTIT LE(20),NO T, MITNPIT ,IJP SI, OUMPFLU00060
3TIFN,13FOO0PN, IPO, ITEMP!TEMPIITEMP21TEMP3,1 TEMP4, I TEMP5 , FLU00070
4NTIT,1ETIME,1FLOUT,IMXJMXKMX,TOSC1,3SC2,MGX FLU00080
COMMON/FLOTE/EFFK,0RFPEPS1,EPS2,TEMP,TEMP1,TEMP2,TEMP3,TEMP4, FLU00130
TEMPS, TEMPS, XFTSST, XFISS0,vAL AMN, ALAMO, T!ME,FLXC3N,BETAT FLU00140
DIMENSION PSU(NNGVIMV,JMVKMV),P2(TMVJMV) FLU00150
WILL USE 1OSCI TO RUILO FLUXES FOR TRANSMITTAL TO TIMOEP FLU00160
REWIND T0SCI FLU00170
IF(IOPT.EQ.J)GO TO 200 FLUOOL80
m3 100 K=1,KM FLU00190
DO 103 NG=1,NNG FLU00200
WRITE(13SCI)((PSY(MGI,J,KlI=,14M)J=1,JM) FLU00210
100 CONTINUE FLU00220
REWIND iOSCt FLU00230
GO TO 300 FLU00240
200 CONTINUE FLU00250
K=0 FLU00260
210 K=K+l FLU00270
ITEMP2=K-1 FLU00280
IF(ITEMP2.EQ.0)GO TO 230 FLU00290
01 220 ITE4P=1,ITEMP2 FLU00300
READ(IOPO) FLU00310
220 CONTMIUE FLU00320
230 00 250 ITEMPzl,NNG FLU00330
READ(10PO)P2 FLU00340
WRITE(I 3SC1)P2 FLU00350
!FtITEMP.EQ.NNG)GO TO 250 FLU00360
0 240 ITEMP3=I,K4X FLU00370
REA0(IOPO) FLU00380
240 CONTINUE FLU00390
250 CONTIMUE FLU00400
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REWIND JOPO
!FtK.LT.KM)GO TO 210
REWIND IOSCI
300 RETURN
END
FLU00410
FLU00420
FLU00430
FLU00440
FLU00450
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SURROJTIME TIMDE13 IVXIPXIMgXNUPSIGFgSTGRPSIOO'TPSTGSivALAM98ETApXlPg TIM00010
!XgYtZgHXPHYPMZvTBPPJBPgKRPpr)011,r)r)?,,Do391)D490059D069007,Vf39MMAPgNPRTIM00020
2MP9 PST# P 19P203, PS09 WPPO tWtt NNGV.PMDGVtNT n-GV9 N0NSCVvNMATVpIMV #JMVgKTTM00030
-MV91RMVtJR14VtKRMVI,4PPGVpNGXV) TIM00040
IMPLI'l..IT RrAL*S (A-HO,-Z) TIMOO050
14TEGFR*2 4MAPvNPRMP TIM00060
CIMM04ITNTS/IAST7FpI4NGPNDG94TOGgNMATPlMtJM!PKMPTIkMgJItMPKRMPNLBC9 TIM00070
INFOC9483C9,4DNSCTgNPRG91OPTgNTGtNXTPiNYTPINZTP91XTPt51glYTP(5)9 T1400080
21ITP(5)tNSTEAD#IFLIN#IGFOM91TITLE(20)tNt)lTiNIITtNPIT913PS19-TODUMPPTIM0009O
3TrI.FNilOF0,10PN,,lf3P,.191TEMPiTTEMPIITEMP2,ITEMP3,TT-MP491TEMP59 TIM00100
4NTITiIETIME91FLOUT91MXPJMXtKMX910SCIiTOSC294GX TIM00110
CnMMON/;:LDTE/FFFKlRrPgE-PSIEPS2,TE4PTEMP19TEM02,TEMP3,TEMP4. TIM00160
ITEMP59TEMP69XFTSSTgXFISSOvALAMNtALAMOPTTMEtf:LXCON99FTAT TIM00170
CnMMa4fTlMlNT/LAS73N*ISTP%',*#49TLINCH91PRSTPvM4SCHt5)VMNLCM(511 TTM00180
I.ISTFPpTCHMT TTMOO190
COM4041TIMFLDfTgHTYMMIN#HMAXiTSTARTiTENDiDELSFS(St4)vDELSRS(5941"0 TIM00200
IDELSTS(5,p4) tDELSIS(594)#DELS2St5v4)t.DELSFL(5941 DELSRL(594)i TIM00210
;?I)ELSTL(594),VnELSIL(594)*DELSZL(594) TIM00220
DIMENS13N V(NNGV),tXT(NNGV)vXTM(NNGV)#XNU(NNATV9.MNGVII-P- TIM100230
ISTGF(4MATVvNNGV19STGR(NMATVtNNGV)tSIGT(NMATV*NNGV)VSIGS(NMATVgNNGVTTM00240
294DNS""Vl i AL AM(NDGV)!p BETA (NDSM tx Ipt NNGV, NDGV) qX( I MV) *'Y(JMV) 9 Z(KMV)TI1400250
lpHx(Tl4V)tHY(JRMV19MZ(KRMV)VTBP(IRMV)tJBP(JRMV)tKBP(KRMV),PDDI(NPRGTIM00260
4Vt44GV)tDD2(NPRGVgNNGV)tDD3(NPRGVtNNGV)gDD4(NPRI,*7*VvNNGV)'DD5(NPRGVtTTM00270
'5NNGV),PD36f4PPGVtNNGV)gDD7(4PqGVtNGXV94ONSCV)#MMAP(IRMVPJRMVI I KRMV)tTI?400280
6NPRMP( IMVvJMVtKMV) 9 PSI (NT3'0Vj IMVvJMVvKMV)VPI. (NT3GV*IMVtJMV)t TIM00290
7PZ(NTIGVIMVPJMV)tP3(NTDGVvl MVgJMV)t PSM IMVvJMVtKMV) VW( IMVtJMVtKt4VTT?400300
S)Vptl(lmvtjmv)vwl(IMVvJMV),VO(NPRGV) TIM00310
IF(I0PTeEQe0) GO T1 100 TIM00320
REWIND TOP3 TIM00330
REWINn IOP4 TTM00340
REWIND TOF3 TIM00350
REWIND IOF4 TIM00360
Ion Dn 105 NPR=I*NPRG TIM00365
01 105 4G=11NNG TTM00370
I)D4(NPRvNG)*0*5nO*!)D4(NPRp4G) TTMO03TS
I)OS(NPRtNG)*DD5(NPRgNG)-DD4.(NPRPNG)-XIM(NG)*DD6(NPRtNGI TIM00380
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105 CINTI4UE TIM00390
fC ALL DFLAYS TO COMPUTE INITIAL DELAYED NEWTRO4 PRECURSOR DENSITIES TIMOO0400
C AND READ FLUXES FROM IOSCI TIM00410
CALL DELAYS f ALAM,8ET A,X TP,DD6,VONPRMPPSI,92, PS, PD,NlG,NDGNTOG,TIM00420
lNMAT , I, JM, KfMNPR') TI M00430
D1 12) D=1,NDG TIM00431
DO 110 4G=1,NNG TIM00432
110 XTPING,'iD)=XIP(NGND)*ALAM(ID) T1M00433
120 ALAM(ND)=ALAM(ND)/2.000 TIM00434
ZERO FREQUENY VECTOR TIM00440
Dl 130 C=1,KM T!M00450
D3 130 J=1,JM TIM00460
03 130 I=1,IM TIM00470
130 W(T,J,K)=0.000 TIM00480
TSTART=0.030 TIM00490
ISTFP=0 TIM00500
C START L31P HERE OVER TIME ZCNES BY CALLING TIMINP TIM00510
200 CALL TIINP TIM00520
NFLAG1=1 TIM00530
IF(ISTPZH.GT.0)CALL CHANGE(XIMtXNUSIGFSIGASIGTSIGSHXHYHZ, TIM00540
118P,JBP,KBP,0D1,DD2,DD3, DD, 005,06 ,0D7,vMMAPNNG , NDN SCTNMAT, M,JMTIM00550
2,KM,1RMJRM,KRM,NPRGNFLAG1,NGX) TIM00560
T=TSTART TIM0050T
HT=HMYN TIM00580
NFLAG2=1 TIM00590
IF(ISTEP.E'.0)CALL TIMDUTIPSIP2,W,WNTOG,IM,JM,KMNFLAG2) TTM00600
210 IF(IOPT.E0.1)GO T3 230 TI 1400610
CALL STEPAO(V,X1M, ALAM,8ETA,XIP,X,Y,ZHXHYHZDD1,DD2,DD3,DD4,DD5TIM00620
1, 006, D7, VONPRMPPSIW, NNG,NDG, NTOG,NDNSCTIM,JMKMIRMJRMKRM, TIM00630
2NPRG,NGX) TIM00640
CALL STEPB0(VXIMALAM,8ETA,XIP,X,Y,Z,HX,HY,MZ,DD1gDD2,0D3,DD4,DD5TIM00650
1,DD6,007,VONPRMPPSTW, N4GNDGNTOG, NDNSCT, tMJMKMIRMJRMKRMV, TIM00660
2NPRGNGX) TIM00670
CALL FREQ0(PSIiPSO,W,NTOG,IM,JMKM) TIM00680
03 220 K=1,KM T1M00690
DD 720 J=l,JM TIM40T70
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CC
C
D1 220 t=1, TM TI M00710
220 PSO(IJ,K)mPSI(NTG,I,J,K) TIMOOT20
G9 TO 250 TTM00730
230 CONTINUE **TEMP**
230 CALL STEPA1(VXIMALAM,8ETA,XIP,X,Y,ZHXHYMZDD1,DO2,003,DD4, TIMT00740
1DD5,006,DD,NPRMP,P,P2,P3,W,PD,W1,NNGNDG,4TOG,NDNSCTIM,J4,KM, TIM00750
2?RM,JRMtKRMNPRG) TIM00760
CALL STEPBI(VXIMALAM,8ETAXIPXYZHXHYHZ,DD1,D02,D3,DD4, TIM00770
1D5,TDD6,DD7,NPRMP,P1,P2,P3,4,P0,W1,N4NG,NOG,MTOG,NONSCT.!M,JMKM, TIM00780
2!RMJRMKRMNPRG) TIM00790
CALL FREQl(P2,Po,W,WlNTG,IMJMKM) TYM00800
250 T=T+2.ODO*4T TIM00810
ISTEP=ISTEP+1 TIM00820
NFLAG1=2 TIM00830
NFLAG2=0 TIM00840
IF(LINZH.GT.0)CALL CHANGE(XIMXNU,SIGFSIGR,S!GT,SIGSHX,HYHZ, TIM00850
1 TP,JRP,KBP,001,DD2,03,04,D5,D6,07,MMAPNN3,NDNSCTNMATIM,JMTIM00860
2,KM, IMJRMKRMNPRGt4FLAG1,NGX) TIMT00870
IF( DABS( T-TEND ) .LT. 1.00-01 FLAG2=1 TTM00880
IF(NFLAG2.Q.1.DR.'MOD(ISTEP, IPRSTP).EQ.0)CALL TIMOUT(PSIP2,WW1, TIM00890
INTOG,tM, JMKMNFLAG2) TIM00900
IF(ICHHT.E2.1)CALL TALTER TIM00910
CALL ETIMFF(TEMP) TIM00920
IFfTEMP.LT.TIME)G3 TO 270 TIM00930
NFLAG2=2 TIM00940
LASZON=1 TIM00950
CALL TI4OUT(PSIP2,W,W1,NTOG,IM4,JM,KMNFLAG2) TIM00960
GD TO 280 TIM00970
270 IF(NFLAG2.EQ.01GO TO 210 TIM00980
TSTART=T TIM00990
IF(LASZON.GT.0)GO TO 200 TIM01000
280 IFfIOPT.EO.0)GO T3 300 TIM01010
REWIND IF3 TIM01020
REWIND IOF? TIM01030
REWIND TOP3 TIM01040
REWIND IOPN TIM01050
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SUBRI JTINE TIt4INP TIt400010
I4PLIIt0T REAL*8 (&-Hv,-Z) TIM00020
INTFC1FR*2 4tAPNPRMP TIM400030
CnM~ITfASZNGN tT~NAt~ JMPKM,IRMJRM,(RMNL BC, TIM00040
lNFRC,'JRRC,'DNSCT,'PRGPT,4TGNXTPNYTPNZTPIXTP(5),lYTP(5J, TIM400050
?IZTPq5),NSTEADIPLINIGEO'4IlTITLE(20),NOITO4ITNPIT,!)PSI,-IODUMPTI400060
31IFNTIF0,IOPNIt3ITF?4PITEMPi ,ITEMP2,ITEt4P3,ITEP4,ITEMP5, TIM00070
4NrTIgFTIMEIFL()Tr,IMXPJMXK?4XISC1,I0SC2t4GX TI M00080
CIM/LOTEEFFKORFPEPSLtEP2,TE4PtEMP1TEMP2TEMP3,TEMP4,p T11M00130
ITP5,PTEPPXFISSTXFISS0ALA4NALAMO,TIMEFLXCOlNBETAT TIM00140
CfM~'/TINT/AASZNNt$TCHtINCHPRSTPqISCHM5)P4NL'H(5), T11M00150
LISTFP, IZHHT TTMOO160
C)'4fr/I4FLfTHTHMIN,vHqAXpTSTARrTEND,0ELSFS(.5,4),DELSRS(594), TIM0017O
IDELSTS(594) ,DELS1S(5,4),DELS2S(5,4),DELSFL(5,4),DELSRL(5,4),p TIM00180
71)ELSTL (5,4), DELSiLI 5,4) ,DELS2L( 5,4) T~TM00l90
READ IN FIRST TIME ZONE DESCRIPTION CARD (CARE) TYPE 13) TIM00200
100 READ(5,1003)1ASZOI, ISTPCH,!LINCHIPRSTP, ICH4TIFLOUTHbINH4AXTENTIMOOZLO
in1 TIM400211
1000 FORMAT(ST5,3DI.2*5) TI M00220
IF( ISTEP*GT.0)WRITE(6,10IL0) TIMOO230
1010 FlIRMAT11f1) TIMt00240
IF(LASZJN.GTOIGO TO 110 TIM00250
LTMl04=LTMICDN+1 TI M00260
GO Tn 120 TIM00270
110 LTMZ04=tASZON TIM00280
1.20 WRITE( 6,1020)LTM0t4 TI M00290
1070 FPORMAT(tHO,/f,15X,'lEDITED 14PUT FOR TIME Z0OIE*,I39/I TYMOO300
WRITE(6,1O3O)LASZ0MTSTPCJ4,ILINCHIPRSTPIC'4HTIFL0JTi,HM!NNHMAXTETIM00310
I NI)TITM00311
IF ISTP:4 GT 0, READ IN STEP CHANGE INFORMATION TM02
IF(ISTP:H.EO.0)G3 TO 140 TIM00330
1)0 133 4N=l,Y$TPCH TIMP00340
1)0 130 'G=L,NNG T1PM00350
READ(591040)MNSCH'4N),DELSFS('14,NG),DS-LSRSP4NNfo) ,1)LSTS(MP4,NG), TIM00360
11ELSlStMNNG)i,DELS2S (MNNG) TT4003TO
WRITE(6,1I050)MNSC4i(MN),DELSFS(MNNG),ODELSRS(MN,NG),DELSTS(MNNG), T1M00380
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2
10FLS IS (MN,IG),DELS2S (MNNG) TIM00390
130 CONTI4UE TIM00400
100 FORMAT(IX,615,30D12.5) TIM00410
1040 FORMAT(I5,5X,5D12.5) TIM00420
1050 F0RMAT(1X, I5,5X,5D12.5) TI TM00430
140 IF(ILINCH.EQ.0)GO TO 160 TIM00440
03 150 4N=1,ILTNCi TIM00450
n0 150 NG=lNNG TIM00460
READ(T1043)1MNLCH(MN),DELSFL (NNG) DELSRL(MNNG) ELSTL(MNNG) TTM00470
1DELSlt (NipG),DELS2L (MN, NG) TI M00480
WRITE(6,1050)MNLCH(MN),DELSFL(MNNGleDELSRLfMNMG),0ELSTL(MNNG), TIM00490
I0ELSIL(MN,4G),DELS2L (MNNG) T I M00500
150 CONTINUE TIM00510
4OW PRINT OUT EDITED INFORMATION TY400520
160 WRITE(6,1060)HMIN,*MAXTEND TIM00530
1060 FORMAT(H0,10X,'MIN. TIME STEP(SEC)* ',012.6,' MAX. TIME STEP(SECTIM00540
1)= ',1D2.6,' ZONE END TIME(SEC)* ',D12.6) TIM00550
IF(ISTPCH.EQ.0)GO TO 180 TIM00560
WRITE( 6,10TO)ISTPCM TIMOO570
1070 FORMAT(1H0,1OX,'STEP CHANGES IN',!2,' MATERIALS IN THIS TIME ZONE TIM00580
1') TIM00590
WRITEf6,1080) TIM00600
1080 FORMAT(jH0,55X,'T3TAL CHANGE (IN CM-I) IN CROSS-SECTIONS',/11x, TMOO610
1'MATERIAL',4X,'GROUP',70X,'SCATTERING,,35X,'FISSION',ox, TIM00620
2'ABSORPTION',8X,'TRANSPORT'I0X,'G TO G+1',10X,'G TO G+299/ TIM00630
DO 170 MN=iISTPCH TI M00640
00 170 NG=19NNG TIM00650
WRITE(6,1090)MNSCH(MN),NG,DELSFS(MN,NG)1DELSRS(MNNG),DELSTS(MNNGTIM00660
1),DELSISf(M4,NG) ,DELS2S(MNNIG) TIM00670
170 CONTI4UE TIM00680
100 FORM4ATU(H ,14X,12,TXI2,2X ,5(4X,0D14.T) TI M00690
180 TF(ILINCH.EQ.o0GO TO 200 TIM00700
WRITE(6,1100)ILINZH TIM00710
1100 FORMAT(1H0,10X,'RAMP CHANGES IN '02,0 MATERIALS IN THIS TIME ZONETIMOOT20
I') TIM00730
WRITE( 6, 1080) TIM00740
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D0 190 MN2ItILINCH4 TIM?00750
DO 193 4IG=ltNNG TIM?00760
WR!TE(6,1090)MN1CH4(MN),NGDELSFL(MN,NG),DELSRLI(4,NG),PDELSTL(NNGN(TIwOOflo
i 3,DEISIL (?49NG),flELS2L(MN,P'4G) TIM400780
190 CONTINUE TTMO40790
200 WRITF(6,1IIO) TU400800
1113 FORMAT 11H0t./v,1OXipBEGIN TI'9E-DEPEIDEVT CAL.ULATION FO% THIS ZONE'T~TM0081O
1 TIPM0082O
RETURNTtM00830
END TI M00840
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SUBROUTINE TALTER TAL00010
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) TAL00020
INTEGER*2 4MAPNPRMP TAL00030
COMON/INT/IASIZENNGNDGNTG, NMATIMJM,KM,IRM,JRM,KRM,NLBC, TAL00040
1NF8C,MBBC,MDNSCTMPRG,IOPT,TG,NXTPNYTPNZTPIXTP(5)xIYTP(5), TALOO50
2IZTP(5),NSTEAD,IFLIN,1GEOM,ITITLE(20),NOIT,NIITiNPITI0PSIIODUMP,TAL00060
310FN,IDFOTOPN,13P,ITEMP,ITEMP1,ITEP2,ITEMP3,ITEMP4,ITEMP5, TAL00070
4NTIT,IETIMEIFLOUT,1MX,JMXKMX,!OSCI,!OSC2,NGX TAL00080
COMMON/FLOTE/EFFK,0RFPEPS1,EPS2,TEMPTEMPliTEME2,TEMP3,TEMP4, TAL00130
ITEMP5,TEMPS,XFISSTXFISSO,ALAMNALAMO,TIMEFLXCONBETAT TAL00140
COMOU/TIMNT/LASZONISTPCHILINCH,IPRSTPM4SCH(5),MNLCH(5), TALOO50
lISTEP, IZHHT TAL00160
COMMODTIMFLD/THTHMN,HMAXITSTARTTENDDELSFS(5,4),DELSRS(5,4), TAL00170
IDELSTS(5,4),DELSIS(5,4),DELS2S(5,4),DELSFL(5,4),DELSRL(5,4), TAL00180
2DELSTL(5,4),DELSIL(5,4),DELS2L(5,4) TAL00190
C THE FOLLOWING LOGIC ASSURES THAT HT IS AN INTEGER MULTIPLE OF TIME TAL00200
C ZONE LENGTH TALO0210
TEMP5=(TEN-TSTART)/ (2.ODD*HT) TAL00220
ITEMP5=TEMP5 TAL00230
TEMP6=ITEMP5 TAL00240
IF((TEMP-TEMP6) LT.1.00-11) GO TO 110 TAL00250
1000 FORMAT(1H0,15X,*.***INPUT IMIN (=HT) IS NOT AN INTEGER MULTIPLE OTAL00260
IF TIME ZONE LENGTH*****') TAL00270
HT(TEND-TSTART-2.ODO*HT)/(TEMP6-1.003 TAL00280
WRITE(6,1000) TAL00290
WRITE(6,1010)HT TAL00300
1010 FORMAT(IH ,15X,*HT HAS BEEN CHANGED TO *',D20.13,' SECONDS AND WILLTAL00310
I BE HELD FIXED AT THAT VALUE') TAL00320
110 ICHHT=0 TAL00330
RETURN TAL00340
END TAL00350
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C
V.
40 1*J+N*(J-2)
IT= IMAX-J
SUBROUTINE DSIMO(A,8,NKS)
THIS SU3R3UTIME HAS BEEN TAKEN FROM THE IBM SCIENTIFIC
SUBROUTIME PACKAGE AND CONVERTED TO 03UBLF PRECISION
IMPLTIIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)
DIMENS13N A(1),8(1)
FORWARD SOLUTION
TOL=0.0
KS=0
JJa-N
00 65 J1l,N
JY=J+1
JJ=JJ+N+1
BIGA=0
IT=JJ-J
DO 30 I=J,N
SEARCH FOR MAXI4UM COEFFICIENT IN COLUMN
IJ=IT+I
IF( DA8S(BIGA)-0ABS(A(IJ))) 20,30,30-
20 BIGA=A(IJ)
IMAX=I
30 CONTINUE
TEST FOR PIVOT LESS THA4 TOLERANCE (SINGULAR MATRIX)
IFM(ABS(BIGA)-TOL) 35,35,40
35 KS=1
RETURN
INTERCHANGE ROWS IF NECESSARY
S100010
S100020
S100030
S100040
S100050
S100060
S100070
S100080
S100090
S100100
Soolo
S100120
S100130
S100140
S100150
S100160
S100170
S100180
S100190
S100200
S100210
S100220
S100230
S100240
S100250
$100260
S100270
S100280
S100290
S100300
S100310
S100320
S100330
S100340
S100350
S100360
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C
C
C
C
C
C
Fi I 1 10MMFIM l!".
C
C
C
C
C
DO 50 K=J,N
TI=1 1+N
12=11+IT
SAVF=A(I )
A(! 1)=A( 12)
A(12)= SAVE
DIVIlE EQUATION BY LEADING COEFFICIENT
50 A(11)=A(11)/RIGA
SAVE-=BI MAX)
8(TMAX)=B(J)
8(J)-SAVE/81GA
ELIMINATE NEXT VARIABLE
IF(J-N) 55,70,55
55 TQSzN*(J-1)
03 65 YXUJYN
IXJ=TQS+TX
IT=J-IX
00 60 JX=JYN
TXJX=N*( JX-l )+IX
JJX=TXJX+IT
60 A(IXJX)zA(IXJX)-(A(TXJ)*A(JJX))
65 8( I X)zB( IX)+ (8( J)*A( XJ))
BASK SOLUTION
70 NY=N-1
IT=N*N
M 80 Jalmy
IA=IT-J
IB=N-J
IC=N
DO 80 K=1,J
C
C
c
S100370
S100380
S100390
S100400
S100410
S100420
S100430
S100440
S100450
S100460
SY00470
S100480
S100490
S100500
S100510
S100520
SI00530
S100540
S 100550
S100560
S100570
S100580
S 00590
S100600
S100610
S100620
S100630
S100640
S100650
S100660
S100670
S100680
S100690
S100700
S10OT10
S100720
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I
( 18 ):( 8) - A( IA)*B( IC)
IA=IA-N
80 IC=IC-1
RETURN4
END
SI00730
S100740
S100750
S100760
S100770
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SUBROUTINE TItOUTtPSIP2,W,iNTOGYIMVJMVKMVNFLAG2) TIMOODO
IMPLICIT REAL*8 tA-.HvO-Zl TIM00020
TNTEGFR*2 MV4APqNPRMP TIM00030
COMNTTO/ASZvN NG4TGPMTIJt4KMPIRMJtM,KR~qNLBC, T1VM00040
1NFBC,48BC,9IONSCTINPRG,1OPT,9ITGNXTP, NYTPNZTP, IXTP (5),! TYTP( 5), TIM00050
217rP(5,VNSTEAOIFLINIGEOMPITITLE(20,NIT,'dIITNPIT,I)PS~i,IODUM4PTIMOOO6O
310FN4,IFPIO4,IOPOITEPtITEMPITEMP2ITEMP3ITEM44ITEMP5, TIMODOTO
4NTIT,!ETIMEI1FLOUT!1MX,tJt4XKMXIOSC1,!DSC2,N4GX TI M00080
C'MMO'JfFLOTEEFFKORFPEPS1,EPS2Z,TIt4PTEMP1,TEt4P2,TEMP3,TEMP4, TIM00130
ITEMP 5,TEMPS vXFI SSTt XF ISS09 A. AMR 9ALAMOp TIME 9FLXC3Np SETAT TIM00140
CrM0/II~LSO9SPH1ICIRTt4C()'N'*H5# T!M00150
IISTEP, ICHHT TTMOO160
IDELSTS(5,4) ,DELS1S(5,4),ODELS2S(5ip,hDLSFL(594),ODELSRL(5,4),p TIM00180
7- FLSTL(5.4) ,OELSIL( 5,4) ,OELS2L(5,4) TTMOO190
DIMENSION PSI(NT0GyIMVJMVKMV),PP2(NTOGVI4VPJ'V),W(IMVJMVKMVP,TIM02O0
IWI(Tm~jmvlTIM00210
CALL ETIMEFITEMP) TMO2
WRITE(691000) TIM00230
1000 FORMAT [Hi, 9) TIM00240
1Ff ISTEP.aGT.o)GO TO 100 TI M00250
WRITE( 6t1010)( ITTTLE (T),vI=120) TTMO0260
1013 FORMAfMH ,IOX,IlNTIAL FLUXES FOR THE PROBLEM 11,20A41 TTM00270
ISSAVEw ISTEP TIM00280
103 WRITE(6, 020)ISTEPtTtHTvTFMP TI M00290
1020 FORM4AT QHOSXt *STEP NUMBER" 91492XiTRAkNSIENT TI14E(SEC)1' VIPD14*7 TIM00300
192X9'1/2 TIME STEP(SEC)ll ',1P914.7,2X9'ELAPSED CPU TIME(MIN).',v TIM00310
2OPF10*41 T1PM00320
IF(ISTEPoEQo0)GD TO 230 TITM00330
WRITE OUT FREQUENCIES AT TEST POINTS TI M00340
WR ITEf 6, 1030 ) TTM00350
1030 FIRMA(I1HOf,15XipFREQUE-NCIES AT TEST POINTS It) TIM00360
DO 130 K=19NZTP TIM00370
IF(K.GT.1)GO TO 110 TI M00380
WR ITE(6v 1040)f I XTP(fI )vl, v1NXTP) TTM00390
1040 FIRAT(I 924X,'J f I',7Xt5(13,15X)l TIM00400
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110 WRITE(6,1050)IZTP(K)
1050 FOR4MAT(1HO,12X,*PLANE ',12)
00 120 JJ=l,NYTP
J=NYTP+1-JJ
WRITE( 6,1060 )IYTP( J) ,(W (IXTS (I) 1Y TP (J) VIZTP (Kl)) oI=1,XTP)
120 CnNTI4UE
1060 FORMAT(1H ,22XI3,2X,5(4X,1PD14.7)l
130 CONTINUE
IF(IFLIUT.GT.0.AND.NFLAG2.3T.0)GO TO 220
GO HERE FOR W RITING OUT FLUXES AT TEST POINTS ONLY
IF ( (NZTP*(NYTP+23 ).GT.26) WRITE(6,1000)
WRITE( 6,1070)
1070 FORMAT(1H0,15X,'FLUXES AT TEST POINTS,f)
LINECT=( NZTP*( NYTP+2 ) )+14
IF ((NZTP*(NYTP+2)).GT.26)LINECTs1O
C IF IOPT=1, ASSUME NEW FLUXES ON TOPO AND THAT IOP1 IS REIOUNO
KS=1
DO 210 K=1,NZTP
IF(K.GT.1IGO TO 140
WRITE(6,1040)(IXTP( I )lp,1,NXTP)
140 IF(IOPT.EQ.0)GO TO 170
KD=IZTP(K)-KS
IF(KD.E.0) GO TO 160
DO 150 ITEMP3=1,KO
READ(IOPO)
150 CONTINUE
160 READ(IOPO)P2
170 O 200 NG=1,NNG
NDmNG-NNG
IF (NG.L E.NNG)WRITE (6,1080) IZTP(K ) NG
IF(NG.GT .N4G)WRITE( 6,1090)I2TP( K ),ND
1080 FORMAT(H0O,12X,'PLANfE '12,' , NEUTRON GROUP '912)
1090 FORMAT(1HO,12X,'PLANE ,12,' , PRECJRSOR GROUP *,12)
00 190 JJ=1,NYTP
J=NYTP+1-JJ
IF(IOPT.EQ.0)GO TO 180
T IM00410
TIM00420
TIM00430
TIM00440
TIM00450
TIM00460
TIM00470
TIM00480
TIM00490
TI M00500
T IM00510
TIM00520
TIM00530
TI M00540
TI M00550
TIM00560
TIM00570
TIM00580
TI00590
T IM00600
TIM00610
TIM00620
TI M00630
TIM00640
TIM00650
TI M00660
TIM00670
T1IM00680
TIM00690
TIM00700
T IM00710
TIM00720
TTM00730
T1M00740
TIM00750
TIM00760
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---
... ........ .. . . .....
WRITE(6,1060)IYTP(J),(P2(NG,IXTP(IlIYTP(J)Il=1,NXTP)
GO TO 190
180 WRITE(6,1050)IYTP(J),(PSI(N1,IXTP(I),IYTP(J,IZTP(K)),I=1,4XTP)
190 CONTTNUE
LINECT=LINECT+NYTP+2
IF((LINECT+NYTP+2).LE.60)G3 TO 200
WRITE6,1000)
WRITE( 6, 10T0)
WRITE(6,1040)(IXTP( I ),I=1,XTP)
LINECT=7
200 CONTINUE
KS=IZTP(K)
210 CONTPIUE
GO TO 290
SRANCH HERE FOR COMPLETE FLUX DUMP
220 WRITE6,1000)
WRITE(6,1100) (ITITLE(I),I=1,20)
1100 FORMAT(1HO,10X,tFLUXES FOR THE PROBLEM ,20A4)
230 00 280 K=1,KM
IFfIOPT.EQ.1)READ(IOPO)P2
DO 280 NG=lNTOG
ND=NG-NN4G
IF(K.GT.1.OR.NG.GT.1)WRITE(5,11101)
1110 FORMAT(H1,/)
1FfNG.LE.N4G)WRITE(6 ,1120)KNG
IF(NG.GT.N4G)WRtTE(6,1130)KN0
1120 FORMAT(1H0,IOX,'NEUTRON FLUXES FOR PLANE 9,12, , GROUP ',12)
1130 FORMAT(1H0,1OX,IPRECURSOR CONCo FOR PLANE ',12,' , GROUP ',12)
JMS=1
JME=JM
IF(JM.GT.50)JME=50
ITEMP2=50/JME
ITEMP4=!TE4P2
DO 270 I=1,!M,10
IS I
IE=I+9
TIM00770
TIM00780
TIM00790
TIM00800
TIM00810
TTM00820
TY00830
TIM00840
TIM00850
TIM00860
TIM008TO
TIM00880
TIM00890
TIM00900
T!M00910
TTM00920
TIM00930
TIM00940
TIM00950
TYM00960
TIM00970
TIM00980
TIM00990
TIM01000
TIM01010
TIM01020
TIM01030
TIM01040
TIM01050
TIM01060
TIM4010TO
TIM01080
TIM01090
TIM01100
TIM01110
TIMOI120
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---- q
IF( IE.GT.I4) IE=IM
IF((I-1)/1.LT.ITEMP4)Gl T3 240
WRITE(6, 1110)
ITEMP4=ITEMP4+ITEMP2
240 WRITE(6,1140)(YTEMP3,ITEMP3=ISIE)
114. F3RMAT(IH0,3X,'J f T',2X,!T,9112)
WRITE6,1150)
1150 FORMAT(1H ,3X)
no 261 ITEM'P3=JMSJME
J=JME+1-!TEMP3
IF(IOPT.FQ.1)GO TO 250
WRITE(6,1160)J,(PSI(NGII,J,K),!I=ISIE)
1160 FORMAT(IH ,2XI2,6X,1P10012.5)
N G0 TO 260
250 WRITE(6,1160)J,(P2(NG,II ,J),I=IS, YE)
260 CONTINUE
IF(JME.GE.JM)GO TO 270
JMS=JME+ 1
JME=JMS+49
IF( JME.GT.J M)JME=JM
WRITE(6,1110)
GO TO 240
270 CINTYNUE
?RO CONTINUF
CALL ETIMEF(TEMP)
WRITE(6,1180)TEMP
1180 FOR.MAT(HO,0X,'FLUX PAINTOUT C3MPLETED,
1.4)
IFfNFLAG2.EQ.2)WRITE
1170 FORMNAT(1H1,10X,'HAVE
290 CONTIUE
IFfIOPT.EQ.1)REWIND
RETURN
END
16,11T0) '
USED ALLOTTED CPU TIME)
I OPO
ELAPSED TIME(MIN)
TIM01130
TIM01140
TIM01150
TI M01160
TIM01170
TIM01180
TIM01190
TIM01200
TIM01210
TIM01220
TIM01230
TTM01240
TIM01250
TIM01260
TIM01270
TI-M01280
T1M01290
TIM01300
TIM01310
TIM01320
TIM01330
TIM01340
TIO01350
TIM01360
TIM01370
TIM01380
S,F1OTIM01390
TIM01400
TIM01410
TIM01420
TIM01430
TIM01440
TIM01450
TIM01460
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SUBROUtTINE CHANGE( XTvXNUSGFS IGR SIGTjSIGSHX 9 YHZt IBPJ8PKRPSFT00olo
1,001,OD!,-003,D)04D5DD6DD,M4AP,!INGVNDNSCV,,Nt4ATV,P4MV,VJMV,VKV SET00020
?TIRMVJRM1V,KXRMVNPR.^VNFLAGlNGXV) SE T00030
IMPLI.0TT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) SFT00040
P4TEGFR*2 4tAPNPRM' SETOOO50
COMMON/TNT"4*TASTZENNGNDGNT0GPNMTTt4JMKM,!RMPJRMJ(RMNLsC, SET00060
INFBCIBBC,NONSCT,4PRGif3PT,ftNTG,NXTP,NTP,NZTPIXTP(5),IYTP(5) SET00070
21T()NTA9FIilE41ILE21,NI--1TNI~lPIIDMST08
31)FNI2F0,!flPNTOP0,!ITFMP,ITEP1,IrEMP2TTEPp3,TMP4,JTEMP5, SET00090
4NTITIET!ME,!FLOUTTMXJMXKMX,PIOSC1!0SC2t4GX SFTOO100
COMNFOEEFIIFP1ES9I49EPt~-P9EP9E4~- SET00150
ITEt4P59TEMPS 9 XF!SSTt XFISSOipALA4NtALAMO0,TI MEqFLXC0p4BETAT SET00160
CIM'04/IMIT/LSZOtTSP~r~ilINC91PST~M~iCH(15)IMNCH()lpSE TOOLTO
IITSTEP, 1CHHT SFT00180
CO44TIML/tH#HIvHA TTAT9TN rE F(594 VF R(54 SFT00190
lD)ELST5q(5,t4) ,DELSIS(5,4),tDELS2S(5,4).DELSFL(5,4),DEISRL(5,4), SET00200
2DFLSTL(5,4) ,OELSIL(5,4),DELS2L(5,4) SET00210O
01 MENS ION X IM(NNr7V) 9XNUf NAT VvNN GV I fS IGFNMA TV,9INGVh9StG(N4ATV I SET00220
INNG)SGT( NMATV NqG V) vSI S( NMAT ViNNGV tNNSC V ItHX ( R4V) 9HY(WRMV I SET00230
2HZ(KP4V),!8P(!RV),JBP(JR4Vp-KBP(KRMV),opDg(PRGvNNGV),Do)2(NPRGV, SET00240
3NNGV), D3 3(NPRGV9 NPGV ) ,D4 (NP RGVv, NNGV3,1105 (NP RGVPNNGV) 9DD6(NP RGVV SET00250
4NNGV),OO7(NPRGVN%'XVN0NSCV) ,MMAP(!RMVJRMV,KRMY) SET00260
DIMENS13N HD(6),qNf8) SE T00270
TFMP=I .201 SET00280
TEMPl=B. 000 SET00290
FIRST ALTER '-OROSS SECTIONS SET00300
IFINFLAft1.EQ.2)Gl3 TO 110 SET00310
ITFMPI-! STPCH SET00320
TFMP2=1. 000 SE T00330
GO Tn 120 SET00340
III ITEMPI=ILINCH SET00350
TE?4P2z2. 0DO*HT/f TEND-TSTART) SET00360
12t) 03 600 ITFMP2s1,ITEMPl SET00370
IF(NFLAGloE0.2)GO TO3 150 SET00380
130 NM*MNSC-I(ITFMP2) SET00390
MM- TTEMP2 SFT00395
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DO 140 NG=1,NNG SET00400
SIGF(4M,NG)=SIGF(NM,NG)+DELSFS(MM,4G) SET0041.0
SIGR(MMNG)*SIGR(N4,NG)+DELSRS(MM,NG)+DELS1S(MM,NG)+DELS2S(MM,NG) SET00420
SIGT(4M,NG)=SIGT(N4,NG)+DELSTS(MM,NG) SET00430
SIGS(NMNG,1)=SIGS(NMNG,1)+DELSS(MM,NG) SET00440
IF(NDNS+T.LT.2)GO TO 140 SCT00450
STGS(MM,NG,?)=STGS(NM,NG,2)+DELS2S(MM,NG) SET00460
140 CONTINUE SET00470
GO TO 170 SET00480
150 NM=MNLC4(ITEMP2) SET00490
MM=ITEMP2 SET00495
DO 160 NG=lNNG SET00500
SIGF(NMNGW*SIGF(NMtNG)+TEMP2*DELSFL(MMNG) . SET00510
SIGR(MNG)*SIGR(N4MNG)+TEMP2*(DELSRL(M14,NG+DELS1L(MMNG) SET00520
SIGT(NMNGIaSIGT(NMNG)+TEMP2*DELSTL(MM,NG) SET00530
SIGS(MMNG,1)*SIGS(NMtNG,1)+TEMP2*DELSIL(MMNG) SET00540
IF(NONSCT.LT.2)GO TO 160 SET00550
SIGR(MMNG)*SIGR(NM*NG)+TEMP2*DELS2L(MMNGI. SET00560
SIGS(NMNG,2)=SIGS(NMNG,2)+TEMP2*DELS2L(MM,NGI SET00570
160 CONTINUE SET00580
Z LOOP OVER MATERIAL REGIONS, CHANGING COEFFICIENTS WHENEVER MMAP(IR,JSET00590
C RKR)=NM SET00600
170 D3 550 <R=1,KRM SET00610
DD 540 JR=1,JRM SET00620
0 530 IR=1,IRM SET00630
IF(MMAP(IR,JR,KR).4E.NM)GD TO 530 SET00640
HOMOGENEOUS REGION SET00650
NPR=4*IAM*JRM*(2*(R-1)+2*IRt4*(2*JR-11+2*IR SET00660
ITEMP5=1 SET00670
NPRPuNPR SET00680
HD(1)=HZ(KR) SET00690
HD(2)=HD(1) SETOOTOO
HD(3)=HY(JR) SET00710
HD(4)*HD(3) SET00720
HD(5)=HX(IR) SETOOT30
HD(6)*HD( 5) SET00740
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D 180 ITEMP4=1,B8
MN( ITEMP4)wMMAP(IR,JRKR)
180 C3NTINUE
G3 TO 500
LOWER LEFT EDGE
200 NPRP=4 PR-4*1 RM*JRM- I
ITEMP5=2
HD(1)1=Z(KR)
HD(2)=HZ(KR-1)
IF(KR.EQ.1)MD(2)'MD(1)
HDt(5)=HX(IR)
HD(6)=HX( IR-1)
IF( IR. E2*.1)
MN( L)=Mt4AP(
IFtKR.EQ.1)
MN(4)=MN(1)
MN(6)=M,4AP(
IF(IR.EQ.1)
MN(T)='MP(6)
MN(2)*MMAP(
MD(6)HDf(5)
!R,JRKR-1)
MN(6)=MN(5)
IR-1,JRKR)
14N(6) MN(5)
IF(KR.EO.1) MN(2)uMN(6)
IF(R..1M2)M()
MN(3)=MN(2)
GD TO 500
LEFT SIDE
210 NPRPPNPR-1
ITEMP5=3
HD(2)*H0(1)
MN(4)=MN(8)
M4(1)=4MN(5)
MN12)=MN(6)
MN(3)M4N(7),
GO TO 500
LEFT FRONT EDGE
220 NPRPn4PR-2*IRM-1
ITEMP5w4
SET00750
SET00760
SET00770
SET00780
SET00790
SET00800
SET00810
SET00820
SET00830
SET00840
SET00850
SET00860
SET00870
SET00880
SET00890
SET00900
SET00910
SET00920
SET00930
SET00940
SET00950
SET00960
SET00970
SET00980
SET00990
SET01000
SET01010
SET01020
SET01030
SET01040
SETO1050
SET01060
SET01070
SET01080
SET01090
SET01100
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j
MN(8)=MMAP( IR,JR-1,KR)
IF(JR.EQ.1)MN(8)=MNI5)
MN(4)=MN(8)
MN(7)=MMAP( IR-1,JR-1 ,KR)
Ir-(IR.E2.1) MN(7)=MN(8)
TF(JR.EQ.1)MN(7)=M4(6)
MN(3)*MN(7)
HD(4)=HY(JR-1)
IF(JR.E2.1)HD(4)=4D(3)
GO TO 500
LOWER FRO4T EDGE
230 NPRP=4PR-4*IRM*JRM-2*IRM
ITEMP5=5
HDf2)=HZiKA-1)
IF(KR.EQ.l)
HD(6)1HD(5)
M4(6)=4(5)
MN(1)=MMAP(
IF (KR.EO.1)
MN(2)MI(1)
MN(7)=MN(8)
MN(4)=MMAP(
IF(KR.E0.)
IF(JR.EQ.1)
M(2)aHD( 1)
IRJR,KR-1)
MN(1)='4(5)
IR,JR-1,KR-1)
MN(4)mm4(8)
MN(4)=MN(1)
SET01110
SET01120
SET01130
SETO1140
SET01150
SET01160
SET01170
SET01180
SET01190
SET01200
SET01210
SET01220
SETOL230
SET01240
SET01250
SET01260
SET01270
SET01280
SET01290
SET01300
SETOL310
SET01320
SET01330
SET01340
SET01350
SET01360
SET01370
SET01380
SET01390
SET01400
SET01410
SETOL420
SET01430
SET01440
SET01450
SET01460
PAGE
MN(3)*MN(4)
GO TO 500
LOWER FRONT LEFT CORNER
240 NPRP*NPR-4*TRM*JRM-2*TRM-1l
ITEMP5=S
HD(6)uHX(IR-1)
IF(IR.EQ.I)MD(6)=HD(5)
MN(6)*MMAPfIR-1,JRKR)
IF(IR.EQ.l)MN(6)*M4(5)
MN(2)*MMAP(IR-1,JRKR-1)
IF(IR.EQ.1)MN(2)*MN(1)
IF(KR.EQ.1)MN(2)=M4(6)
220
I
MN(7)=M4AP( IR-1,JR-1,KR)
IF(I R.EQ.1)MN(7)=MN(8)
IF(JR.EQ.1l)MN(7)=M4(6)
MN(3)=MMAP( IR-1 ,JR-1,KR-1)
IF(I R. EQ.1) MN(3)=MN(4)
IF(JR.E.1IMN(3)=MN( 2)
YF(KR.EQ.1) MN(3)=4(7)
GO TO 500
C FRONT SIDE
250 NPRP=NPR-2*I RM
TTEMP5=7
HD(2)=HD(I)
HD(6)=HD(5)
MN(4)=MN(8)
MN(7)=M4(8)
MN(3)=MN(8)
MN(6)=MN(5)
M(I1)=MMf5)
MN(2)=MN(5)
GO TO 500
C BOTTOM SIDE
260 NPRP=NPR-4*JRM*JRM
ITEMP5=8
HD(2)=HZ(KR-I)
IF(KR.EQ.1)D(2)*HD( 1)
HD(4)=HD(3)
MN(8)=M4(5)
MN(7)=MN(6)
MN( I =MMAP( IR,JRKR-1)
IF(KR.EQ.1)MN(1 )=MN(5)
MN(2)=MN(1)
MN(3)=MN(1)
MN(4)=MN(1)
GO TO 500
C BOTTOM RIGHT EDGE (9):
270 !F(IR.EQ.!RM)Gn TO 360
SET01470
SET01480
SET01490
SET01500
SETOL510
SET01520
SET01530
SET01540
SET01550
SET01560
SFT01570
SET01580
SET01590
SETOL600
SET0161O
SET01620
SET01630
SET01640
SET01650
SET01660
SET01670
SET01680
SET01690
SETOTO
SETOIT10
SET01720
SET01730
SET01740
SETO1T50
SET01T60
SETO1TT70
SETO1T80
SET01790
SET01800
SET01810
SET01820
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NPRP=NPR-4*IRM*JRM+1
ITEMP5=9
HO(5 lzHX (I~+1)
MN(5)=MMAP( IR+1,JR,KR)
MN(8)=MN(5)-
MN(1)4=MMAP( IR+1,JRKR-1)
IF(KR.EQ. 1) 1N(I) -MN( 5)
MN(4)=M4(1)
GO TO 500
C FRONT 83TTOM RIGHT CORNER (10)
'80 NPRP=4PR-4*RTM*JRM-?*IRM+1
ITEMP5=10
IFtJR.EQ.1)GO TO 285
HDt 4)uHY( JR-1)
MN( 7)*MMAP( IRJR-1,KR)
MN(3-)=MMAP(IRPJR-1,9KR-1)
MN(8)=MMAP( IR+1,JR-1 ,KR)
MN(4)=Mf4AP( IR+1,JR-1 ,KR-1)
IF(KR.NE.1)GO TO 285
MN(3)=MN(7)
MN,(4)=MM(8)
285 GO TO 500
C FRONT RTG4T EDGE
290 NPRP*NPR-2*IRM+1
HD(2)=H40(1)
ITEMP5=11
IF(KR.EQ.1)GO TO 295
MN(4)=MN(8)
MN(3)*M4(7)
MN(1)zM(5)
MN(t2) *MN,( 6)
295 GO TO 500
C FRONT TOP RIGHT CORNER (12)
300 IF(KR.EQ.KRl4)GO TO 320
NPRP*4 PR +4*! RM*JR M- 2 * IRM+1
ITEMP5=12
SETOL830
SET01840
SET01850
SET01860
SET01870
SET01880
SET01890
SETOI900
SETOL910
SET01920
SET01930
SET01940
SET01950
SETO1960
SET01970
SET01980
SET01990
SET02000
SET02010
SET02020
SET02030
SET02040
SET02050
SET02060
SET02070
SET02080
SETO2090
SET02100
SETO2110
SET02120
SET02130
SET02140
SET02150
SET02160
SET02170
SET02180
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H0(1 )=HZ(KR+1)
MN(6)=MMAP( IR,JRKR+I)
MN( 5)3eMMAP( 1,JR, KR+1 I
MN(8)=1MMAP( IR+,JR-1,KR+1)
MN(T)=MMAP( YRJR-1,KR+1)
IF(JR.NE.1)GO TO 305
MN(8)=M4(5)
MN(7)=M4(6)
305 GO TO 500
C TOP RIGIT EDGE (13)
310 NPRP=NPR+4*TRM*JRM+1
TTEMP5=13
IF(JR.EQ.1)GO TO 315
HD(4)=HD(3)
MN(T)uM4(6)
MN(8)=MN(5)
MN(4)=MN(11)
MN(3)=MM(2)
315 GI TO 500
RIGHT SIDE (14)
320 NPRPu=PR+1
ITEMP5=14
YF(KR.NE.KAM)GO TO 325
IF(JR.EQ.1)GO TO 325
HD(4)*Ht(3)
MN(4)=MN(1)
MN(3)*M4(2)
325 MN(8)=MN(4)
MN(5)=M4( 1)
MN(7)MN(3)
MN(6)=MN(2)
HD(1 )=IH(2)
GO TO 500
C BACK BOTTOM RIGHT CORNER (15)
330 IF(JR.E0.JRM)GO TO 420
NPRP=NPR-4*IRM*JRM+2*IRM+1
SET02190
SET02200
SET02210
SET02220
SET02230
SET02240
SET02250
SET02260
SET02270
SET02280
SET02290
SFT02300
SET02310
SET02320
SET02330
SET02340
SET02350
SFT02360
SETO23TO
SET02380
SET02390
SET02400
SET02410
SET02420
SETO2430
SET02440
SET02450
SET02460
SETO24TO
SET02475
SET02480
SET02490
SET02500
SET02510
SET02520
SET02530
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ITEMP5=15
HD(3)=4Y(JR+l)
MN( 5)=M4AP( IR+1,JR+1 ,KR)
MN(6)=MMAP( IR,JR+l,KR)
MM2)= 4(6)
MNf1)=MN(l5)
IF(KR.EQ.1)GO TO 335
HQ(2)=HZ (KR-1)
14N( 2) *MMA P( I R, JR+1, K R-1. I
MM( 11=M A P( I R+L, JR+1,KR-1)
MN(3)=MMAP( IR,JR,Kl-1)
MN(4)=MMAP( IR+1 ,JRKR-1)
335 GO TO 500
C BACK RIGHT EDGE (16)
340 NPRP=NPR+2*IRM+1
YTEMP5=16
IF(KR.EQ.1)GO TO 345
H( 2)=4Z(KR)
MNt1 1=M ( 5)
MN(2)=MN(6)
MN(3)=M4(7)
MN(4)=MN(8)
345 GO TO 500
C BACK TOP AIG4T CORNER (17)
350 IF(KR.EQ.KRM)GO TO 370
NPRP=JPR+4*1RM*JRM+2*IRM+1[
!TEMP5=17
HD(1 )=HZ(KR+1)
MN(5)=4AP( IR+1,JR+1,KR+1)
MN(6)*MM AP( TR,JR+l, KR+1)
MN(7)uM4AP(YR,JR,KR+1)
MN( 8)wM'4AP( IR+1,JRKR+1)
GO TO 500
Z BACK TOP EDGE (18)
360 IF(JR.EQ.JRMIGO TO 420
IF(KR.E3.KtM)GO TO 370
SET02540
SET02550
SET02560
SET02570
SET02580
SET02590
SET02600
SET02610
SE T 02620
SET02630
SET02640
SET02650
SET02660
SET02670
SET02680
SET02690
SET02700
SET02710
SET02720
SET02730
SET02740
SET02750
SET02760
SET02TO
SET02775
SET02780
SET02790
SET02800
SFT02810
SET 02820
SET02830
SE T02840
SET02850
SET02860
SET02865
SET02870
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NPRP=NPR+4* TRM*JRM+2*TRM
ITEMP5=18
IF(!R.NE.U4)MGO TO 365
H0l1)*HZfKR+1)
HD(2)=HZ(KR)
HO(3)=HYfJR+l)
MN(2)zMi4AP( IR,JR+1,KR)
MN(3)*4MMAP(IR,JR,Kl)
MN(6)=MMAP( IRJR+I ,KR+1)
MN(7)*MMAP( !R,JRIKR+1)
365 MN(1)=MN(2)
MN(4)zM4(3)
M4(5)uM4(6)
MN(8) - M N(7)
HD(5)HD(6)
GO TO 500
C BACK SIDE (19)
370 NPRPuMPR+2*TRM
ITEMP5S19
IF(TR.NE.IRM.AND.KR.NE.KRM)GO TO 375
MN(2)=MMAP( IRJR+1,KR)
MN(3)=MMAP( TR,JRKR)
HD( 21U*H( 1)
HD(3)=HY(JR+1)
HO(5)*HD(6)
MN(4)M4( 3)
MN(1 )MN(2)
375 HD(1)=HZ(KI)
MN(5)*MN(1) r
MN(6)=MN(2)
MN(7)*MN(3)
M4(8)*MN(4)-
GO TO 500
BACK BOTTOM EDGE (20)
380 NPRP=NPR-4*IRM*JRM+2*IRM
ITEMP5w20
SET02875
SET02880
SET02890
SET02900
SET02910
SET02920
SET02930
SET02940
SET02950
SET02960
SET02970
SET02980
SET02990
SET03000
SET03010
SET03020
SET03030
SETO3040
SET03050
SET03060
SET03062
SET03064
SET03066
SET03068
SET03070
SET03080
SET03090
SET03100
SET03110
SET03120
SET03130
SET03140
SET03150
SET03160
SET03170
SET03180
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IF(KR.EQ.1)GQ TO 385
HD( 2)=HZ (KR- 1)
MN(I)=?4IqAP( IR,JR+1,KR-1)
MN(2)=MN(1)
MN(3)=M4AP(IR,JR,KR-1)
MN(4)=MN('3)
385 GO TO 500
C BACK BOTTOM LEFT CORNER (21)
390 NPRP=NPR-4*IRM*JRM+2*IRM-1
ITEMP5=21
IF(IR.E.1)G0 TO 395
H0(6)=tHX(IR-1):
MN(6)*MMAP(IR-1,JR+1,KR)
MN(T)=MMAP( IR-1,JR,KR)
MN(3)MuM4T17:
MN(2)JMt4(6)
IF(KR.EQ.1)GO TO 395
MN(3)*MMAP(IR-LJRKR-1)
MNI2)=MMAP(IR-1,JR+1,KR-1)
395 GO TO 500
C BACK LEFT EDGE (22)
400 NPRP=4PR+2*IRM-1
ITEMP5=22
IF(KR.EQ.1)GO TO 405
MN(1)uMN(5)
MN(2)=N4(6)
M(3 )=MN(7)
MN(4)=MN(8)
HD(21=101(1)
405 GO TO 50
BACK TOP LEFT CORNER (23)
410 IF(KR.EO.KRM)GO T3 530
NPRP*NPR+4*IRM*JRM+2*IRM-1
ITEMP5=23
H0(1)2(KR+1)
14N(5).MMAP( IR,JR+1,KR+1)
SET03190
SETO3200
SET03210
SETO3220
SET03230
SET03240
SFT03250
SET03260
SET03270
SET03280
SET03290
SET03300
SET03310
SET03320
SET03330
SET03340
SET03350
SET03360
SET033TO
SET03380
SET03390
SET03400
SET03410
SET03420
SET03430
SET03440
SET03450
SET03460
SETO34TO
SET03480
SET03490
SET03500
SET03510
SFT03520
SET03530
SET03540
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MN(8)=MMAP( IR,JRKR+1)
MN(6)=M4N(5)
MN(7)=M4(8)
IF(TR.EQ.1)GO TO 415
MN(6)=MMAP( IR-1,JR+1,KR+1)
MN(7)=MMAP( IR-1,JRKR+1)
415 GO TO 500
C TOP LEFT EDGE (24)
420 IF(KR.E0.KRM)GO TI 530
NPRP=NPR+4*IRM*JRM-1
T ITEMP5=24
IF(IR.NE.IRM.AN0.JR.NE.JRM)GO TO 425
HD( 1)=HZ (KR+1)
HD(2)=HZ (KR)
HD(5l=4X(IR)
MN( 8)=MMAP( IR,JRKR+1)
MN(4)=MMAP( IR, JRKR)
MN(7)=MN(8)
MN(3)MM (4)
IF(IR.EQ.1)GO TO 425
HD(6)=HX( IR-1)
MN(7)uMMAP(IR-1qJRvKR+1)
MN(3)uMMAP(IR-1,JlkKR)
425 HD(3)*HD(4)
MN(1,)=MN(4)
MN( 2)A-MN( 3)
MN(5)=MN(8)
MN(6)=MN(7)
GO TO 500
C FRONT T3P LEFT CORNER
430 NPRP=NPR+4*RM*JRM-2*1RM-1
ITEMP5=25
IF(JR.EO.13G0 TO 435
H0(4)mHY(JR-1)
MN(4)*M4AP( !R,JR-1,KR)
MN(8)MMMAP( IR,JR-1,KR+1)
SET03550
SET03560
SET03570
SET03580
SET03590
SET03600
SETO3610
SET03620
SET03630
SET03635
SFT03640
SET03650
SET03660
SET03665
SET03670
SET03680
SET03690
SETO3700
SETO3705
SET03710
SET03720
SET03730
SET03740
SET03750
SET03760
SET03770
SETO3TO
SET03790
SETO3800
SET03810
SET03820
SET03830
SET03840
SET03850
SET03860
SET03870
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MN(3)=MN(4)
M4(7)=MN(8)
IF(IR.EQ.l)GO TO 435
MN(3)*MMAPf lR-1,JR-1,KR)
MN (7T)vMM AP( Y R-19 JR -1 ,KR+1
435 GO TO 530
Z TOP FRONT EDGE
440 NPRP=4PR+4*!RM*JRM-2*IRM
ITEMP5=26
IF'PR.EO.1)GO TO 445
HM(6)=tHD(5)
MN(2)=MN(1)
MN(3)=M4(4)
MN(6)=MN(51
MN(7)=MN(8)
445 GI TO 500
C TOP SIDE (27)
450 NPRPvNPR+4*IRM*JRM
ITEMP5=27
TF(JR.EQ.1)GO TO 455
HD(4)*HD0(3)'
MN(4lwM4(1
MN ( 3 MN( 2)
MN(7)=M4 (6)
MN(8)=MN(5)
455 GO TO 500
C BRANCH HERE TO COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS
500 NRP=NPRP
TEMP3=1.ODO
00 520 NG=INNG
D01(NRPNGI((HD(3)*HD(2)/SIGT(MNIl)iMG))+(.0(3)*HD(1O/S
1NGI)+(HD(4)*HD(2)/SIGT(MN(4),NG)1+(HD(4)*HD(1)/SIGT(MNr8
2(TEMP3/(HD(5)*TEMP)
002(NRPNG)*((HD(5)*HD(2)/SIGT(MN(l)#MG))+(HD(6)*HD(21IS
ING) l+(HD (6*HD(1) SlGT(MN(6l AG) )+(HD( 5)*HD1) /SIGT('NN(5
2(TEMP3/( HD(3)*TEMP))
SET03880
SET03890
SET03900
SET03910
SET03920
SET03930
SET03940
SET03950
SET03960
SET03970
SET03980
SET03990
SETO4000
SETO40
SET04020
SET04030
SET04040
SET04050
SET04060
SET04070
SET04080
SET04090
SET04100
SETO4110
SET04120
SET04130
SET04140
SET 04150
SET04160
SET04170
IGT MN( (5)SET04180
)*NG)))* SET04190
SE T04200
IGT(MN(2),SETO4210
),NG)1* SET04220
SET04230
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nD3(NRPgNG)*((HD14)*HD(S)/SIGT(MN(TltNG) )+(4t)(4)*HD(5)/SIGT(MN(8),pSET04240
IN"4"))+(HD(3)*HD15)/STGT(MN(5) VNG))+(Ht)(31*HD(61/SIGT(NN(6)tNGII)* SET04250
2(TEMP3/(HD(I)*TEMP)) SET04260
OD4(NlkPPNG)*Df)I(NRPqNGI+OD?(NRPgNGI+DD3(NRPgNGI+(((HD(3)*HD(21/SIGSET04270
IT(044(2)tNG))+(HD(4)*HD(2)/STGT(NN(319NGI)+(iD(41*HD(I)ISIGT(NN(TIVSET04280
2Nry))+(HD(3)*HD(I)/SYGT(14N(6)9-NG) ))f(HD(6)*TEMP)+((HD(6)*HD(2)/SlCvTSET04290
3(MN(3),FNG))+(HD(5)*HD(2)/SIGT(MN(41.tNGI)+(HD(S)*HD(I)/SYGT(MN($)#NSET04300
4G))+(HD(6)*HD(I)/SIGT(M,4(T)*4G)Ilf(HD(41*TE4P)+((HD(51*HD(3)ISIGTISET04310I
5MN(I)tN"J))+(HD(3)*HD(6)/STGT(14N(2)#NGI)+(HD(4)*ID(61/STGT("4(3)9;NGSE-To432O
6))+(HD(41*HD(SI/SIGTINN(4)iNG)))/(HD(21*TENP)I*TEMP3 SET04330
DD4(NRPNG)*0,5D0*DD4(NRPi,4G) SET04340
DD5(NRPvNG)=DD4(NRP.tNG)+(HD(51*HD(31*HD(2)*SIGR(MN(119.qG)+HD(6)*HOSET04350
1(3)*H!)(2)*SYGR(M4(2)tNG)+40(6)*HD(41*HD(2)*SIGP,(14N(3)V'NGI+HD(S)*HDSFT0436O
2(4)*H!)(2)*SIGR(MN(4),tNG)+HD(51*HD(3)*HD(I)*SIGR(MN(S),tNG)+HD(6)*HDSET04370
3(3)*HD(I)*STGR(M4(S),tNG)+HD(6)*HD(4)*MD(I)*SIGR(MN(T)#NGI+KD(s)*HDSET0438O
4(4)*HD(I )*S IGR (M4(R) qNG) )*(TF-MP3 /TEMPI I SET04390
OD6(NRPvNG)*(HD(5)*HD(3)*HD(21*SIGF(R4(l)94G)*XNU(M4(IIVNG)+HD(6)*SET04400
IHD(3)*H)(2)*SIGF(MN(2)iNG)*XNU(MN(21-NGI+HD,(6)*40(4)*HD(21*STGF(MNSET0441O
' G)+HD(5)*HD(3)*HD(I)*SIGF(M4(5)VNG)*XNU(MN(5)vNG)+HD(6)*MD(31*HD(ISETO4430
4)*SIGF(MN(6)-p.4G)*X4U(MN(619 + 4G)+HD(61*40(4)*40(11*SIGF(MN(7)9 NG)*XNSE-TO4440
5U(MN(T)V-NG)+HD(5)*HD(4)*HD(I)*SIGF(MN(SIVNG)*XNU(MN(S)YNG))*(TEMP3SET04450
6/TFMPl) SET04460
DDS(N'kPNGI=DDS(NRPvNG)-XI04(NG)*DD6(NRPtNG) SET04470
IF(NGEQNNG)GO TO 520 SET04471
DO 510 40N=IPNDNSCT SFT04480
C)DT(NRPPNGtNDN)*t(HD(51*HD(31*Hi)(2)*STGS(MN(I)vN%"IiPNDN)+4D(61*HD(31*SET04490
IHI)(21*SIGS(MN(2)14"otNDN)+Hl)(61*HD(41*HD(21*SIGS(14N(3)t4GtNDNI+HD(5SET04500
2)*HD(4)*HD(21*SYGS(MN(4)94GPNDN)+H!)( 5)*HD(43)*HD(I)*SIGS(MN(S)vNG-tNSET04510
3[)N)+HD(S)*HDf3l*HD(l )*SIGS(4N(6) IPNGtNDN)+HD(6)*HD(41*HD(I)*SIGS(MNSET04520
4(7)'tNGip4DNI+HI3(5)*4t)(4)*HD(I)*SIGS(NN(B)#NGPNDN))*(TEMP3/TEMPI) SET04530
510 CONT14UE SET04540
520 CONT14UE SFT04550
GO TO (?OOv2lOt22092309240925Or2 60927Oip280929O93OOt3lOip320#3309340SET0456D
lt3509363937Op380939O94OOv4lOp4209430*4409450,0530)91VEMP5 SP-T04570
530 CONTINUE SET04580
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540 CONTINUE
550 CINTINUE
600 CONTINUE
RFTURN
END
SET04590
SET04600
SFTO4610
SET04620
SET0463 0
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SUR OUT IN E D ELAYS 14L AMv SET AtX IP itD06 9V,NIPRMP vPS 19P 2,vPS 1,PO v N NGV iNDDE L0001 0
1 GV ,NT 124 N14ATV q I VvJ M~pK MV, PRGV) DEL00020
IMPLICIT RFAL*8 (A-HvC-Z) DEL00030
!NTEGFR*2 '4MAPvIPRMP tD 100040
C9MMON/YNTG/IASIZPNNGNDGNTGNTMM(M,IW<M,TJM RM dLBJC, DELOOO5O
1NFBC9qB3Ci,4DNSCTNPRGPI0PTNTGNXTPNYTPvNZTP,!XTP(5)#IYTP(5),p DELO0060
2 1?TP ( 5 ) 9Ns rAD 9 FL N IGE OM9 T TLR(2 0 1N3 Tv 411 TtNP I T 11PStfI ODUM Pt Fl L0070
3TOIFN,flFOiflPN,IOPO,!TEMP,TTEMPI,!TEMP2,ITEMP3,TTEMP4,ITEMP5,p DELOOOBO
4NTTiTETIMiolFOUTPIMtJM~KMX10S1910C~vGX ELO0090
COMWFLTFF-K3FP Pt9ES pE~ Ml EP EP EO4 DELOO140
ITS M P 5T MP,XF TSST X FIS S0,A LAMN vAL A M09T IME F1X CO N 9BETAT DEL00150
C oMM0tfIMIT/LASZ-:NYTrPzHI- LNC~iIPRSTPMISCH~(s),tNLCH15), DFL00160
I ISTEP, ICHHT DELOOLTO
COMMD0J/TMFLOfTHTHI1NHMAXTSTARTTENDD0ELSFS(5,4),DELSRS(5,p4), DELOO180
IDELSTS(594) ,DELS1S(5,4),DELS2S(5,41,DELSFL(5,p4),DELSRL(5,41,p DELOO190
2DE L STL PS 4) ,DOFLS1IL i 5,4) ItDELS2L(5,4) DEL00200
OIMFNSION ALMNG)9T(DVVT(N~N'V936NR^VNG~ DEL00210
1NPRMP(1qVJMVKMV),FPSI(NTOGVIMV,pJMVKMV),pPZ(NTOGV,?MVJMV), DEL00220
?PSI( 14V9,JMV 9KMV) vP~fI MV9 JMV) vVOt NPRGV) DEL00230
IF(IOPT.EQ.J.)GO TO 200 DELO0240
DO 180 K=19KM DEL 00250
DO 110 4G=),tNNG DEL00260
RFAD(IOSCD f PSINGI,J#K)9I1,lIM),J=,J4) DELOO270
!F(NGNEeNTG)GO TO 110 DELOO280
rn 1.03 JulIJM DEL100290
DO3 10 0 1=191M DELOO300
100 PS 0( IvJ ,KzP SI (N T G 1tJv K) nEL00310
110 CONTP'4UE DEL100320
NO L =NNG'6+ 1 nlEL00330
DI 170 J*1,JM DEL00340
DO 170 1=1lTM DEL00350
IF(KoEQ.KM4)GO TO 150 DEL00360
NPRzNPR1MP(I ,JiK) DELOO370
TEMPsO. 000 DELOO380
DI 120 -4GslP4NG DEL00390
120 TEMP=TEMP+DD6(NPRP4G)*PSIV(4G9TtJK) DEL00400
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TEMP=TEMP/( EFFK*VO(NPR))
00 140 NG=NDLNTOG
ND=NG-NNG
!F(J.EO.JM.OR.I.EQ.IM)GO T3 130
PST (N1,1 J,K)8=ETA(ND)*TEMP/ ALAM(ND)
GO TO 140
130 PSI(NG,I,J,K)=0.0D0
140 CONTINUE
GO T' 170
150 00 160 NG=NDLNTOG
160 PSI(N ,pJKM)=0.000
170 CONTTNUF
180 CONT1NUE
GO TO 300
BRANCH HERE IF I0PT=1
200 0 280 K=1,KM
00 210 NG=1,NNG
READ(TOSC1)((P2(NG,!,JI,1IM),J=,JM)I
210 CONTI4UE
WRITE(IOFD)((P2(NTG,!,J),I,ulI4)J=,JM)
NDL=NNG+1
00 270 J=1,JM
DO 270 I=1,M
IF(K.EQ.KM)GO TO 250
NPR=NPRM P(I JJK)
TEMP0. 0D0
DO 220 NG=INNG
220 TEMPuTEMP+D06(NPR,4G)*P2(NGt,,J)/(EFFK*V0(NPR)I
DO 240 NG=NDLNTOG
ND=NG-NNG
IF(I.EQ.IM.OR.J.EQ.JM)GO T3 230
P2(MG, J)BETA(ND)*TEMP/ALAM( ND)
GO TO 240
230 P2(NGTJ)a0.0DO
240 CONT1IUE
GO TO 270
DELOO405
DEL00410
DEL00420
DEL00430
DEL00440
DEL00450
DEL00460
DEL00470
DEL00480
DEL00490
DELOO500
DEL00510
DELOO520
DELOO530
DEL00540
DEL00550
DEL00560
DEL00570
DELOO580
DE100590
DEL00600
DELOO610
DEL00620
DEL00630
DEL00640
E00650
DEL00660
DEL00670
DEL00680
DEL00690
DEL00700
DEL00710
DELOO720
DELOO730
DEL00740
DEL00750
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250 DO 260 NG=NDLNTDG
260 P2(NGIJ) =.000
270 CONTINUE
WRITEIOPO)P2
280 CONTINUE
REWIND IP3
REWIND TOFO
300 REWIND !O11
RFTURN
END
DEL00760
DEL00770
DEL00780
DEL00790
DEL00800
DE100810
DELOOZO
0EL00830
DE100840
DEL00850
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SUBROUTINE STEPAO(YXI~,ALA4,BETAX!PXYZHXwHYHZD31,DD2,DD3, STEOOO1O
I D049,D5,DOS ,DDTvVO9NPRPPS I W4NGVNDGVNTGV4 4DNSCViTMVJMVKMqVSTE00020
21RMV*JRMqV#KRMVi NPPGV.PNGXV) STE00030
!MPLTZ"OIT RFAL*8 (A-NHf0-Z) STE00040
!NTEGER*2 M4MAPNPRmP STEOOO50
COMM0/INSfAS!!~NNGNDGNT0GNiATIMJMKMIRMJRMKRMNLBCv STE00060
1.NFBC,4BBC,'4ONSCTNPRGTOPT,9TGNXTPNYTPtNZTP,!XTP(5),IYTP(5), STFOO070
IIT(5 ) NSTEAD, IFIIN, InEOM,! TITLEIZO tI,4TNIITN! OSIDrPSFO8
3U3F4,!OFQI0P4,!JP),!TE14P,!TEMP1,!TEMP2,PITEPPITEMP4,!TEMP5, STE00090
4NTITtIE MF!FLUT!IMX,JMXvK?4Xt I0SC1,!OSC2'4GX SrTooi1oo
COMfn4/FLlTEEFFK,ODRFPEPS1,EPS2,TEMP,tTEMP,TEMP2,PTE4P3,TEMP4. STE00150
ITEMP5,TEMPSXF!SSTFXFISS0,ALAMNALAMOPTIMEFLXC)NBETAT STE00160
COO'M4/TIMINTLASZON!STPC91LINCIPRSTP,4SCH(5S),?NLCH(5Jt STEOOL70
I ISTFP, ItVHHT STFO0l80
COMMTTFOTHvHItHA TTR9 ED9E F(54!DLR(54 p STE00190
IDELSTS(5,4),0ELSIS(594),DELS2S(5,4),DELSFL(5,t4),ODELSRL(5,o4J, STFOOZOO
2DELSTL(594) ,DELSIL( 594),DELS2L(5,4)". STIFOO210
DIM4ENSION V (NNGVIV'X M (NNGV),9AL AM4(NDGVI,9BETA( NOGV),tXTP('INGV9 NDGV) , STE00220
lX(1P4V)V(JMV),Z(KM4V),HX(PQ4Y),HY(JRt4Y),HZ(KRi4V),DD01(NPRGV,NNGV~, STE00230
202NRV9NVV0(PG94VtD4NRVPG)tD(PG9NV ' STE00240
1016(NPRGV,94NGV),DD7(NPRGVN'tXVN0NSCV),NPRMP(1MYJMqVK4V), STE00250
4PSI (NTOGVIMVJMV,PKMV),W(!MVJVVK'V),VOINPRGVI STE00260
DIMENSION CC(4,4),DD(4) STFOO270
FIRST TIA4JSFORM ALL POINTS STE00280
DO 110 K=2,KMX STE00290
DJ 110 JU1,JMX STE00300
03 110 tat1,IMX STF00310
TEM4PI=DEXP(W(I ,.JK) *HT) STE00320
00 100 'G=19'NNG STE00330
100 PST (NST9I #JKX)=TEMPI*PSI (NtIvJvK) STE00340
110 CONTINUE STF0O350
'BOW SET STARTING !,JAND K INDICES ASSU'414G 4) SYMMETRY BOUNDARIES STE00360
15=2 STE00370
J#S=2 STE 00380
KSW2 STE00390
HP4V=1 .00HT STE00400
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500 O 850 K=KS,KMX STE023T0
IF(NF8C.EQ.0)GO TO 660 STE02380
0, 620 4G=lNNG STE02390
TEMP=1.000/(V(NG)*HT) STF02400
DO 550 J=1,2 STE02410
D 550 1=1,2 STE02420
NPR=NPRMP(!,J,K) STE02430
11=2*(J-I1)+1 STE02440
DD( IT)=0.010 STE02450
00 520 NGP=I,NTOG STE02460
!F(NGP.GT.NNG)GO TO 510 STE02470
IF(NGP.EQ.NG)GO T3 520 STE02480
DD(I ItDD(II)+XIM(G)0D6(PRNGP*PSI(4GP,1,JK) STE02490
GO TO 520 STE02500
510 ND=NGP-NNG STE02510
00(l)=DD(I1)+X!P(G,ND)*PSI(NGPITJ 'K)*VO(PR) STE02520
520 CONTI4UE STE02530
DO 530 ONl,NONSCT STE02540
ITEMPItMG-NDN STE02550
IF(ITEMPI.LE.0)GO TO 530 STE02560
DD(II)*DD(II)+0D7(4PR,TEMP1,NDN)*PST(ITEMPI,!,JyK) STE02570
530 CONT INE STE02580
PTEM=TEMP*V0(NPR) STE02581
DD( I )D40D( 1)+(.PTEM-DD4(NPR, NG) )*PSI (NG, 1,, K)+001 (4NPR, G)*PSI(NGSTE02590
11+1,J,KI+D02(NPR,93)*PS!(NG,!,J+1K)+DD3(NPRNG)*PST(NS,I,JK+1)+ STE02600
2003(NPRMP(I JK-1),NG)*PSI(4G,I,J,K-1) STE02610
DO 540 ITEIP2=1,4 STE02620
540 CC(IItTEMP2)u0.000 STE02630
CC(II,1I)*(TEMP+W(I,J,K)/Vt4G))*VO(NPR)+DD5(NPRNG) STE02640
550 CONTINUE STE02650
NPR=NPRMP(1,1,K) STE02660
CC1,2)*-DD1 (NPRNG) STE02670
CC(1,3)*-D02(NPRM4S) STE02680
CCf2,4)u-DD2(NPRMP(2,1,K),MG) STE02690
CC(3,4)*-DO1 (NPAfMP(1,2,K),NG) STE02T00
CC(I2,1)vCC( 1,2) STE02710
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CC(3,1):CC( 1,3) STE02720
CC(4,2)=CC(2,4) STE02730
CC(4,3)=CC( 3,4) STE02740
CALL DSYMQ TD SOLVE SYSTEM STE02750
NEQ=4 STE02760
CALL DSTMQ(CC,DDNEQISING) STE02770
D, 560 J=1,2 STE02780
DO 560 1=1,2 STE02790
11=2*(J-1)+I - STF02800
560 PSI(NG,!,JK)-DD(!I) STE02810
DO 620 I=3,IMX STE02820
0) 570 11=1,4 STE02830
570 DO(11)=0.000 STE02840
NPRY=NPRMP(IglKl STE02850
00 610 J*1,2 STIE02860
NPR=NPRM P(I, JK) STE02870
DO 590 4GP=1,NTOG STE02880
IF(NGP.GT.4NG)G0 TO 580 STE02890
IF(NGP.EQ.NG)GO TI 590 STE02900
DD(J)=0D(J)+XIM(NG4)*DD6(NPRNGP)*PSI(NGP1 vJ9K) STE02910
GO TO 590 STE02920
580 ND=NGP-NNG STEO2930
0D(J)0D(J)+XIP(NGND)*PSI(4GP ,!JK)*VD(NPR) STE02940
590 CONTIMUE STE02950
00 600 4DN=1,NDNSCT STE02960
ITEMPl*4G-NDN STE029T
IF(ITEMPI.LE.0)GO TO 600 STE02980
DD(J)=0D(J)+0DT(NPRtTEMP1,9DN)*PST(ITEMP1,!,J,K) STE02990
600 CONTIMUE STE03000
PTEM=TEMP*VO(NPR) STE03001
DD(J)DD(J)+(.PTEM-DD4(MPRMGI)*PSI(4GIvJKI+ODD(NPRG) *PSI(NG#l+STE03010
11,JK)+OD2(NPRNG)*PSI(NG,1,J+1,K)+DO1(NPRMP(I-1,JK),4G)*PS!(NG,1STE03020
2-1,JK)+OD3(NPRNG)*PSI(NG,!,JK+1)+DD3(NPRMP(IJK-1),NG)*PSI(NGSTE03030
31,JK-1) STE03040
610 DD(J+2)=(TE4P+W(IJK)/V(NG) )*VO(NPR)+005(NPRNG) STE03051
TEM4P5D3(3)*DD(4I-(DD2(NPRYNGI**2.0D00 STE03060
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PSI(N3,I,1,K)*(DD(1)*D(4)+3D(2)*D2(NPRY,N3))/TEMP5 STE03070
PS1(Nov,1,2,K )=(DD)(2) *DD(3)0(1) *DO02(MPRYNG))./TEMPS STE03080
620 CONTINUE STE03090
DO 650 J=1,2 STE03100
00 650 I=1,IMX STE03110
NPR=NPR14PfI ,J,K) STE03120
00 640 4D=1,NDG STE03130
NG=ND+NNG STF03140
TEMPI=0.000 STE03150
0 630 NGP=I,NNG STE03160
630 TEMP1=TE MP1+ETA(ND) *006(NPqNGP)*PST(NGP,ItJ,K) STE031T0
TE4PI=TEMP1/(EFFK*VO(NPR)l STE03180
640 PSI(NGI,#JK)=((HlNV-ALAM(MD))*PSI(MG,1,JK)+TE4-P1)/(NINV+ALAM(ND))STE03190
1) STE03200
650 CONT1IUE STE03210
JS=3 STE03220
660 DO 840 JJS,JMX STE03230
IF(NLSC.EQO.0)GO TO 760 STE03240
D3 720 NG=1,NNG STE03250
TEMP=1.000(V(NG)*HT) STE03260
DO 670 11=1,4 STE03270
670 DD(I!)*0.000 STE03280
NPRX=MPRMP(I ,J,K) STE03290
DO 710 1=1,2 STE03300
NPR=NPRMP(I ,JK) STE03310
O 690 t4GP=1,NTOG STE03320
IF(NGP.GT.NNGIGO TO 680 STE03330
YF(NGP.Eo0.NG)G0 TO 690 STE03340
DD(I)DD(I)+XIM(NG)*DD6(NPRNGP)*PS1(NGP,1,JK) STE03350
GO TO 690 STE03360
680 ND=NGP-NNG STE03370
D0(1)=DD(I)+XIP(NGND)*PSI(4GP, 1IJIK)*V0(NPR) STE03380
690 CONTINUE STE03390
00 700 #4N=1,NDNSCT STE03400
ITEMPIaNG-NDN STE03410
IF(ITENP.LE.0)GD TO 700 STE03420
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0D(1)=3(yl)+DD7(NPRITEMP1,NDN)*PSI(ITEMP1,I,J,KI STE03430
700 C3NTINUE STE03440
PTEM=TEMP*VO(NPR) STE03441
0(I)=00(I)+(PTEM-304(NPRMG))*PSI(-NGrJVK)+DD1(NPRNG)*PSI(.NGl+STE03450
11,J,K)+9D2(NPRNG)*PSI(4G,,J+1,K)+0D2(NPRMP(!,J4u1,K),4NGI*PSI(NG,ISTE03460
2,J-1,K)+003(NPRMGIG)*PSI(NG, I,J,K+1)+DD3(NPRMP(1,JK-1)NG)*PSIING STE03470
3,I,JK-1) STE03480
710 DD(1+2)*(TEMP+W(I,JK)/V(NG))*VD(4PR)+DD5(NPR,NG) STE03490
TEMP5zDD(3)*DD(41-(DD1(NPRK,NG)**2.000) STE03500
PSI(NGI,JK)=(D()*DD(4)+0D(2)*D01(NPRXt4)I/TEMP5 STE03510
PSI(NG,2,J,K)=(DD(2)*DD(3)+00(1)*DD1(4PRXtNG))I/TEMP5 STE03520
720 CONTINUE STE03530
00 750 1=1,2 STE03540
NPR=NPRMP( ,JK) STE03550
DO 740 ND=1,NDG STE03560
NG=ND+N.NG STE03570
TEMP1=0.000 STE03580
00 730 NGP=1,NNG STE03590
730 TEMP1=TEMP1+BETA(IND)*DD6(NPRNGP)*PSI(NGP,1,JK) STE03600
TEMP IsTEMPl/ (EFFK*V0(NPRI) STE03610
740 PSI(NGTiJK)*((HINV-ALAM(MD))*PSI(NGiJK)+TEMP11/(HINV+ALAM(ND)STE03620
1) STE03630
750 CONT14UE STE03640
IS=3 STE03650
760 DO 830 I=IS, IMX STE03660
NPR=NPRMP(I ,J,K) STE03670
NPRXuNPRMP( -1,J,K) STE03680
NPRY=NPRMP(! J-1,K) STE03690
NPRZ=NPRMP( I ,JK-1) STE03700
DO 800 NG=1,NNG STE03710
TEMP=1.0O0/(V(NG)*4T) STE03720
TEMP10.o0o STE03730
DO T80 NGP*INTOG STE03740
IF(NGP.GT.4NGIGO TO 770 STE03750
IF(NGP.EQ.NG)GO TO 780 STE03T60
TEMPI=TEMP1+XIM(NG)*DD6(NPR,NGP)*PSI(NGP,1,JK) STE03770
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GO TO 780 STE03780
770 ND=NGP-NNG STE03790
TEMPIwTEMPI +XIP(NG, ND)*PSI( IGP, I ,J, )*VO(NPk) STE03800
780 CnNTINIJE STFO38IO
DO 790 4DN= I NDNSCT STE03820
ITEMPI =4G-4NDN STEF 03 83 0
IF(ITEP4PIoLF.0)GO TO 790 STE03R40
TEMPl=TEMPI +0o7(NPRI 1TEMP,'40N)* PST ( TTE4P19 IvJK) STE038 50
790 CINTINUF STE03860
PTEM=TE'4P*VO(NPR). STE03861
PST(NGIJK1.(tPTEN-004V(4qNGfl*PSIP4GIJKI.DD1(NPR,NG)*PSl(.NGSTE038~70
19,I.-J 10- ) 0D(NPRXoNG)*PS (4Gp 1-19 JrK) +D2('4PR9 G) *PST (4G9 IPJ+19:K)STE03880
2+DD2t(PYNG)*PSIV4GI9,J.4,I$+DD3(NPRPNG)*PS!(NS,JK+1I4DD3P4PRZSTE03890
3,NG)*PSI(N~ot,JK-1)+TEMP1)/((TEMPV(IJKJ/V(NG))*Y0P4PR)*005(NPRSTEO3900
4,NG)) ST E03901
800 CONT14UE STE03910
D0 820 40D=1,NDG STE03920
NG=ND+NNG STF03930
TEMPI=0. 000 STE 03940
DO 810 4GP=1,RNNG STF03950
810 TEMP13TSMPt4BETA(ND)*006(NPR,NGP)*PSI(NGP,JKP: STE03960
TEMP1=TE MP1 / (EFFK*YO0 (NPR) ) -STE03970
823 PSI(N,! ,fJK)=((HP4V-ALAM(1D))*PSI(NGItJK)TE4P1it ( INV+ALAM(N0)STE03980
1) STE03990
830 CONT1NUE SE40
840 CONTTMUC- ST E0401 0
850 CONTT'4E STE04020
RETUR4 STE040 30
END STE04040
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SUBROUTINE STEPBO(iVXIMALA'4,BETAKIPXYZHXHYHZtD)1,DD2,DD3,p STEOOO1O
l1DD4,DO5,DD6,0)D7,tV,PNPRMP,PPSTWNNGVNGVNTGVNDNSCI4VJMyKqyTE00020
2 IMVJR4VtKRtVNPRGV ,XV) ST E00030
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) STFOO040
ItTEGER*2 'MAPNPRMP STFOO50
CgMN NS AIZqNG Dp4OsNA IM ~ ~ R- l~K~N Ci STE00060
'HF BC,94BBCNDNSCTP4PRGi 0PTtTG, NXTPv NYTPNZTP, IXTP (5), TPI5), STE00070
21ZTP (5) VfISrFADIFL IN 9 GEOM9 I TITLE201v NOITt NI !TNPIT 9 1P S19-1ODUMPoSTE00080
3T!NY3FO!OPN,TPITE-MPJT?4Pl,!TEMP2,ITE!4P3,ITEMP4,!TEMP5,t STE00090
4NTITTFTIME, !FLOUT I MXPJMX,PK~P SCI ,TOSC2,PNGX STEOOIOO
COMM0N/FL OT E EFFK-P R FP EPS,EPS2 TE4P9 TEM~PI TEMP2 9TEMP3 9TEP44,- STE00150
ITEMP5,TEt4PeXFISSTXFISSO',ALAtNALAMO,TIMEFLXCONBETAT STE00160
CODM0IfTIM!NTLASZIvSTP PHILNCH!PSTPMNSCH(q5)ANLCM(5), STEOTO
I ISTEP, ICHHT STFOOI8O
CIM1*/TrL/tT"lvMXTTRiE0DLF(91DLR(91 STE00190
IDELSTS15,4),-DELSIS(5,4),'DELS2S(594).'DELSFL(5,p4),.DELSRLI5,4), STE00200
.20ELSTL(594) ,'DELSIL(5,4h#DELS2L(5,4) STEOOZ10,
DJMEP4SM3 V(NNGVIXIM(NNGV,ALA4(NDGV),PBETA(NDG),XIP(NGV#pIDG;V), STE00220
IXIV*YJ4)ZK4)H(RVH(R4)H(OM)',DINRVNG~ STE00230
2DD2(NPRGVV4NGV),D03(NPRGVNNGV,DD4(NPRGVN4GVI ' .1D5(NPRGVNGV)t STE00240
3DD6(NPRGVNG)0D7(NPRGV R;XV4DNSCV,NPRMP(TMJMKMV) STE00250
4PSIINTOGV,!MVJMVK'MV),VW( I?4YJMV4KtV),VO(NPRGVI* STFOO260
KE=KMX-1 ST E00270
JESJNX-1 ST E002 90
XF(N~fJC.*EQ.1 )JE=JMX-2 STE00300
H! 4V=1 *ODO,'HT STE00310
IF* IMXOMISTE00320
00 340 I(K=tPKE STE00330
K=K?4-KK ST E00340
00 220 JJinlJE STE00350
JMJM.JJ STE00360
DO 210 1Iu191E STE00370
lIZM-!!. STlEO0380
NPRONPR'4P(I ,JK)' STFOO39O
NPRXw4~PRMP( 1-1 ,J#K) STE00400
NPRYu*PRMP( I ,J-1,9K) STE 00410
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NPRZ=NPRMP( I ,JvK-I) STE00420
DO 160 NG=1,NNG STE00430
TE?4Pm1.OODf IV(t4G)*14T)- STE00440
110 TFt.P=0,o00 STE 00450
03 130 tIGP=1,P4TOG STE00460
IF(NG7P.GT.MINGIGO TO 120 STE00470
lF(NGP.EQoNGlGO TO 130 STE00480
TEMPIzTEMPI+XIM(NGI*OD6(NP.RNGPI*PSt(ftGP*yiJ,*KI STE00490
GO TO 130 STFOO500
120 ND=NGP-NNG STE00510
TEMPI=TEMPI+XIP(NGNO)*PSIP4GP,ItJK)*VO(NPR) STE00520
130 CnNT14UE STE00530
00 140 NNUNDNSCT STE00540
ITEM4PIz4G-NDN STE00550
!IfTTEt'Pl *LEe0)GD TO 140 STE00560
TEMP1.TFlq;l+DD7(NPq, ITEcMPI,ION)*PS!(!:TE4P1,! ,JKJ STE00570
140.CONT1V4UE STEOO58O
PTEM*TEMP*VO (NPR) STE00581
IFfI.EQ.1J)GO TO 150 STIE00590.
TEMP~nPST(t4G#!,JVK STE00600
PSI (NWI-,J,+Kl~((PTEM-DD4(NP F4NGJ )*TEf4PZ+D01( NPR, NG )*PSI I NGt 1+1,J4:KSTCEO0610
I I+DD1('4PRXt MG)*PSI ( NG9!-19 JtKl+O0D2(NPR#G)*P!Itt4G# ,JLi KlcD02(rNPRSTFOO620
2Y9 NGJ*PSI (N~G 1 J1 K)*D3( NPRNG )*PSIt(NG,!,#J # K+l )#3(NPRZvt4GI*PSISTE0O630
131Gl+,Kt+~4II(EPWlttl*VN)*ONf)D5NR4) STE00640
TFI!.GT.2)GO TO 160 STE00650
IF(NIAC.EQ.0)GO TO 160 ST E00660
11t STE00670
NPRuNPRNP(t ,JtK) STE00680
GO TO 110 STE00690
150 PSIIN#,tJK)(PTEM-DD4p4PRd4GIJ*PSI(NG,1,pJ.K),oo1(NP~,NGI.IPSyI-NSTE0070
1G,2,J,-K)+TEf4P2)D02(NPR,NGI*PSING,1,*J.1.KI+OO2(NPRI4P(1,J-1,-K),NGISTE00710
2*PSI (4GP,,1tK)+03 (NPRS) *PSI (NG# lipJqK+1)J+003 (NPRMP(19JvK-1 I *NGSTE00720
4))- STE00731
NPR=NPR?4 P(29 JPK) STE00740
1=2 STE00750
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160 CONTINUE STE00760
DO 200 ND=1,NDG STE0077O
NG=Nn+N4G STE00780
170 TEMP1=0.000 STE00T90
Dl 180 NGP=1,NNG STE00800
180 TEMP1=TEMP+BETA(ND)*DD6(NP ,NGP)*PSI(NGP,!, JK) STE00810
TEMPI=TEMPl/ (EFFK*VY(NPR)) STE 00820
PST(NG, ,J, K) HINP4V-ALAM4bD))*PSI(NG,1,J,K)+TEMP1)/ (HINV+ALAM(ND)ST E00830
1) STE00840
IF(!.EQ.1)GO TO 190 STE00850
IF(T.GT.2)SO TO 200 STE00860
TF(NLBC.EQ.O0GO TO 200 STE00870
!=1 STE00880
NPR=NPRMP(l, J,K) STE00890
GO TO 170 STE00900
190 1=2 STE00910
NPR=NPR4P(2, JK) STE00920
200 CONTIUE STE00930
210 CONT14IUE ST E00940
220 CONTINUE STE00950
IF(NF9C.EO.0)GO TO 340 STE00960
00 300 4G=1,NNG STE0097O
TEMP=1.D0/( V(NG)*HT) STE 00980
DO 290 II=1TE STE00990
230 TEMP2PSI(MGv,I,1,K) STE01000
00 270 JJ=1,2 STE01010
J=3-JJ STE01020
NPR=NPRMP(ItJ,K) STE01030
NPRX=NPIMP(I-1,J,K) STE01040
NPRY4PRkMP(YT,1,K) STE01050
NPRZ=NPRMP(I,J,K-1) STE01060
TEMP1=0.000 STE010O
DI 250 4GP=1,NTOG STE01080
IF(NGP.GT.4NG)GO TO 240 STE01090
IF (NGP.NE.G)TEMP1*TEMP1+006( ,NSP)*PSI (NGP,I,J,Kl' STE01100
IF(NGP.EQ.NNG)TEMP1=TEMP1*XIM(NG) STE01110
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GO TO 250 STE01120
240 ND=NGP-NNG STEOU 30
TEMP1= TEMPI+XIP(N,".N0)*PSt(N4GP,J,K)*VO(NPR) STE01140
250 CONT1'4UJE STE01150
TEF4P3=PST (NGpI 2,K) STEOI 16
PTEM=TE4P*VD(NPR) '.STE01161
TF(J.EQ.1I)GO TO 260 STF01170
PSI (N3,291 JK0s( fPrEM-DD44PlkvNG) )*PSI(NGIJ.K)+DO1(NPRNG)*PSI (NGSTE01180
10+41,J,(X).!)DI1pJRxt NG)*PS!(4GP I-1,JtK)+DO2(4PR,*4GI *PSI (NG9,J+l 9KISTE01190
2+on2tNPRYtNGI*TEMP2+003(NPq,rNG)*PST (NG I #J,I)+DD3(NPjt1Art) *PSI (NSTE012O0
3GvI tJvK-j)+TF4Pl)f( (TE14P+WfI ,JK)/VtNMG))l*VO(NPR)+D05(NPR9NG) I STE01210
TFMP2zTFt4P3 STE01220
GO TO 270 STE01230
260 PSI(N,!,tJKlm((PTE4-DD44P'kPG))*PS(NGIJVKIDD1(NPR.NG)*(TEMP4STE0O1240
1+PS (4G92,JK) IO2 (NPRv ,v')*PSI (NG, 1,J+,K)+.DO2(NPRY,NG) *TEP2+ STE01250
21DO3(NPR9 NG) *PSI Mt I JK41)+003I NPRZNG) *PSI (NG,1,JtK-i)GTE4P1L)f STE01260
3(TM+WI vK/(G)*VO(4PR)4005(NPRNG)) STE01270
TEMP4=TE MP5 STEOI28.0
TE MP2 TE MP3 STF-01290
270 CONT14UJE STE01300
IF(IoEQ*2)3O TO 280 STE01310
IF(!.IE.3)GD TO 290 STE01320
TEMP4=PSI (PG,2*29K) STE 01330
TEV4P5=PS! (bGt,,1,K) ST E01340
GO TO 290 STE01 350
280 TwiSE036
G3 TO 230 STE01370
290 CINTP4LJE STE01 380
300 CONT14UE STE01390
M0 330 I1wl,!TNX STE01400
IMIM-11STEO1410,
on 330 JJ=1,2 STE01420
J=3-JJ STE0l 4304
NPR=NPRM4P(I JtK) STE01440
DO 320 IDwulNDG STFOI450O
NG=ND4NNG STE01460
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TEMP1=0. 0D0 STE01470
DO 313 4GP=INNG STE01480
310 TEMP1=TEMP1+BETA(ND)*DD6(NPRNGP)*PSI(NGP,I9JK) STE01490
TEMPI=TFMP1I/(EFFK*VO(NPR)) STE01500
320 PST(NG,1,JK)=((HTIV-ALAM(ND)*PSI(NG,!,JK)+TE1P1)/(HI4V+ALAM(ND)STEO1510
1) STE01520
330 CONTINUE STE01530
340 CONTINUE STE01540
IOW CARAY OUT EXP(W*41 TRANSF3RMATION STF01550
350 D 370 K=2,KMX STE01560
DO 370 J=1,JMX STE01570
00 370 I=lIMX STF01580
TEMPI=DEXP(W(I,J,K)*HT) STE01590
DO 360 NG-INNG STE01600
360 PSI(NG,Y,J,K)=TEMPl*PSI(NSIJK) STE01610
370 CONTINUE STEOL20
RETURN STE01630
END STE01640
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SUBRDJT!NE FREQ0(PS!,vPSOWv4T0GV,!4VvJfMVvKKV) FREODOIO
TMPLTCIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) FR E00020
!NTFGER*2 MMAPNPR4P FR E00030
4flmnJ1NTfASIZE,NNGN0G,'4TOG,NMATTM,, JPfIM,RP4JRMKRM9NLBlCq PRE0040
INFOCtNB3C,9DNSCT9 RPRG,! OPT,9NTG, NXTP, NYTPqNZTP9IXTP (5 ) 1YTP(5 )v FRE00050
2!7TP(5),*NSTEAOIFLN,IGE'?4,TITLE(20),NOIT,4ITNPITI0PSI!,IOLJMPFREO0060
.IOFN,!OFO,!C1PN,flPOITE!4PITEMPIITEMP2,!TE?4P3,ITEPE'4,ITEMP5, FRE0007O
4NT!TTETIMETFLOUT,1MXJMXKMX,!0SCLTOSC294GX FREOOO8O
CIMOtIFLOTEEFFK)RFPEPSI,EPS2TE4PTE4PlTEMP2TEMP3TEP44 FREOOt30
ITEMP59 TEM4PS9XF ISST, XFISSf3,ALAMNp ALAM4O#TTME9FLXC)NipBFTAT FRE00140
C13E4MIfTIMNT/LASZON!STPC,JLNCHTPRSTPMNSCH(5),t4NLCH(5),- FRE00150
IISTEP, 1CHHT FRE00160
COMM04T'IMFLOTTHMNHMAX,TSTARTI,TENODELSFS(-5,p4)DELSRS(5,41, FREOOI70
1DELSTS(5941 9DELSIS( 594) 4DELS2S(594) VDELSFL(5,v4)9DELSRL(5,4J 0 FRE00180
2DELSTL(5,4) ,DELSIL( 5,4),DELS2L(5.41 FRFOO1.90
DIMENS13N PST(NTO'4VIMVJMVKMV)PSftf!VVJMVK4Y),W(!t4VJMVKMV) FRF002O0
TEMP5zI .0012.oDO*HT) FRE002I 0
COMPUTE FREQUENICIES FRt0O220
U1. 120 K=2,KP4X FRE00230
O 12t J=1,JMX FRE00240
DO 120 twl,!mx FRE00250
IF(PS3(IIJqK)eLTo1.0D-30)'00 TO 110 FRE00260
TFEMP4=PSI(NTG, !.JK) 1PSO(lt,.,K) FRE00270
IF(DA-RS( l.ODO-TEt4*LT.1.DD-08)GO TO 13.0 FRE00280
WIT ,JvK) TEMP5*DLOS (TEMP4) F RE00290
GO TO- 120 FREOO300
110 WIIJwK)a0e000 FRE00310
120 CONT1'tJE FREOO320
RETUR4 FRE00330
END FRE00340
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